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The New York regional office of the office whether or not"Software" should is the Program - developmental costs,
Internal Revenue Service has decided that be capitalized. It may be some time etc.

on page 1). Below is the text of the cause taxpayers in every district will be What is Software?
memorandum issued by the New York affected and in some instances the tax Software is the name for the program-

"Tlardware" is the ma chine the com- capitalized and the issue per

found in the taxpayer's records?

software should be capitalized (see story before technical advice is received be- THAT NIGHTMARE, SOFTWARE

a office. effect Or capitalizing would be very sub ming necded to make coimputers operate

* wy UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT stantial The [New York] District 1s taking the

Pending recelpt of advice, examinations stand that Software or programs that last
Memorandum should not be delayed or set aside longer than one year, are intangible assets

To: All Revenue Agents Instead Software" should be capitalized that should be written off ove their7

Date: January 15, 1969 where significant and the taxpayer ad- useful lives (National Office technical
vised that the Software" issue will be advice has been requested but ma oe

SUBJECT: Capitalization of suspensed, but that all other issues will be delayed. Pendine receipt, examinations
"Software" resolved to the extent possible. oe completed Software il! oc

nati nal puter and all its components. "Software" (Continued on Page 21)Reauest been made of the
m 20%

(Continued from Paze 20) Cov costs should be addee nro below ma be use to develop the costs Software

Total Cost 100%crake ce of Januar 5, 1965 purtionate share of taxpuye over- indirectly
Maintenance
Operation1 4 :

here can the cost of Software be head
ever, that systems analysts, programmers, program?
and coders are also occupied maintaining
programs. Maintenance of programs as

heave been developed by the taxpayer's new programs is expense and not capital.
Lhe key punch operators and other data
processing personnel spend most of their

cosis have not been identified, time processing data and not in develop-
ing nrograms. A small proportion of their

If uhe taxpayer has purchased Software
ex? porditure is recognizable in

own personne and the costs have been
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This will have to be determined from
the taxpayer's own expericnce bearing in
mind that programs can outlast computer (Based on 185%)
hardware since they can be compatible
with the more advanced equipment.
What about an investment credit on

Software?
Since Software is made up of intnagible

salaries would be involved in the cost of [sic] assets, no investment credit is allow-
able.

Distribution of Computer Costs
in the Absence of Detailed Cost Records

records, then the statistical data shown Hardware (Cost or Rental) 35%

Staff costs in relation to Hardware average

between 185 - 190%.

enses It should be notes how- What is the average life of computer

Example: Hardware cost $ 80,000
146,000

mne : yaye records it the vrosrams distinzuished from the development of Staff cost
Software 20% 45,600
Mainte-
nance 15% 34,200

Operation
30% 68,400

In any given situation the percentages
may vary and are subject to determination
by the agent and the taxpayer.

ever,
they will be reflected in the payroll for

1. Systuims Analysts
new programs.: TO

Distribution:
All Revenue Agents

if the cost of new programs cannot be

4, Key punch operators determined directly from the taxpayer's
°. Coders7

5. Other data processing personnel
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ABSTRACT

This paper is a revised version of the talk
which introduced the Panel on Privacy at the
Council for Social Science Data Archives
(CSSDA) 1968 Annual Conference, A framework
for inquiry into issues of computers and
privacy is reviewed and categories of concern
are suggested, Some criteria for evaluation
of the use of archives, a brief inventory of
protective measures, standards, and limite-~
tions of use are summarized, Finally, some
concepts, examples, and programs that relate
to Social Science Data Archives (SSDA) and
manipulation of aggregate data are discussed,
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Computers and Privacy in Social Science Data Archives

Robert C. Brictson

Strong concern has been voiced about the necessity to protect the privacy ofthe individual citizen from the possibility of invasion by illegal, unethical,or inept users of information stored in various records systems, In therecent California primary election a candidate for U.S. Senator urged a Billof Rights for the computer age. His four-point program to protect citizensincluded: 1) the right of every person to inspect his own records; 2) theright to know who else has inspected the records and for what purposes; 3)the right to and correct inaccuracies; and 4) the right to controlrelease of information by limiting access to responsible officials with aspecific legal purpose, 1

Further controversy has been expressed in national hearings conducted by Congress-man Gallagher and Senator Long, in the courts, by private organizations (e.g. theAmerican Civil Liberties Union), in universities, and in the popular press.Gallagher emphasized, "The invasion of privacy, on the scale a computer makes
possible, would drastically change the structure of American society and quitepossibly destroy the American democracy. We cannot do without the computer,
We must learn to live with it, and we must learn to control its use and poten-tial abuse." Studies also are under way by Harvard's Program on Technology and
Society, The Americen Academy of Arts and Sciences project on "The Social
Implications of the Computer," the National Academy of Sciences's ComputerScience and Engineering Board, and at various other universities such as Iowa
State, Lehigh, and George Washington,.3

* Paper presented at kth Annual Comcil of Social Science Data Archives (CSSDA)
Convention, as part of the Panel on Privacy which the author chaired at the
University of Pittsburgh, June 13, 1968.

1. L.A. Times, May 21, 1968, This is an outgrovth of a program recommended byJohn McCarthy in "Information," Scientific American, Vol, 215: 3 (September
1966). An additional suggestion was that the government should not ask a
person for information it already has.

2, EDP Weekly, May 27, 1968,

3. News Release, Cornelius E, Gallagher, M.C., "Gallagher Hails Increasing
Concern Over Computer Privacy," March 6, 1969,
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Because technology consistently outpaces man's ability to incorporate innovae
tions into his society without some turmoil, citizens' apprehensions are
stirred by new devices, techniques or philosophies that jeopardize societal
stability. Although change is part of progress, its handmaiden is uncertainty,
and doubts about relative merit are justified if not essential, By fully
understanding the possible uses of the computer as a tool many of its hazards
are controlled. Safety regulations appropriate for users may be established
and categories where most effective use can be made may be defined and demar-
cated. On this panel we will discuss some of the implications for privacy of
the use of archives in the study of public policy issues and perhaps suggest
some ways in which both availability of information and privacy can be facili-
tated,

Panel discuss}on will follow review of a framework for inquiry developed in anearlier paper' which suggests categories of concern. Criteria for evaluation
of the use of archives and a brief inventory of protective measures were
presented before covering the benefits, standards,and limitations of use,
Some concepts, examples, and programs that relate to Social Science Data
Archives and manipulation of aggregate data will also be discussed,

+

Dr. Merton Kahne from the Department of Psychiatry at M.I.T. will consider the
fallacy of misplaced emphasis where the stepping stones offered by a quanti-
tatively easy task frequently lead investigators into paths of social irrele-
vance. Ignoring previous assumptions implicit in data may also lead to
unwarranted conclusions, Dr. Kahne's previous concern with ethics in
behavioral science research sets an appropriate background for his commentary.

Next, D James Laue from the Community Relations Service of the Department of
Justice" will describe some of his experiences and provide a governmental
perspective conditioned by his sociological training and his extensive work in
the field of civil disorder, Among the problems he has encountered is the
use of social information collected from various communities which must be
treated as sensitive because of its role in planning and implementation of
social programs which might be jeopardized by premature disclosure, The issue
of inter-and intra-agency cooperation in use of social data also is important
in his work.

4, Brictson, R.C.,Computers and Privacy~=-Implications of a Management Tool,
SDC document SP-2953/001/00, March 1968,

5. Now Lecturer in Sociology, Laboratory of Community Psychiatry,
Harvard Medical School.
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Finally, Dr. Albert Biderman, Senior Research Associate at the Bureau of Social
Science Research, will discuss privacy in the purpose and organization ofstatistics. His creative work in the fields of social indicators, evaluation
of national criminal statistics, including victimization rates, end freedom
in research for the American Sociological Association contribute to his insights,His findings suggest the necessity for single organizations to collect widelyvarying data to cope with special requirements of different echelons, e.6.special needs of planners, workaday administrators,and operational field units,
The diverse fare offered by the speakers should provide provocative points for
discussion end further profitable reflection, One working assumption for
purposes of our discussion is that concern for privacy essentially refers to
data that can be identified with specific persons rather than records which
are aggregated beyond some minimal point where definition of specific identityis possible. Certainly this point varies with the type of statistics utilized.
Preliminary investigation at System Development Corporation regarding social
implications of computers and privacy yielded ea set of guidelines which
structured the field with respect to concepts, context,and specific issues.6
The concepts covered include: 1) acquisition of information, 2) access,
3) dissemination, 4) retention, 5) revision (including updating, rejoinder, and
redress), 6) destruction, and 7) time-cycles, General context developedincludes: 1) historical developments which have led to current circumstances,
2) retrospective/prospective analysis (Considering current knowledge, how
might society avoid problems associated with computers and privacy developments?) ,
3) implications for individuals, organizations and society, 4) technical and
legal issues, 5) information systems--ethics and society, philosophy, morality
and practice in relation to computers and privacy, and 6) futures--projected
contingencies in information systems and possible future worlds for succeeding
generations of men and computers.

Privacy associated with computer usage also relates to many specific areas:
personnel and employment; manpower and human resources, commerce and
industry, insurance, credit, consumer behavior and recreation, economy, law
enforcement, law, legislation, private investigation, security, education and
training, public health and medicine, social welfare, mass media, national
government (including urban planning), taxation, elections and the electorate,civil liberties, economic and social indicators, and research.

A brief inventory of countermeasures to protect privacy of data includes:
1) access control such as passwords and authorization, 2) processing restric-
tions, including storage protection and tenure of access rights, 3) threat
monitoring, including logs and audits, 4) privacy transformation, allowing only

6. &. C. Brictson, op. cit.
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approved transfer among data sets, 5) integrity management for hardware (by
alarms), software (by retrospective analysis), and for personnel (through
selection, recruitment and confidentiality agreements), and assigned data
security officers for each user agency. !

:

Because our discussion topic is social data and social policy, the implications
of this privacy framework are obvious. Examples proliferate in each of the
areas mentioned, We must show concern for privacy in practice with data and
make enlightened use of new computer fools if we are to optimize the benefits
provided by a dataerich civilization, avoid some of the possible hazards, and
enjoy dividends for social policy planning, scholarly secondary analysis, and
academic instruction.

From the standpoint of societal impact, the field of economic and social indi-
cators provides a good example. Information on the basic institutions of
society is included and implicit in all data archives. Nations and people
display inordinate sensitivity to such data as revealed in a mounting collection
of diplomatic white papers, periodical exposes, and legal suits, Educational
accomplishments are expressed in transcripts. Law enforcement systems house
data on crime, prosecution, criminals, and corrections. Other data reposi-
tories provide detail on occupations and earning power, Health and medical
records include facts on length and type of patient care as well as hospital
administration, Similar indicators assess the quality and extent of subsistence,
nutrition, 2nd shelter, as well as related logistics.
Use of the 25 archives suggested in the catalog of CSSDA for 1967 are only a
beginning. Issues of availability, protection, expansion, and coupling of
archives to provide useful links for research of higher societal value are
other vital concerns,

Topics of acquisition, processing, maintenance,and required services also
relate to the aforementioned inquiry framework, Such issues and topics must be
considered when one recalls some of the broad problems that archives seek to
solve: 1) refine data designed for specific use or particular analysis,
2) "clean" data according to varied sources, collection techniques, dissemina-
tion patterns, 3) organize for integration or combination of data by standard
coding, 4) provide varied users' resources--hardware/software, 5) afford
unique capabilities for collection/conversion of data, 6) incorporate data
maintenance to assure completeness and current accuracy. 9

7. S. Gibben, File Security Procedures, unpublished manuscript submitted
to California State Subcommittee on Privacy and Confidentiality, inter-
governmental Board on Electronic Data Processing, October 18, 1968,

8, H. D. Lasswell, "Policy Problems of a Data-Rich Civilization" in Proceedings
of the 1965 Congress-FID-International Federation for Documentation, Vol. II,
Washington: Spartan Books, 1965),

9. R. Bisco, "Social Science Data Archives: Progress and Prospects," Social
Sciences Information ,VIt 1 (February 1967 ) and Social Science Data Archives
in the United States 1967.
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A critical problem influencing access to data produced by the government is the

are required for dealing with privately produced date, especially when proprie~
tary interests are involved. For example, updating of information is imperativeif records are to continue to be of value. This depends on accurate data collece
ted regularly--hopefully, with the cooperation of respondents who have confidence
in the integrity and competence of investigators,

imperative need to protect confidentialit of respondents, Similar safeguards1

Both private and public organizations have understanceble and legitimate interest
in the activities and behavior of their members or citizens as reflected in their
past, present, and future expectations and actions, In many ways the viability
and the service of such organizations are dependent on such data. However, a
delicate balance between autonomy of the individual end authority of the organe
ization must be maintained--a balance that considers the functions and necessity
of privacy, the need for and utility of information, as well as their inter-
relationship.
Threats to privacy have been considered in an ever-increasing accumulation of
documents with much space devoted to hardware protection and software safe-
guards, The strictures and admonitions of politicians, lawyers, government
committees, and professional groups must be considered if proper access,
effectiveness, and economy are to be expected in work with data archives. Pere
haps these are best accomplished by precise definitions of study goals,
accurate formulation of required data including statements of minimum levels of
aggregation and adoption of standards formulated by organizations such as the
Council, which in practice will demonstrate the value of the research and the
circumspection of the investigators. These tenets are in accord with conclu-
sions and recommendations of the Panel on Privacy1gna Behavioral Research of
the President's Office of Science and Technology

Certainly norms regarding divulgence of information ere in the process of change.
Perhaps a movement from strategies of privacy to stretegies of insight will
occur; i.e., a change from emphasis on limitation of information end the main-
tenance of status quo to concern with larger social values of inquiry end full
scale sharing of objective information.23 But, at present the controversy
persists and the direction remains uncertain,

10, ibid., p. 70.
ll. A. Simmel, "Privacy," in D. L. Sills (ed,), International Encyclopedia

of the Social Sciences, Vol. 12, (New York: Free Press, 1968) ppe

12, "Privacy and Behavioral Research," Science (February 3, 1967), pp. 535-538,

13, Lasswell, op. cit.
14, H. Kalven, Jr., "The Problems of Privacy in the Year 2000," Daedalus,

(Summer 1967), pp. 876-882.
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From a sociological standpoint the studies of archival material appear to befacilitated because of the usefulness of aggregate data. In this case onlyfile control would be necessary, but other behavioral science goals such as
psychological studies require considerably more individual focus in data mani-
pulation, where confidentiality must be safeguarded by proper coding and
authorization of access (i.e., datum control/protecion)., For example, studyof criminal justice systems is facilitated by such data management systems as
the New York State Identification and Intelligence System (NYSIIS), where
large data banks serve many agencies. In the New York system, over 3600
agencies are associated with law enforcement functions across a 6=fold spectrum
including police, prosecution, courts, probation, parole, and correctional
institutions. Use of aggregate data for secondary analysis and training would
be possible without coding linked to individual identities. However, such
assurances of confidentiality must be actively incorporated into data sets
delivered for the use of archive researchers, Understandably, studies of
recidivism can still be meaningful without identification of persons, buteffective criteria for insulating material must be established. This is the
job of professional committees on standards end ethics such as that of CSSDA.2?

Similarly, studies of urban violence can acquire deta related to early warning,
community reaction, perceived needs, and degree of involvement with current
issues reflecting mounting or subsiding dissatisfaction, 16 'The use of aggregated
indexes of satisfaction cen give insight into potential for disorder and
possibly assist in the timing and extent of positive preventive programs designed
to ameliorate conditions and reduce dissatisfaction. Of more immediate use are
social indicators acquired from urban observatories and used for operational /tactical programs designed to cope with existing emergencies. A final example
of aggregate data use is the analysis of stratified groups within societies in
longitudinal penel reactions to conditions. Surveys at periodic intervals
might explore the opinions of elite groups including political leaders, govern-
ment officials, intellectual«academic groups, and different classes or occupa-
tional strata to determine a composite societal reaction, If controls are
established, such responses can be effectively coded to avoid individual iden-
tities without compromising information,

15. American Association for Public Opinion Research, "Code of Professional
Ethics and Practices," Public Opinion Quarterly, Vol. 24, (Fall 1960).

:

16. Jiri Nehnevajsa, Elements of a Theory of Internal War, SDC document
SP-3055, February 1968,
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Appropriate criteria have been recommended for evaluating archives A reas Of=17
able beginning might include: 1) substantial relevance, 2) methodological
adequacy, 3) purposive concern regarding standards of privacy assuring circum
spection by investigators, confidentiality of records, rights of revision and
redress in open ended data files. Standards also must be established that
apportion responsibility among investigators, institutions for whom they work,
and sponsoring agencies. :

Many technical improvements in hardware and software can be anticipated. Future
plans for expansion of archives include more effective cross-indexing, incor-
poration of cross-cultural materials, simplification, new techniques for
storage, machine readability of data, use of optical scanners, magnetic ink for
inputs, time-sharing end the possibility of wide scale computer utilities.
However, these concerns are more technical and would presume consensus. On
standards by archive members and authorized users,

:

Development of computer programs for analysis of aggregate data has also been
impressive, Many of these programs, particularly in time-sharing modes,
require identification for access and manipulation of data. File protection
devices are incorporated and further improvements are expected. Three such
progrems at SDC are SPAN, IDEA and TRACE. SPAN has been used in association
with the Bay Area Transportation Study Commission to deal with certain aspectsof transportation study data management. SPAN includes standard file manipu-lation end data reduction capabilities, matrix operation, statistical processes,
plotter display capabilities, and report generation, Originally designed to
support the Penn-Jersey Transportation Study, SPAN was completed in support of
the Bay Area Study.
The system operates on the IBM 7094 computer and includes a library of gener~
alized programs for file processing, statistical analysis,and graphic display.
These progYams operate on data supplied to them and the specific elements of
each operation are defined by parameters, The parameters are provided through
an English=-text job control language which includes the ability to specify data
transformation algorithms and data stratification rules. A SPAN application
consists of a sequence of job steps, each invoking a particular processing
capability in an arbitrary order determined by the user. The data structures
upon which SPAN operates are self-defining so that the required information
about data format and coding is automatically communicated from module to
module of the system,

17. R. E, Mitchell, "Information Services,""Information Storage and Retrieval,'
in D, L. Sills (ed.), International Encyclopedic of the Social Sciences,
Vol. 7, (New York: Free Press, 1968).
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A timeeshared routine for analysis clessification and evaluation (TRACE) was

developed at SDC in connection with bargaining and negotiation research,
TRACE is a system of computer programs that operates interactively with a user
under timeesharing, This system, which performs many of the functions normally
assigned to a data clerk, is organized to handle a data base whose structure is
tailored to the kinds of manipulations that are appropriate to experimentally
derived information. It differs from typical data management systems in that
the primary objective is to derive new variables from existing ones, rather than
being concerned primarily with data retrieval. It differs from standard analysis
programs in that the manipulation capability is primarily logical and algebraic,
rather than statistical; i.e., the system constructs and maintains the data base
and consequently does not impose rigid formatting requirements on the user. By
thus giving the experimenter the ability to manipulate his data freely without
specific programs, and by permitting him to defer a decision about the next
manipulation until he has seen the results of the preceding one, TRACE can serve
as an inductive aid in discovering underlying regularity and relations that
otherwise would be difficult to uncover,

Another powerful tool which has been developed at SDC is the IDEA (Inductive
Data Exploration and Analysis) Program, IDEA helps the investigator to over=
come the limitations and restrictions of pure machine induction by allowing him
to collaborate with a programmed library of heuristics in the process of
uncovering and representing the structure in his data. It provides a process
for deriving decision trees and has been used tentatively to analyze data on

a wide array of situations, including civil disorders and characteristics of
underdeveloped areas.

However, concern for technical developments is not of primary interest here, so
further examples are unnecessary. Nevertheless, some knowledge of how generic
standards apply to specific cases is useful, Several desiderata for standards
emerge to allay apprehensions over archive use: 1) specification of benefits,
2) definition of potential risks, 3) expression of preventive safeguards and

controls, 4) delineation of countermeasures,and 5) index of penalties and sanctions,
Both in the anticipated development of a federal data center and in the use of
existing segmented archives, standards are necessary to assure advantage without
the possibility1gf detrimental effects because of compromise of confidentiality
of respondents.

Three possible operational applications exist for any potential user, First,
an inventory of protective methods with associated costs and limitations should
be explicated, Secondly, effective design of new systems should plan for

18, Bisco, op. cit.
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built-in protection, Finally, for existing systems, experts should be sought
who are capable of retrofitting systems without adequate protection and
troubleshooting those that malfunction, Since absolute protection is unlikely
because of the many complexities involved, a pragmatic conclusion is that the
cost of penetration or securing information should exceed the value of infor-
mation acquisition. Finally, perhaps through the Council itself or through
EDUCOM==a consortium of universities interested in data processing techniques
and use of computers--more wide scale availability of programs that adequately
protect privacy will provide experience and increasing capability for the field
of social science data archives,

b



Nations and firms
struggle to catch up

in the field that symbolizes
the technology gap

More than any other single non-mil-
itary item, the computer has .become
the symbol for Europe of the so-called
technology gap separating it from the
United States. Despite the expanding
European computer industry, American
computer technology and markcting
are still major forees here, and the
4,000 delegates from 40 countries mect-
ing for the third Congress of the Inter-+
national Federation of Information
Processing were aware of the slim pros-
pects of catching up.
Such one-sidedness was not always

the case. During the decade or so fol-
lowing World War I, British develop-
ment of computers also was substantial.
The British Government sponsored the
design and development of computers
for scientific testing, measuring and
making mathematical calculations. The
technology was competitive. But when
computers Icaped into the commercial
market in 1960, Britain, like the rest of
Europe, was Icft behind.

In 1960 International Business Ma-
chines produced its "1400" second-gen-
eration series, which signaled the take-
off of commercial computers in contrast
to the smaller-scale scientific machines.
Taking advantage of its broad research
base, as well as of its already-cxisting
network of U.S. subsidiaries in Europe,
1sM (soon to be followed by other
American firms) established a lead
which it has never come close to re-

Currently, 1M is estimated to fill
more than three-fourths of the world
market in computers, and seven other
American manufacturers have substan-
tial shares in the remainder. The U.S. is
the richest market, and seems a greater
inspiration to corporate growth. More
than 42,000 computer systems were in
use in the U.S. by the end of 1966,
compared to fewer than 8,000 in West-
ern Europe and the United Kingdom
combined.
This does not mean that the non-U.S.

computer industry is sitting on its hands.

By far the widest area of discussion
at the IFIP mecting was new computer
applications-a particularly vital topic
to the European industry as it secks to

enlarge its market. A special pancl was
convened to discuss the interaction
among users, designers and manufac~-

turers, a problem on a continent of small
nations trying to spread technology back
and forth across national borders.
The realization of the need for ex-

panded computer development is not
new. In 1964, Britain's newly-estab-
lished Ministry of Technology sclected
computation as one of four areas for
concentrated development. A National
Computer Center at Manchester and fall even farther behind.

three regional centers were set up, and

mergers within the industry were not

only tolerated, but actively encouraged.
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When English Electric-Leo-Marconi
joined Eliott Automation, the resulting
billion-dollar concern was, and still is,
the most formidable computer contend-
er in Western Europe.
From here, computer marketers are

looking to the cast. Czechoslovakia
alone has already ordered more than
$3.6 million worth of hardware. (Some
observers, in fact, believe that Czecho-
slovakia may have gone so far as to
shelve its own infant industry and ac-
cept instead dependence on British com-
puters.) Britain has also made signifi- :
cant inroads into Poland and Bulgaria,
with sales totalling some $16.8 million
and expected to climb.

East Germany, on the other hand,
has struck a more nationalistic pose.
The country produces one of the more
sophisticated computers in Eastern Eu-
rope, the Robotron 300. Yet the ma-
chine is considered relatively slow, espe-
cially for a second-generation design.
East Germany seems content to ignore
this, and plans to market the 300 not
only at home but in the rest of Eastern
Europe as well.
The true potential of computers, how-

ever, many at the mecting feel, will be
realized by broadening their applications
and by enhancing the art of program-
ming. Development of software might
also offer Europe the means of improv-
ing her position vis-a-vis the U.S. In
France, for example, at least half a
dozen software concerns are operating
in the million-dollar bracket. More im-
portantly, they are gathering vital ex-
pericnce in systems programming, in
new kinds of compilers and in better
usage of real time systems through
development of such techniques as pro-
cess control and message switching pro-
cedures.

Many European groups are concen-
trating on time-sharing, or multi-access
systems, believing this to be the key
to the next phase of computer develop-
ment. The University of Edinburgh, for
example, is working toward enabling
computers to handle tasks for more
than 200 remote terminals.
Political, technological and economic

barriers will have to be overcome to

give Europe the computer boost it
needs. As the iFIp conference. vividly
demonstrates, efforts in this direction
are becoming increasingly vigorous. The
political problem remaining, however,
is that each nation has pursued an inde-

pendent determination of priorities, re-
sulting in fragmentation of effort. To
present a successful counterpoise to the

U.S., Europe will have to cohere these

fragments more effectively than it has.
Without coopcration, the Continent may

The solution, Europeans feel, can't
come too soon.

Pauline and Leonard Schwartz

4
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PREFACE

For twenty years we have witnessed remarkable progress in understanding
the nature of information and how it can be processed. The computer has
been at the very center of this development. Those who became intimate
with the computer -- in universities, in government, in industry --
achieved a new level of competence. The sheer bulk of information that
could be handled and the complexity of the problems which could be
solved influenced enormously the productivity and contributions of those
having effective access to computer based information systems.

Nevertheless, today the computer still remains remote, physically and
intellectually, from the daily lives of most people.

During the next twenty years computer based information systems will
reach deeply into all aspects of society. It will be an era of sharply re-
duced costs, greatly improved ease of physical access, and much simpler
communication modes between users and the computer. Since the com-
puter is a machine for amplifying the power of man's intellect, its wide-
spread availability will have particularly deep implications for higher
education. Without question, computer based information systems funda-
mentally will change the content and processes of learning and research.

To date relatively few students in higher education have had exposure to
the computer. Bringing similar advantages toa large percentage of all
students -- undergraduates, graduates, and post-doctoral scholars --
is an immediate and difficult task. Much more difficult, however, will
be the initiation of those steps necessary to achieve full potential of the
computer in all aspects of the learning prcess.. This undertaking will
be one of great complexity since it involves an elaborate information
system, including internal supervisory and user software as well as
powerful computer hardware. The task is further complicated by the
varied nature and ability of the user -- from tne advanced worker in com-

puter science to the freshman in economics, each working in an environ-
ment devoted to stimulate learning but in which little is known of how

learning takes place.

é



Preface -2

Closely related to campus instruction and research is the administration :

of institutions of higher education. Here the problem centers on more
effective use of campus resources -- on the best possible deployment :

of faculty, facilities and dollars to achieve economical, high quality
education. The need for well designed and operated information systems
to support decision making at all organizational levels on the campus is
urgent.

A number of colleges and universities are doing work important to the
needed developments suggested above. Such effort by individual insti- :

tutions must be continued at increasing levels and with careful avoidance
of needless duplication.

There exist, however, important problems requiring solutions which must
be implemented, not on just one campus, but nationwide by many of the
2,300 institutions of higher learning. Dealing with many of these prob-

Project ISE haslems will require long-range and large-scale efforts.
concerned itself with these more sizable issues.

This project, of one year's duration, has profited from consultation with
many people in higher education and in the computer sciences community.
The Advisory Committee, in particular, devoted many hours of spirited
effort. Associated Universities, Inc. rendered valuable services as
sponsor and host for the staff. The National Science Foundation, in

cooperation with the U.S. Office of Education, provided the funding.
Recognition must also be given to Charles Blair, the Associate Director
of Project ISE, for his skilled and thoughtful contributions to all of the
major issues addressed; to Lloyd Slater, Assistant to the President of AUI,
whose great interest in the project and writing talents gave expression to
much of the final report; to Mrs. Shirley Kamilton, who not only typed
the final report manuscript, but contributed heavily to the coordination
of project activities from the very beginning; and to Mrs. Lois.Chew,
who edited che final report. :

t



Preface -3

Finally, I acknowledge gratefully the contributions made by the Chairman
of the Advisory Committee, Dr. T. Keith Glennan, who was primarily re-
sponsible for the launching of this project and has served as a "prime
mover" throughout. Both Dr. Glennan's and my own interest and concern
for the problems addressed in this study have grown out of our shared
experiences in higher education over much of the past twelve years --
he as President and I as Provost of Case Institute of Technology.

While much of the credit for what may prove of value belongs to others,
I must, as Director of the project, assume full responsibility for errors,
for omissions, and for treading in certain problem areas where the footing
is soft and the direction to move is unclear.

John A. Hrones
Director, Project ISE

Washington, D. C. Provost for Science and Technology
4 April 1969 Case Western Reserve University
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SUMMARY STATEMENT

This report is of a study of national needs for computer based information

systems in higher education and offers specific recommendations for a

program of actions to meet these needs. The study was limited to those
large-scale and long-range problem areas which might best be solved
through more central and cooperative effort between institutions.

The report is developed into two major parts:

PART 1 ... is a relatively terse description of the complete
study; how it was made, what its findings are, and the actions
that are recommended.

PART 2 ... deals more extensively with five major problem
areas in the application of computers in higher education --

in administration, resource sharing, instruction, research
and the library. It is presented in the form of "working papers"
which were developed, shaped, and reshaped in the course of
the study. Many of the findings and recommendations

presented in PART 1 are more exhaustively treated in PART 2.

Findings of the Study

The study determined that two areas -- administration and resource sharing
are in critical need of immediate and major research and development effort

which should be national in.character, Other important areas in instruction,
the library, and in research in computer science -~ also were found to require

important effort, but fhe actions necessary are clearly less well defined than

those for administration and resource sharing.

Recommendations

The recommendation for immediate action is:

Establishing a non-profit Institute for Information Systems
in Higher Education to undertake immediately programs

in administrative systems and in resource sharing among

many institutions.

y
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Summary Statement 2

Recommendations for further study:

implementation of a regional unified library
automation system.

Inaugurating a feasibility study for design and

- Organizing an inter-institutional facility for
study of large-scale and long-range research
projects in the information and computing sciences
in the near future.

- Undertaking a large-scale effort to establish
economical use of the computer in instruction; to be
organized and launched within the next decade,
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NEEDS FOR A NATIONAL POLICY
Among shortcomings to be faced are projects that burden the National
Science Foundation, rising costs of graduate science
education, lack of coordination in attacks on social problems, and
the poor flow of information from scientists to Congress.

EMILIO Q. DADDARIO

THIRTY YEARS AGO research in physics
in the United States was a remote con-
cern of government. Graduate stu-
dents in this then pure science were
the original do-it-yourself leaders and
had to become as adept at begging
and borrowing as they were in making
equipment. Then came the discovery
of fission, the second world war and
the nuclear chain reaction. You well
know the rest of the story. Congress
was so impressed with the enormous
new power derived from the science of
physics that it enacted one of the most
extraordinary laws in our history-the
Atomic Energy Act of 1946.

Trends in funding
The decades following the war saw
Congress loosen the drawstrings of the
public purse to pour out unstinting fi-
nancial support for research and de-
velopment. So generous was this sup-
port that the annual increase in the
level of funding averaged 15% during
the Eisenhower years and 16.5% dur-
ing the Kennedy years. It slowed to
3-4% during President Johnson's ad-
ministration. However, keep in mind
that 3-4% of this enlarged science
budget still represented a substantial
number of dollars each year.
For many years scientists have as-

sumed that the federal support for
science would continue its exponential
growth. Only four years ago Harvey
Brooks, in responding to questions
posed to the Committee on Science
and Astronautics, observed that uni-
versity requirements rise at a mini-
mal rate of 13-15% a year. The
economist Carl Kaysen likewise called
for continued growth of federal funds
for research. We heard similar testi-
mony in hearings that preceded re-

writing the National Science Founda-
tion Act. 3

How large has this funding become?
The latest NSF report on federal
funding for science-related activities
in universities and colleges estimates
some $3.3 billion for 1967. Of this
amount $2.3 billion was for academic
science and $1.3 billion, or about 40%
of the total, was for research and de-
velopment as such,
I see signs that federal funding for

university research is following the fa-
miliar S-shaped logistic or growth
curve. Figure 1 illustrates the point
with data on federal obligations for re-
search in the physical and environ-
mental sciences. Table 1 gives the
details. I found it refreshing last year
to see this recognized by the National
Research Council's Committee on
Support of Research in the Mathemat-
ical Sciences, which observed that
growth of federal financial support
can not go on forever. Speaking of its
recommendation of increased support
for research in mathematics, the com-
mittee said:

An 18-percent-a-year increase
means doubling every four years.
A 10-percent annual increase means
doubling in less than 10 years.
Such doubling cannot continue in-
definitely. Not only mathematical
science, but all science and all tech-
nologies with growing research sec-
tors must face the need for an ulti-
mate tapering off. Neither the
fraction of gross national product
that can be devoted to research nor
the number of people potentially
capable of becoming research inves-
tigators can increase indefinitely.

Compounding the funding problem
istthe increasing cost of research that
has approximately doubled in the past.
decade. This doubling is due to an
annual cost-increase rate of about 7%,

RECEIVED
WOV 3 You

KENNETH H. OLSEN.
which includes the efforts of inflation
at approximately 3% plus the higher
costs from increasing complexity in re-
search processes. The impact of this
factor is all too apparent in figure 2.
This question of funding is one that

my Subcommittee on Science, Re-
search and Development has followed
ever since it was established.
How does the situation for scientific

research, for university research, look
from Capito! Hill?
I see storm signals flying. The

pressures of rising expectations affect
scientists and engineers as well as

ghetto dwellers. Our people's com-
mitment to science is an act of faith
that carries with it the dangers of dis-
appointed expectations. Don Price
recently wrote in Science?:

I suspect that the current attacks
on science come less from those

:

:
:

:

Emilio Q. Daddario (D-Conn) is é@a mem-
ber of the House Committee on Science
and Astronautics and chairman of its
Subcommittee on Science, Research
and Development. A major legislative
review of the National Science Founda-
tion and authorship of legislation
passed and signed into law in 1968 to
revjse.and,bring this arm of government...
up to date have been his responsibili-
ties. Daddario is a veteran of two wars,
has been a representative since 1959, is
married and has three sons.
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-who have always feared it than
from those who were frustrated
when they tried to put too much
faith in it. To them, it was another
God that failed.

I conceive as one responsibility of
my subcommittee the effort to keep
expectations in balance with the
potentialities of science.

Four policy issues

Now I will discuss four matters of

priority in shaping public policy for
science. Each poses subordinate
questions that merit the attention of
our scientific organizations. Each
raises questions of priorities for use of
limited national resources.'
The issues are:
* Are mission agencies abdicating

their responsibility for academic re-
search?

a How shall the nation sustain its
institutions of higher education in
science and technology?

How should multidisciplinary re-
search on the problems of society be
fostered?

* How can Congress obtain an im-

proved input of information and ideas
from the scientific community?

Are mission agencies abdicating their
. responsibility for academic science?

After the second world war many fed-
eral agencies began to substantially
support scientific research in colleges
and universities. Many a scientist
owes a long-standing debt of grati-
tude to the Office of Naval Research
for its support of academic research
after the wartime Office of Scientific
Research and Development was term-
inated and during the legislative effort
that finally Jed to the formation of
.NSF in 1950. During the four years
it took to establish NSF, other mission

agencies also moved into the vacuum.
The Atomic Energy Commission, the

Air Force and the Army, all began to

put money into research on campus.
Later the Advanced Research Projects

Agency and the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration did like-
wise. So it happened that a de facto
science policy came about through

mission-oriented

agencies assumed a responsibility to

replenish the pool of scientific know!-

edge and understanding upon which

they drew in implementing their mis-
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FEDERAL OBLIGATIONS for university research in the physical and environmental
sciences, These data for 1956-68 follow the S-shaped growth curve.

sions. The consequent pluralism in
federal support for academic research
in the sciences has become one of the
strengths of our nation's science, and

many attribute to it our leadership in

many fields of science.
ONR money paid for the research

of the Fermi Institute in nuclear phys-
ics at the University of Chicago after
the second world war. ONR support
made the Nevis Laboratory of Colum-
bia University a leader in meson phys-

-FIG. 1

ics. ONR money established the

nuclear-physics group at Notre Dame
as a national center of excellence.
More recently, ARPA funds paid for
construction and operation of the

radio-astronomy installation at Arecibo
and installed the finest world-wide
network of seismographs ever known.
The pluralistic system that support-

ed such excellence worked well as

long as there were regular increases in
federal funding for research and de-

Table 1. Federal Obligations for Basic Research
in Physical and Environmental Sciences, 1956-1969*

Obligations
Year ($ millions)

1956 120
1957 147
1958 192
1959 291
1960 319
1961 443
1962 604

Obligations
Year ($ millions)

1963 767
1964 874
1965 902
1966 962
1967 1034.

1968 1087
1969 1116+

"Before 1967 no distinction was made between obligations for physical-science research

and that for environmental sciences. Thus one should add to the figures for 1967 and

afterward those fer environmental sciences to make them comparable to the preceding

- Fiscal Years 1967, 1968, and 1969, National Science Foundation report 68-27, vol. 17,

table C-92, p. 225.

} This 1969 figure is still an estimate.
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data. The source as Federal Funds for Research, Development, and Other Scientific Activities
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velopment. This enabled the mission
agencies to extend their interests to
new fields of academic research, some-
times not immediately related to agen-
cy interests, and to support continu-
ing projects as well. These were the
days when we were treated to the
sight of much of the nation's most
fundamental work in high-energy
physics riding on the coattails of an es-
sentially military atomic-energy pro-
gram. Parenthetically, I have read
Craig Hosmer's remarks at the recent
particle-accelerator conference, in
which he proposed that the funding
for AEC's high-energy physics be set
off separately from AEC's authoriza-
tion, thus cutting off that coattail.
Now that funds for research and de-

velopment are tighter and the growth
rate is not much ahead of inflation, we
are seeing signs of strain. And with

-FIG, 2

this change has come what appears to
me as a flight by some agencies from
their long-standing de facto responsi-
bility for academic research. Federal
agencies now appear to be redirecting
their support for basic research into
fields that they apparently believe are
more visibly related to their missions
and thus are more easily defensible.
Some appear to be retreating from
support of basic research they once in-
itiated with the lame excuse that this
is now the function of NSF.

Dumping onto NSF
Think back to the examples I just
mentioned. Each of these projects
was dropped or so severely curtailed
by the originating agency that NSF
has felt impelled to pick them up.
Every project so supported by NSF
has preémpted funds that otherwise

could have gone to new investigators
with new ideas, with new experi-
ments to try. What we are sceing in
my opinion, approaches a cynical
dumping of well established, produc-
tive research groups onto NSF. One
reason is that this is an easy alterna-
tive for the mission agencies that are
now feeling budget pressures. Anoth-
er is that this is easier than making the
case for continued support to those
members and committees of Congress
who may have questioned such
mission-agency support. I am very
much concemed about this flight from
responsibility by the mission agencies.
And I am sure that their budget re-
quests have not been reduced by the
amounts shifted to NSF. Moreover,
what assurance have we that projects
of less quality, less productivity do
not continue to receive mission-agency
support while first-rate ones are cast
adrift.
Recently Leland Haworth, then di-

rector of NSF, summed up for our
committee his work with the founda-
tion. He spoke of NSF as providing
the basis for science upon which mis-
sion agencies should build, rather than
acting to fill gaps between areas of re-
search supported by mission agencies,
And as this dedicated man spoke his
hopes for NSF, I could not help think-
ing how different its situation might
be today. What if the scientific com-
munity had been less adamant about
the organization of NSF as first pro-
posed in CongressP What if there had
been compromise so that President
Truman would not have felt com-
pelled to veto the first NSF Act of
1947? Those three years until the act

U
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'was passed in 1950 cost NSF and aca-
demic science dearly. In that interim
the mission agencies moved in with
big money, and NSF never caught up.
Now some of these same agencies are
looking towards NSF and saying,
"Here, catch!" as they have second
thoughts about the nature and extent
of their responsibilities for academic
research. In this time of financial

. constraint, NSF finds real obstacles in
getting funds not for new research but
to take care of orphans of the fiscal
storms.
If ever there was a matter that re-

quires national policy, this is it.
'Now that we have dragged this un-

mentionable subject out into the open,
let us ook at it more closely.

Since 1965 NSF has chosen to pick.
up the support of 20 large research
groups, mainly from the physical sci-



ences, whose support was reduced or
ended by mission agencies. The cost
-of this research for fiscal year 1970 is
estimated at $11.8 million. Now this
may not sound much to the big spend-
ers, where a single project may spend
that and more in a single year. But
compare this with the total of $195
million requested for all NSF project
support and with the $29 million for
all physics project grants for fiscal
1970. For the current fiscal year
alone NSF has picked up seven large
projects whose costs come to $3.5 mil-
lion. This includes $1.6 million for
Arecibo as the Department of De-
fense blithely withdraws much of its
support for radio astronomy. And did
you know that DoD, which puts only3% of its research' and development
into universities, estimated their uni-
versity spending at $223 million for
fiscal 1968? Compare that with
NSF's total of $170.1 million for proj-ect grants for that same year! Table 2

gives the information
What of fiscal 1970? Will the

dumping go on? NSF anticipates it
may pick up another 48 projects now
supported by mission agencies in
physics, chemistry, biology, engineer-
ing and social sciences. If it does, the
additional cost will be $2.9 million.
Every one of those dollars will be re-
moved from the competition amongnew scientists with new ideas.
This dumping can not go on.
My subcommittee has no intention

of permitting NSF to become a relief
agency for now unwanted research.
Mission agencies must recognize their
responsibility for funding academic re-
search that they have begun. If a
group becomes unproductive, if its
subject is mined out and exhausted,
I would expect the mission agency to
end its support. But if the group is
productive, it should not be left on
NSF's doorstep; it should not be aban-
doned by the delinquent agency with

since 1965.. a plaintive note pleading that NSF
take care of the agency's offspring.
NSF is not a relief agency
That this dumping may be acute in
the physical sciences is suggested by
Haworth's reply to a question during
the hearings on the NSF authorization
bill. I had asked about the withdraw-
al of agency support in various fields
of science and the competition of the
abandoned projects with others for
NSF funds. Haworth said:

It is not surprising that a large
proportion of major particle-physics
and nuclear-physics projects former-
ly supported by the Department of
Defense agencies will survive this
competitive evaluation . . . Being
first on the scene and working with
limited resources, the DoD agencies
supported the very strongest groups

Subsequently, the continued
support of these groups together
with the superiority of their facili-
ties insured that the scientific facul-
ty remained strong. . .

Table 2. Projects Taken Over from Other Agencies by NSF since 1965* :

His reply shows how DoD's with-Former Year NSF expenditure drawal of funds for basic research in

ATOMIG AND MOLECULAR PHYSICS
the rookies. The outcome must beNASA 1968 112 evident to all. There is no contest.

some such support will continue to

Notre Dame ONR 1968 310 tellectual Juxury of condemning

Michigan ONR 1968 120 has spoken twice, at the University of
Chicago and in a letter to the New

GEOPHYSICS
appropriate and educationally valu-Worldwide seismic ARPA 1968 283 able should be continued.

Institution
support taken fiscal 1969

over ($ thousands)agenc
some fields of science puts the old pros

those fields into competition with
Stanford

ELEMENTARY-PARTICLE PHYSICS we will have to Jearn from
Johns Hopkins AFOSR 1967 269 orse racers how to handicap the well
Chicago AFOSR 1969 110 established, winning groups in theCalifornia, Berkeley ONR 1966 125 competition for funds so that the new-Syracuse ONR 1969 170Cornell comers will not be lost in the dustONR 1965 2800Stanford ONR 1969 1630 There is a corollary to the idea I
Michigan ONR 1969 305 have just outlined Pluralism in fundPrinceton ONR 1969 130 ing of academic research implies that

NUCLEAR PHYSICS
come from the defense agencies. InChicago ONR 1966 tum this means that the academic1560Columbia ONR 1966 1262Cal Tech ONR 1968 880 community may have to forego the in :

* Tllinois ONR 1969 260 defense-supported research simply be-Indiana ONR 1965 358 cause it disagrees with certain of the
RADIO ASTRONOMY nation's defense policies

On this matter, I note that the Presi-Illinois ONR 1968 120
California, Berkeley ONR . 1968 180 dent's science adviser, Lee DuBridge,

RADIO ASTRONOMY AND IONOSPHERIC PHYSICS
York Times, to make the point: thatArecibo Tonospheric 1969 900
DoD support of basic research of the

ARPA
Observatory

sort that universities themselves think

& network
Returning to our theme, it seems to

:

: : : me 'that one matter of immediate.pri...
:

Source 1970 National Science Foundation Authorization. Hearings before the House Com-
: mittee on Science and Astronautics, Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Development, 91st Con ority is to reéstablish agency réspon
gress, first

session,
1969, vol. 1, pp. 524-5 sibility for support of academic re-

:

h and thus to sustain our pluralis7
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tic system. If we do not do so, the
only alternative may be to create a sin-
gle agency to oversee the funding of
all basic research and to assure the
proper implementation of national-
not agency-priorities.

My second issue is the precarious fi-
nancial position of many of our centers
of excellence for education and re-
search in science and the absence of
codrdinated federal policy and action
to cope with the situation.
American science and engineering

have achieved great strength, which
we believe to be vital for the future of
our country. Yet our institutions of
graduate education, one major source
of this strength, have had to make fi-
nancial decisions and commitments
without the guidance of an explicit na-
tional policy. Some even now are
risking their financial health to give us
time to shape and apply such a policy,
and, I should add, we are not yet
shaping and applying one.
This is a future-oriented issue. Re-

sponding to the new responsibility put
upon it by Congress last year, the Na-
tional Science Board has advised us
that graduate education will soon be
the fastest growing and most expen-
sive part of the educational process.
The number of graduate students is

expected to double and reach 1.3 mil-
lion by 1980. The cost of their educa-
tion is expected to quadruple to an an-
nual rate of $20 thousand million by
then. At present some 200 000 grad-
uate students are in science and engi-
neering. This number is expected to
exceed 400 000 by 1980.

These figures take on special per-
tinence when we look at the high unit
cost of graduate education in the sci-
ences. Philip Handler testified
before my subcommittee last Febru-
ary® that the expenditures per gradu-
ate student in the natural sciences
"very substantially exceed those for
the graduate student in mathematics or
the humanities, with the expenditures
for social sciences somewhere in
between.", : Northwestern., University
estimates: that a. graduate student in
the physical sciences costs about
$21-000 a year in comparison with
$4000 a. year. in the -humanities.
Moreover, records show, that,a:doctor-
al student: in chemistry there can cost

$40 000 a year. If we subtract those
costs recouped from federal sources,
we find that a university such as
Northwestern may be putting in
$11000 a year for each graduate
science student in comparison with
about $3700 a year per graduate stu-
dent in the humanities.
How long can a university afford so

disproportionate an allocation of its re-
sources among fields of graduate edu-
cation?

Consider the predicament of US
universities that are caught between
their desire to respond to the Ameri-
can dream of education for each per-
son to the limits of his intellectual abil-
ity on one hand and the spiraling costs
of graduate education and research on
the other. Some universities are dip-
ping into their capital endowment
funds, robbing their future to pay for
the present. This year Duke is about
$2.5 million in deficit. Within a few
years an annual deficit of $10 million
is projected at one major university in
the Northeast, while a $2 million an-
nual deficit is expected shortly at an-
other major university in the near
Midwest.

Real and urgent problems
Early in March I visited the West
Coast with some other members of
Congress to obtain firsthand informa-
tion about effects on universities there
of constraints on federal funds. I re-
turned to Washington convinced there
is a real and urgent problem. Part of
it stems from the response by the uni-
versities to federal policies that called
for establishing new centers of excel-
lence. Just as these new centers
began to take off, just as they were re-
cruiting graduate students and faculty,
there came the NSF cut, the cutback
on the National Defense Education
Act, NASA, AEC and National Insti-
tute of Health fellowships, and the
belt tightening on mission research
support. The final crunch came with
the Expenditure Control Act of last
year.

1 saw visible evidence of real injury
to our scientific enterprises on campus.
People were being fired. Major
equipment purchases were delayed or
canceled. Institutions such as the
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
were tying up their oceanographic
boats and firing the specially trained
crews-which will be expensive and
difficult to replace in the future.
Flow long can deficit financing by

universities continue before they are

inescapably caught in the downward
spiral leading to reduced enrollments,
reduced quality and even bankruptcy?
What is the future for those universi-
ties that in good faith responded to the
need for new centers of excellence,
centers that we will need very much in
the coming years, only to suddenly
find to their sorrow that federal policy
and federal funding were different
things? How much longer can our
universities wait for concerted nation-
al policy and actionP Are we by de-
fault abandoning the American dream
that each citizen be educated to the
limits of his intellect rather than to the
size of his purse?
Deficit spending by universities is

not their only financial problem. Fi-
nancial support for graduate education
comes in part from academic research
funded by mission agencies. But the
narrow interpretations of their mis-
sions has led to incomplete coverage of
graduate science education and
science, both by discipline and among
institutions. Although mission agen-
cies have strengthened specific fields
of science and technology, they have
not correlated their support with long-
range national needs for graduate sci-
entists and engineers. I submit that it
is poor policy to hope for an accidental
confluence of mission-agency interests
in academic research and education
that will produce the kinds of man-
power we will need. This is not to say
I favor total state planning and con-
trol, which. is just as bad at the other
extreme. It is time to think much
harder about the responsibilities of
mission agencies in relation to our in-
stitutions of graduate education. My
Subcommittee on Science, Research
and Development has good reason to
consider carefully the recommendation
of the National Science Board that the
federal government accept a continu-
ing responsibility for a significant
share of the total cost of graduate edu-
cation and to assist in the implementa-
tion of a national policy to this end.
To deal with these issues in gradu-

ate science education Chairman
George P. Miller of the House of Rep-
resentatives Committee on Science
and Astronautics and I introduced H.
R. 35, a bill to provide institutional
grants to our universities. This would.
authorize the appropriation of $400
million for fiscal 1970 to supplement
other forms of financial support to uni-.
versities and to provide stable, long-
range funding for srésearéh 'and fr
struction in the sciences: I willnot go.
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into that bill in detail, but I hope
many readers of PHYSICS Topay will
give it careful attention. You can
write to my office for a copy of the bill
and of the hearings on it. It is enough
for now to say that H. R. 35, if enact-
ed, will be an important step towards
meeting the grave financial threat to
the future of our universities and their
ability to produce the educated men
and women whom we will so urgently
need in the years to come.

A third priority matter for national
science policy has to do with multidis-
ciplinary research on the problems of
society. By this I mean research that
combines the intellectual and informa-
tional resources of the life, physical
and social sciences and engineering.
Multidisciplinary research holds out
the hope of better-note I do not say
complete-understanding of the com-
plex issues that perplex us today. We
must further experiment with ways to
marshal the interests and talents of our
scientists and graduate students. At
the moment, such multidisciplinary re-
search is still a novelty. NSF esti-
mates there are only about 40 such
groups in existence or coming into ex-
istence at universities. The Interna-
tional Biological Program and the NSF
weather-modification programs are

good examples of an approach that is
both multidisciplinary and multi-
institutional, How well such groups
can adapt to the highly individualistic
traditions of university science remains
to be seen. Whether the scientific
community itself will accord multidis-
ciplinary research full recognition is
also an open item. These questions
will remain moot, however, if we do
not encourage such groups to show
what they can do and to recognize
there will be disappointments as well
as successes.
I bring up multidisciplinary re-

search for another reason. Multidisci-
plinary research offers to our young
science faculty and their graduate stu-
dents, who are intensely concerned
about social problems of the day, an
opportunity to connect, to. tie their
professional development to resolving
probferhis of 'the real'Wwerld.' It can
bring the rigorous criticism 'of. science
to béarupdn the often emotionally
loaded questions. we face.
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Given these reasons for multidisci-
plinary research, what is being done
about it?
My answer has to be, "Precious

little." Agencies with specific func-
tions naturally concentrate upon the
short-term, applied problems, often to
the exclusion of longer-range anticipa-
tion of and preparation for the future.
They have little authority, time, funds
and inclination to develop a basis for
understanding the ever changing com-
plex questions of our day that demand
solution. I would hope that federal
policy could set out a responsibility for
mission agencies to invest in some in-
terdisciplinary research that may solve
some problems.

Consider for a moment the Interna-
tional Biological Program. This inter-
national, interdisciplinary scientific
venture seeks to obtain the baseline in-
formation so urgently needed to assess
the effect of man's excesses upon his
environment-upon the air. you
breathe, the water you drink and swim
in, the foods you eat and the land that
you would enjoy. With prodding and
urging by Congress, the Executive is

slowly responding. If this response is
what we hope it will be, the program
will be an outstanding example of
large-scale multidisciplinary research
that will include systems analysts,
meteorologists, land-management sci-
entists, geneticists, pathologists, nutri-
tionists and professionals of many
other disciplines.

We also have before us the proposal
from NSF for a new program of mul-
tidisciplinary research with an initial
budget of $10 million for fiscal 1970.
It is interesting to me that NSF in-
cluded this item upon the recommen-
dation of its Engineering Advisory
Committee. Part of this money would
help existing, or forming, multidisci-
plinary groups to firm up their think-
ing and plan the kind of research they
would propose. Part would fund mul-
tidisciplinary ventures are ready
to move off. Some examples men-
tioned by NSF include research into
cultural and social consequences of
changes in technology, structure of
urban environment, and environmen-
tal quality of modern society.
We are interested in this proposal.

One thought that occurs to us is that
perhaps other institutions with a prov-

fort. For example, Oak Ridge Nation-
al Laboratory already has included
political and other social scientists in

some of its research projects. We
should be thinking about ways to
bring that expertise residing in our
federal laboratories to bear on this
multidisciplinary approach to the
problems of our society.

:

How can Congress obtain an improved
input of information and ideas from
the scientific community?

My fourth item for immediate priority
in national science policy is the ques-
tion of improved communications with
the Congress by the scientific commu-
nity. We do have some advisory
groups now. Our experience, howev-
er, convinces me that much remains to
be done to improve the content, tim-
ing and targeting of advice on scien-
tific matters. Now let me be clear. I
am not suggesting a science lobby.
Rather I am calling for legitimate and
needed inputs in their fields of exper-
tise from the societies and individual
scientists who make up our scientific
community. In particular we need in-
puts that look beyond the needs of one
particular specialty and compare the
needs and opportunities of various
fields of science. The Committee on
Science and Public Policy (cospuP)
report to the Committee on Science
and Astronautics by George B. Kis-
tiakowsky's panel is a good beginning
in addressing some of these thorny
questions. This would help us in
Congress to substitute reasoned advice
for hunches and off-the-cuff respons-
es.

How should multidisciplinary research
on the problems of society be fost-
ered?

I realize full well that we in this coun-
try would be the poorer were we to

forget that science has become a prime
means of enriching our lives through
the generation of knowledge. Man
has an inborn desire to know, a curi- .

osity that propelled him up the chain
of evolution. I think we need this in-
tellectual stimulation just as much as
we need food, shelter and health.
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I, SUMMARY OF MAIN FINDINGS

It is the general opinion and finding of the panel that:

1. Computer information processing is of growing importance, and in

a multitude of ways involves dealing with what is copyrightable material.

2. The copyright revision bill does not deal directly with many vital

aspects of computer information processing. We feel that enacting it into law

in its current form could lead to difficulties of interpretation.

3. We recommend further study of the copyright issue, and support in

general the proposal to create a study commission on copyright law. We find

that the Panel is divided on the advisability of enacting the present bill in its

current form, pending the outcome of the Commission's study.

In the body of this report, a general discussion is presented which

gives in more detail the background information upon which these findings

are based. A final section deals with a number of specific problems which

we foresee could result from the passage of this bill.
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Il. GENERAL DISCUSSION

1. Computers are a New and Growing Business

The importance of computers to the activities of the scientific and

technical community, and the great size and astonishing growth rate of the

computer industry make it essential to consider carefully any legislation
which might affect the constructive contribution of computers to the progress
of science and technology. There are now more than 28,000 computers in the

United States, and the electronic data processing and computer industry is
valued at $6 billion, and has a growth rate of 20% per year.*) Industry, gov-
ernmental agencies, educational institutions, and other organizations in both

the public and private sector use computers in a variety of ways. They can

be used to improve many different kinds of operations by adding new capabili-
ties and by performing routine tasks more efficiently. In the scientific area

they can be used to perform calculations which are impossible to do by hand

and to analyze large quantities of data with great speed and efficiency. We

can confidently predict that the computing area will continue to grow in im-
portance, not only to the scientific and technical community, but also to soci-
ety at large. While its present importance is great, its importance in the fu-
ture will be even greater. Impending legislation which may affect computers
and their usage should be carefully considered to make sure that the effect
will be to stimulate growth and encourage experimentation.

Before discussion other aspects of computers, we must establish what
we mean by the term "computers". The term can be construed, and is fre-
quently used, in the narrow sense of a central electronic processor. Sucha

*wPhinking Big,"' Barron Report, October 2, 1967, p. 3 and following.
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device, when operated in conjunction with ancillary equipment, is capable of

receiving information, manipulating it, and putting out processed data. How-

ever, in this report, we shall use the term "computers" to mean:

The complex of newly available technology by means of which in-
formation can be processed and communicated in a variety of

ways with creat speed, can be stored for future use, displayed
in both ephemeral and permanent forms, and can be reproduced
at nearby or remote locations.

It is very clear that in this broad sense the computer is having, and in the

future will have, an even stronger impact on traditional means of disseminat-

ing information to the scientific and technical community, as well as other

segments of our society.

The computer is a new development; before World War II capabilities
of this type did not exist. Therefore, its effect on traditional means of infor-

mation dissemination is only beginning to be felt. But as new applications
are developed, it is safe to assume that its impact will be a permanent one

and that some of our current methods of disseminating information will be-
come obsolete.

2. The Use of Computers Involves "Copyrightable"' Materials

Computers can make use of materials that are "copyrightable" in the

traditional sense.

The first use of computers was to replace the desk calculator, and the

programs that were used to generate the solution of the problems were not

of a nature that had been traditionally copyrightable. The computer basically

expressed solutions to problems in a form which could be interpreted as a

translation into machine language of a method of solution that was either

already known, or would be obvious to experts in the field.
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Subsequently computers were used in a way more analogous to a spe-

cial-purpose device; for example, in process control. Here the computer

program residing in the machine may be a replacement for, or a simulation

of, electrical circuits that could have been specially constructed. Some such

programs may have the originality and inventive character that would make

them analogous to new devices-devices which would normally be considered

for patent protection. It may not be possible to make a general statement

about which of these programs should-and which ones should not-be afforded

such protection, just as it is not possible to make a general statement about

which device should be patented.

A third utilization of computers is the manipulation of textural mate-

rials; for example, basic files of physical data of the type accumulated in

handbooks, tables of mathematical functions similar to those occurring in

handbooks of mathematical tables, teaching programs aimed at providing
instruction at various levels, etc. Here the materials contained in and dis-
seminated by the computer are quite similar to those contained in elementary
textbooks. It is possible for computers to transform and edit material, such
as music, or to derive concordances of literary materials. There are in

existence computer programs which generate music, which write poetry, and
which draw cartoons. Most of these programs are on a highly experimental
basis at the present time, but it is not unlikely that practical and widespread
uses will be made of such programs in the not too distant future. Those pro-
grams which instruct the computer to create the music or to draw the car-
toons might be programs which would have been provided patent protection
in the traditional sense; and the result of applying these programs is to pro-
duce music, poetry, or cartoons which are normally copyrighted.

In summary, therefore, it appears that computers may take in copy-
rightable materials as input for processing. They may generate material as
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their output which is copyrightable, and in some cases the programs that con-

trol the machine may be copyrightable, or entitled to some other kind of

protection.

3. Computer Usage can be Expected to Grow Rapidly

The use of computers in all facets of contemporary life has grown at

an explosive rate, and we can expect this growth to continue far into the fu-

ture. This utilization of computers has been likened to the industrial revolu-

tion, and properly so. The computer is a new tool, a symbol-manipulating
tool whose full capabilities are not yet known.

One of the factors that distinguish man from beast is his ability to ab-

stract and to symbolize. Man has learned to represent many of his ideas in

terms of symbols. Mathematics has given us the capability of deriving rela-

tionships between symbols and carrying out transformations on these symbols.

The printing press was a means of recording and transmitting man's symbols.

The computer provides a tool for manipulating or rearranging and transform-

ing the symbols. The hand axe was perhaps man's first mechanical tool, and

the invention of the lever in the form of a handle on the hand axe gave great

manipulative power to this tool and led to subsequent inventions of more com-

plex tools. One might compare the printing press with the hand axe, and the

computer to the lever. Figuratively speaking, the computer has put a handle

on our symbol manipulating capability.

Computers are now a powerful aid in solving engineering, physics and

mathematical problems; and more powerful methods are being discovered

every day which will lead to greater uses in solving scientific problems. The

use of a computer as a simulator of other devices is growing. The equations

which govern the control of a process can be programmed in a computer and

the computer then becomes a process-control device. A computer is, of
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course, a superb handler of information, and can provide many of the facili-
ties of a library. Utilization of machines for storage and retrieval, and for

searching of data, will certainly increase manyfold. As we solve more and

more of the problems of man-machine communication, the computer will be-

come a powerful tool in teaching, scheduling, report writing, editing, and

other simple clerical functions.

New uses for computers are being uncovered rapidly, and new methods

are being developed that will permit exploitation of the computer in completely
new areas. It is apparent that the future of computers and their usage cannot

be predicted with any certainty-except for the positive statement that so far

we have only explored a small fraction of the vast number of possibilities.

4. Computers are Used by All Sections of Society

Computer technology has found application in many phases of our life.

Computers are used by many different organizations-large and small, pri-
vate and public. They are used to solve mathematical problems of an abstract
nature. They are used to solve engineering problems for very specific uses.

They are used to analyze data, to accumulate and store information, to dis-
seminate data and information, and as aids to teaching.

In these various forms, computers are of great value to governmental
operations (both scientific and administrative); and in private business they
are used to improve efficiency and overall productivity.

There is little doubt that the advent of the computer age has had enor-
mous beneficial effects upon society. But even more important is the fact
that these uses can be expected to multiply in the future. If we are to achieve
the optimum use of computers, it is important that their growth be encouraged.

The computer is being applied to tasks of ever greater complexity and
importance in our society-management information systems, scientific and
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technical information retrieval, governmental data banks, military command

and control, etc. Unfortunately, the present knowledge about the problems in

applying the computer to such applications is almost nonexistent. Extensive

experimentation with the computer is, therefore, particularly important to

ensure that the computer is indeed used to the best advantage of society.
Such experimentation should be encouraged.

>. Computer Coverage under the Proposed Copyright Legislation

Under the proposed copyright revision bill, computer usage will basi-

cally be covered by general provisions restating conventional concepts of

copyright law. The bill does not include provisions specifically written with

the computer in mind.

We believe that this subject deserves the most careful consideration so

that legislation can be enacted which will have a constructive effect on this

most important matter.

6. The Proposed National Study Commission on Copyright

In our opinion, the copyright problems raised by the computer are so

novel and complex that the technical and scientific communities would benefit

from an intensive study by a governmental body specially designated for the

purpose.

Accordingly, we support the idea of the recent proposal to establish a

National Study Commission.
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Tl, SPECIFIC PROBLEMS

Several potential problem areas were brought into focus during the dis-

cussions of our Panel. For illustrative purposes, several of these are de-

scribed in more detail below in order to suggest the possible impact of the

bill. Discussion is limited to the problems that are associated with computers

and related technologies.

Because the subsequent legal interpretation of the proposed bill will

depend not only on the language of the bill itself, but also on the spirit and
intent of the legislation as expressed in the records of the committee hearings
and reports, this report makes reference to the background reports. The main

sources used in this study are:

S. 597 U.S. Congress. Senate. A bill for the general revision of the

Copyright Law, title 17 of the United States Code, and for other

purposes. S. 597, 90th Congress, ist session. Jan. 23, 1967.

Introduced by Sen. McClellan.

H.R. 2512 U.S. Congress. House of Representatives. A bill for the general
revision of the Copyright Law, title 17 of the United States Code,
and other purposes. Passed by House of Representatives April
11, 1967.

H. Rept. U.S. Congress. House. Committee on the Judiciary. Copyright
2237 Law Revision. 89th Congress, 2nd session. House Report No.

2237, Oct. 12, 1966. Submitted by Mr. Kastenmeier.

H. Rept. U.S. Congress. House. Committee on the Judiciary. Copyright
83 Law Revision. 90th Congress, 1st session. March 8, 1967. Sub-

mitted by Mr. Kastenmeier.
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Copyright U.S. Congress. House. Committee on the Judiciary. Copyright
Law Law Revision Part 6, Supplementary Report of the Register of

Revision Copyrights on the General Revision of the U.S. Copyright Law:
Part 6. 1965 Revision Bill; report to accompany HR. 4347 and S. 1006.

a 89th Congress, lst session, May 1965.

These reports are cited in their brief form in the discussions that follow.

1. The Question of According Copyright to Computer Programs

The production of computer programs in this country currently is esti-
mated to involve an expenditure of over a billion dollars per year. By 1970,

an estimated one-half million people will be employed in programming activ-
ities. (Ref. Barron's article cited earlier). Many of the completed programs
have been made freely available for others to use by such means as publica-
tion in technical journals, reports, and instructional manuals; by information

distribution; and by distribution through organized clearinghouses of program
information (e.g., SHARE) established by the many users of computer equip-

ment. For many types of programs the authors (personal and corporate) are

interested in making the programs available for all parties to study and use.

In contrast, there are many programs that are closely controlled as

proprietary investments or trade secrets. One example would be an extremely

efficient file sorting program written by a computer service bureau that

would enable its customers to sort their files in half the time and cost re-

quired at another service bureau. There could definitely be lost revenue for

the firm that wrote this program if a competitor could freely obtain and use

the same program. Another example would be the program written by an oil

a company for the computer control of a petrochemical refinery at a consider-

able improvement in efficiency and cost over prior methods of control. This

oil company would lose some competitive edge if the program were made

available to a competing oil company.
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Protection might also be sought for programs because they contained

some key elements of information such as stock market or election predic-

tion rules, or ingredients and control for the manufacture of proprietary prod-

ucts (e.g., soft drinks or camera film emulsions) or because they contained

large amounts of useful reference information that might otherwise be used

without compensation for the developer (e.g., Dun and Bradstreet statistical

and financial data for 100,000 major U.S. companies).

There appears to be considerable disagreement, both within the industry

and between the users, on the question of whether programs should be pro-
tected. One of the reasons for the disagreement is that there are so many

facets of the use of the developments for computers that very few people can

look at all aspects. There is also disagreement regarding the form of pro-
tection that might be provided (patent, copyright, other new form).

In May 1964, the Copyright Office agreed to accept programs for copy-

right registration under the existing legislation*) if the programs constitute

works of original authorship. The Copyright Office made it clear that this

policy does not mean that all or any programs are copyrightable. Those ques-
tions must be resolved by the courts.

The proposed bill is broad enough to cover computer programs in some

sense. Thus Section 102 (S.597 and HR.2237) includes among "original works
of authorship" capable of copyright, "literary works," and these are further
defined by Section 101 as "works expressed in words, numbers, or other
verbal or numerical symbols or indicia, regardless of the nature of the mate-
rial objects, such as books, periodicals, manuscripts, phonorecords, or films,
in which they are embodied." The Report of the Register of Copyrights (RC
pt. 6, p. 67) says, "The definition of literary works . . . is broad enough to

*Copyright Office Circular 31D, January, 1965.
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cover every possible form of verbal or numerical expression including, for

example, computer programs fixed on punch cards, magnetic tape, or any

other media."

But there are a number of remaining questions. What kinds of programs
would be covered? As programming languages become more machine-inde-

c pendent and general in form, syntax, and vocabulary, we will reach the point

where programs approach statements of general concept. What kind of pro-
tection can be given to a program when it is written as a general statement

or approach ?

What would be the effect of the availability of copyright on the publica-

tion of programs in books, journals, and other sources, and on the use of

programs so published? Some observers think that if it were possible to

copyright simple mathematical routines, scientific problem-solving could be

seriously hampered, and scientific uses of computers curtailed. On the other

hand, copyright would provide some form of protection for organizations

whose programs represent considerable investments and make possible sys-

tems of program leasing and selling. In this way, one can argue that scientific

problem solving would benefit from the availability of copyright.

The advent of copyrighted programs may cause administrative difficul-

ties for computer centers as they must determine, and later keep track of,

which items in their program library are copyrighted and require special

handling. Such centers might also be put in the position of having to check

each user's intended application to see whether or not he was a legitimate

exempt user. This, however, is hardly a serious criticism because one of

the principal advantages of a computer is its ability to handle problems of a

bookkeeping nature.
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2. The Question of the Reach of a Copyright on Computer Programs: Would

it Cover the Plan, Concept, Theorem, Process, etc. ?

There are instances in which the first appearance of a new technique

may be in a specific computer program. This technique may represent a

novel work or invention. It may be:

of a mathematical nature (e.g., a new method to solve a particular
type of equation), or

- of a linguistic nature (e.g., cea new method to perform machine language

translation), or

- logical (e.g., a method of computer internal control that replaces a

hardware circuit with a programmed equivalent or virtual circuit), or

- other non-mathematical nature (e.g., a new method to sort records
into alphabetic sequence).

The developers of such programs can justifiably argue that their contribution
should be rewarded with some form of copyright or limited monopoly.

In some instances the number of methods for solving a particular prob-
lem may be relatively small; e.g., computing the area of a circle or converting
binary to decimal numbers. Under such circumstances other programmers
might develop identical or similar programs even though they had never seen
the original. This might be awkward because it would place a burden upon
the second programmer to prove that his work was original with him and
was not copied from the first programmer. It is possible that in order to
avoid this kind of dilemma later, programmers might choose to carry out
their work in more clumsy ways rather than to risk disproof of a charge of
copying.

There appears to be some confusion as to whether or not the copyright
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for a computer-operator process would cover the process itself, as well as
the program of the computer. Actually it would cover neither, but merely the

expression of the program or of the ideas or information on which it is based.
To extend protection to processes would be contrary to copyright tradition,
and raises questions as to the relationship of copyright to patent protection.
It should be noted that in this case protection would run for about 75 years,
in contrast to the 17 years of the present patent law.

The President's Commission on the Patent System recently advised
against the patenting of computer programs, saying . . a 'program' shall
not be considered patentable."*) However, the stated basis for the recommen-
dation was the practical fact that reliable patent searches would not be feasible
or economic because of the tremendous volume of prior art being generated,
and without this search the patenting of programs would be tantamount to

mere registration.

3. The Question of Input Copying in a Machine-Language Representation

Every program and method of computer processing requires that the

data to be processed must be first converted to a machine-language represen-
tation before they can be processed. The data cannot be handled by the com-

puter unless they can first be sensed by such means as character recognition

devices, punched paper tape or card readers, or magnetic record readers.

There are innumerable cases where it will be necessary or desirable to con-

vert copyrighted material into machine-readable form for subsequent proces-

sing by the computer.

Where is the proper point of control for such uses? Should copyright

protection apply at the point of input-the point where the copyright material

*Report of the President's Patent Commission, Senate Document No. 5, 90th
Congress, 1st Session, 1967.
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is converted into machine-readable form, or would it be more desirable to

apply controls at the output of the computer-the point where the copyrighted
material is put to some human use ?

There are two strong schools of thought on this issue. The proponents
of "input" control believe that this is the only possible point at which protec-
tion can be guaranteed because once the information is in the computer, many

people will have access to it for any purpose. The proponents of "output"
control believe that copyright protection should apply only to the ultimate use
of the information, thereby encouraging experimentation on the whole subject
of information storage, retrieval and use.

This problem is further complicated by the concepts of "fair use" and

exemptions.

Section 106 says that

[right] . . . (1) to reproduce the copyrighted work in copies or phonorec-
ords;...."

HR.83 states that, Under the bill it makes no difference what the form,
manner, or medium of fixation may be-whether it is in words, numbers,
notes, sounds, pictures, or any other graphic or symbolic indicia, whether
embodied in a physical object in written, printed, photographic, sculptural,
punched, magnetic or any other stable form, and whether it is capable of per-
ception directly or by means of any machine or device 'now known or later
developed'." (p. 15). And further,
applicable, the following computer uses could be infringements of copyright
under section 106: reproduction of a work (or a substantial part of it) in any
tangible form (paper, punch cards, magnetic tape, etc.) for input into an in-
formation storage and retrieval system; reproduction of a work or substantial
part of it, in copies as the 'print-out' or output of the computer; ... (p. 25).tt
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HR.83 provides arguments on both sides of the question of copyright
protection on computer input, and makes the summary statement, . section
106 preserves the exclusive right of the copyright owner with respect to re-
productions of his work for input or storage in an information system." (p. 25).

RC Pt. 6 states that, "It seems clear . . . that the actual copying of en-
tire works (or substantial portions of them) for 'input' or storage in a com

puter would constitute a 'reproduction' under clause (1), whatever form the

'copies' take: punchcards, punched or magnetic tape, electronic storage units,
etc." (p. 18).

Proponents of the input restriction argue that: (1) because of the poten-
tial for duplication and display, computers have the potential to destroy or

damage the hard-copy market of authors and publishers; and (2) the publisher

may want to market his product in machine-language form, and an unrestricted

privilege of conversion to machine-language form would reduce his market.

Opponents of input control argue that the copyright owner is not damaged

by input alone, and that the controls should be placed on the subsequent print-
ing or distribution of copies. They argue that if it is not a violation of law for

a student to look through a series of articles to find ones that are relevant,

why should it be a violation for a computer to do this? Proponents of input

control reply that it is not "the looking through" the copyrighted material that

concerns them, but the possibility inherent in the computer of unlimited mul-

tiplication of copies at an unlimited number of locations which would seriously

impair the publisher's economic ability to publish.

The bill also excludes machine-language storage for archival purposes.
Section 108 says that it is not an infringement for a nonprofit institution with

archival custody of unpublished works to reproduce them "in facsimile copies"

for purposes of presentation or security. But HR.83 says that, .. a reposi-
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tory could make photocopies . .. by microfilm or electrostatic process, but
could not reproduce the work in 'machine-readable' language for storage in

an information system." (p. 37).

This has an impact on both the user and the manufacturer. Advances
in digital image storage may make it possible for future systems to store
and process images in digital form (in a manner similar to the now familiar
pictures transmitted from the moon). The digital data could be stored in a

number of ways (e.g., optically on film, or magnetically on a magnetic medium).
Such digital storage means would be of value to the archivist. The images
could also be stored in a video form, but video storage and retrieval systems
are not exempt under the proposed language. The exclusion of a machine-
language form may also cause difficulty for the archivist who wishes to use

computer techniques for further operations to help him organize and use a

collection (e.g., file searching on a manuscript text, machine indexing, con-
cordance construction, literary criticism, and tests of authorship).

Input control may also have a large impact on people concerned with
the computer processing of text material. As examples:

A. Organizations currently running a computerized Selective Dissemina-
tion of Information (SDI) system in which journal titles, abstracts or text are
compared with a list of keywords or other indicators that characterize the
subject interests of a staff member. There are an estimated 40 to 50 such
systems in operation today in this country, some of them serving as many as
1000 users.

B. Organizations currently using computers to process or scan text
material. Examples of this use are: file searching of text; automatic indexing w

or abstracting; machine translation; concordance or work list construction.
Unless permitted by fair use, the preparation of such material might consti-
tute a derivative work.
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C. Organizations storing text in computers for use with display equip-
ment. Examples of this use are on-line display of requested items and com-

puter-assisted instruction.

It is, of course, true that the potential user can obtain the necessary
permissions and licensing from the copyright holders. Commercial publishers
have become accustomed to the handling of such requests, and some of them

currently process several thousand requests per year as part of their normal

business activity. Therefore, it may not be too difficult or time consuming

for the user to obtain the necessary release from many of the major pub-

lishers. Furthermore, it is quite possible that the major publishers would be

willing to make blanket approvals for more kinds of experimental work by

researchers.

4, The Question of On-demand Distributing Libraries

In contrast to the practices of circulating or lending requested material

to library users, a number of organizations and individuals have proposed a

practice of making and furnishing expendable copies for distribution, with no

copies to be returned to the libraries. From a technological viewpoint, it is

possible and practical to do this under certain circumstances. Several pub-

lishers are already working in this manner, and many libraries and informa-

tion centers have assumed this mode of operation for the majority of their

inter-library loan traffic. The National Library of Medicine in 1959, for ex-

ample, distributed approximately 75,000 copies of articles requested by other

libraries. The ERIC information centers supported by the U.S. Office of Edu-

cation expect to distribute thousands of copies of articles per year to inter-

ested users. Large distribution centers have been planned by other organiza-

tions. This copying of individual articles has grown toa considerable volume,

and will probably continue to grow. Many professional societies, and publishers
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in some cases, have generally recognized the usefulness of copying techniques

to scientists, and have endeavored to develop this type of usage for the mutual

benefit of all concerned. A 1962 study sponsored by the NSF reported that

there were no indications at that time of any significant financial damage to

publishers because of copying practices.*) One government spokesman was

recently reported as saying that only 17 out of the top 100 journals requested

by NLM (National Library of Medicine) loans were from profit-oriented pub-

lishers. However, that situation seems to be changing, and some publishers
indicate that they see real evidence of loss of subscriptions (particularly
where there are multiple subscriptions to the same organization); they feel
that this is directly due to the practice of copying the material by the sub-

>

scriber.

The applicability of the fair use provision is unclear. No specific exemp-
tion is given to educational organizations for hard copy as it is for certain

displays and performances (section 110). HR.83 says that, tt . . the Committee
does not favor special fair use provisions dealing with the problems of library
photocopying .. .'', and again that, ''Any educational uses that are fair use

today would be fair use under the bill." (pp. 37, 31). There have been some

suggestions that the practical interpretation of fair use could be accomplished
by some kind of regulatory commission.

The bill needs study insofar as it may affect the development of library
file collections. With the present technology, an on-demand or distributing
library is more practical if the main file exists in microfilm, video tape rec-
ording, or some form other than the original hard copy. This would permit
significant economies to be achieved in the duplication, storage, and material
handling processes. Except for the limited fair use provision, the present

Survey of Copyrighted Material and Reproduction Practices in Scientific and
Technical Fields, George Fry and Associates, Chicago, 1962.

*
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bill does not permit microform (e.g., microfilm, microfiche, video tape rec-
ording) copies to be made without permission of the copyright holder.

Mechanized equipment is available now (e.g., IBM Cypress, Ampex
Videofile, Magnavox Magnavue) which can store the entire contents of a li-
brary in microform, and provide microform or viewing copies on demand.
Some libraries in the future may become interested in replacing their copy-
righted journals, books, proceedings, etc., with an equivalent microform for
the machine file.

One solution may be to obtain the microform from the present licensed
distributors (e.g., subscriptions are available to the microfilm editions of

the New York Times and Chemical Abstracts). However, much of the library
material may not be available in microform. HR.83 says, "A key, though not

necessarily determinative, factor in fair use is whether or not the work is
available to the potential user. If the work is 'out of print' and unavailable for

purchase through normal channels, the user may have more justification for

reproducing it than in the ordinary case, but the existence of organizations
licensed to provide photocopies of out-of-print works at reasonable cost is a

factor to be considered." (p. 34).

To summarize, existing copyright restrictions might make it difficult to
convert library collections into forms other than the original hard copy, or to

implement an on-demand distributing library. It would affect the present and

planned operation of many information services. Suitable means should be

provided to accomplish these goals.

5 The Question of Computer-Assisted Instruction Systems

Computer -Assisted Instruction (CAI) is the name given to the type of

system in which a computer program is written to permit a student-machine

instructional dialogue to take place. These programs may concentrate on a
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particular subject field (e.g., freshman courses in psychology or American

history, fourth grade arithmetic or spelling courses). Over 20 different pro-

grams have already been developed. The systems typically work with some

form of display device, such as a typewriter or cathode ray tube terminal,

and some mechanism that permits the student to enter informaticn into the

computer from the terminal. Usually, the programs display some body of text

-or information for the user to read, then present a series of questions for the

student to answer. A program includes appropriate responses to all possible

answers, and leads the student through a sequence of correction and tutorial

statements before re-testing. The student has finished the course when he

has successfully passed through all of the quizzes. CAI may constitute the

entire instruction of the course, or it may be used as an exercise to augment

teaching by conventional means. A considerable amount of effort is required
in the present CAI systems to plan the sequence of instruction, develop the

tests and dialogue, and write the program.

CAI systems are currently being developed at more than 20 institutions
across the country, and are being used on an experimental basis in classroom
work in several schools. The University of California at Irvine, for example,
is using over 14 terminals for the instruction of pupils in 24 different classes,
for a total of 1500 terminal hours per month. Grades 3 to 6 in Brentwood
Public School in Palo Alto, California, are using CAI techniques developed at
Stanford University to help teach mathematics and English, with the aid of 8

teletype terminals from a computer system in another part of town. Each stu-
dent uses a terminal once per day for 5 to 10 minutes. The same computer
system is also being planned for experimental use with classes on the East
Coast. In another experimental situation, some students at Harvard have been
taking computer -assisted courses with a terminal linked to a computer 3000
miles away in Santa Barbara, California. In one of the most extensive instal-
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lations, New York City will be starting a system in early 1968 with 196 ter-
minals in 15 schools, grades 2 through 6, for arithmetic drill and practice,
and later for spelling and reading. Similar development work is being done

at the University of Illinois, Pennsylvania State University, University of

Pittsburgh, University of Michigan, University of Texas, Florida State Univer-

sity, and University of California at Santa Barbara.

Various types of material may be displayed in a CAI system. It appears
that few, if any, of the CAI programs used to date have incorporated any copy-

righted or previously published material. The programs are generally devel-

oped anew, for each subject and installation, by the individual who is preparing
the course. Thus there does not seem to be a significant problem yet in re-

quiring clearance to use copyrighted material for these systems. However,

this picture may change, especially if an institution with a CAI system wishes

to incorporate previously published workbooks or portions of standard texts

into its system, using one copy where it might otherwise have bought several

hundred. This could be accomplished by arrangements between educational

publishers and computer manufacturers, such as evidenced by the acquisitions

of Science Research Associates and Random House by IBM and RCA, respec-

tively, and by recent agreements whereby the computer manufacturers would

use the programs developed by other publishers.

Section 110-(2) permits ". . . display of a work by or in the course of

transmission by a governmental body or other non-profit organization, if:

(A) the . . . display is a regular part of the systematic instructional activities

of ...anonprofit educational institution; and (B) the radius of the area nor-

mally encompassed by the transmission is no more than 100 miles; and (C)

the transmission is made primarily for: (i) reception in classrooms or simi-

lar places normally devoted to instruction... ; and (D) the time and content

of the transmission are controlled by the transmitting organization and do not
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depend on a choice of individual recipients in activating transmission from an

information storage and retrieval system or any similar device, machine, or
Aprocess;....

HR.83 says that, ''The transmission must not cover a radius of more

than 100 miles, ... and its time and content must be controlled by the trans-

mitting organization, thus excluding transmissions of instructional material
to individual users by means of computers and the like." (p. 5).

Most CAI systems would not be exempted under the bill because the

student is the one who initiates the transmission and display by his choice.
In addition, the 100-mile limit may constitute a difficulty.

In the bill, several conditions have been imposed on exempt displays of

copyrighted material in order to protect the copyright owner from widespread
on-demand use of a single copy of his material. Some observers argue that
CAI systems will be handicapped by the lack of an educational exemption.

On the other hand, the general provisions of the bill would permit the
actual CAI programs, text, and dialogue material to be copyrighted as a pro-
tection to the authors or developers. In the years to come, the development
of a CAI program will be analogous to today's effort by the course instructor
to develop a text for his course. He will probably have an interest in obtaining
the corresponding royalties and recognition for his effort. Under the bill,
organizations that are developing their own CAI programs and text will be
able to use them without restrictions as to distance, mode and timing of trans-
mission, volume or type of output, or number of users. Furthermore, they
will be able to copyright these programs for their own benefit. This appears
to be an important point with the developers of the programs who argue that
a considerable amount of money may be invested in a program (reportedly
over $400,000 for one of the major CAI programs), and that the developer
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must have some protection and incentive. They argue, further, that without

copyright protection, the independent developer or publisher would have no

incentive, and the field would be left to the equipment manufacturers and the

government; this would not provide the diversity of instructional materials
A that the schools require.

+. Thus, we see a vagueness of objectives, and some sharp differences
within the educational field regarding the needs of CAI and the merits of the

proposed bill with regard to CAI.

6. The Question of Computer Preparation of Derivative Works

Computers are able to prepare many types of derivative works that

would be possible, but relatively difficult, to prepare manually. Consequently

the machines may be used more and more extensively for this task. A question

is raised whether the bill does not place conditions on the preparation of de-

rivative works that may make it difficult to exploit the full machine capability.

Section 101 says that, ''A 'derivative work' is a work based upon one or

more pre-existing works, such as a translation, musical arrangement, drama-

tization, fictionalization, motion picture version, sound recording, art repro-

duction, abridgment, condensation, or any other form in which a work may be

recast, transformed, or adapted. A work consisting of editorial revisions,

annotation, elaborations, or other modifications which, as a whole, represent

an original work of authorship, is a 'derivative work'."' Section 106 provides

that the owner of copyright has the exclusive right "to prepare derivative

works based upon the copyrighted work."

Examples of secondary works which can now, or may in the future, be

prepared with computers are: translations or transliterations; concordances,

indexes or catalogs; abstracts or extracts, statistical summaries. Whether,

or to what extent, the several kinds of secondary works should be given legal
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status as derivative works with the consequence of vesting extensive control

in the owner of the primary work, is a basic and difficult question in itself.

Since the early 1960's, major concordances have been prepared by com-

puter processing of the full natural text, instead of being prepared manually.

This will surely continue to be the case in the future. Computer techniques

have also been used to prepare indexes to individual journals, as well as to

entire collections of journals for a given subject field. Most of the major

indexing and abstracting services (e.g., Chemical Abstracts, Index Medicus,

Biological Abstracts) already use computer programs to construct some of

the indexes to the articles they cover.

It is possible that the bill would be interpreted in such a way that organ-
izations interested in using machine techniques to develop derivative works
as research tools for local or widespread use would be prevented from doing
so without permission of the copyright holder. A literary scholar, for example,
who wanted to compile a detailed index or concordance to the writing of Hem-

ingway, would be unable to do so without permission unless covered by the

doctrine of fair use. The restriction on conversion to machine-language
would apply, even if there were no restrictions on derivative works. However,
the requirement that a researcher get permission from the copyright holder
for the preparation of concordances, indexes, etc., does not seem to be an

undue hindrance.

As a second example, an organization interested in scanning copyrighted
printed matter (e.g., technical journals and articles) with a page reader in
order to use a computer to prepare a brief abstract or detailed index, either
for local or widespread use, might be unable to do so without permission.

Derivatives from derivatives pose some interesting questions. Would it
be possible for an individual to take a magnetic tape corresponding to all of
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the citations of Chemical Abstracts, and extract a specific subsection to
make a separate publication, such as Abstracts of Soviet Chemistry, without
restrictions? How is this different from performing literature searches (for
personal use or for profit) using Chemical Abstracts? Is it permissible to

prepare an index to footnote citations (as done in the present citation indexes)
without permission of the original authors? Should the author have the exclu-
sive right to prepare indexes or concordances to his own books--but, in the

public interest might he be required to let others do it if he does not do it
within some specified time-period after publication?

Is it permissible to translate a program written in ALGOL programming
language into a FORTRAN program without permission? Is it permissible to

prepare a detailed flow chart for another person's program without permis-
sion? Is a programming language a language ?

7. The Question of Property Rights in the Results of Computer Programs

We have already discussed the question of copyright in computer pro-
grams, but what rights should be allowed in the results of the use of a pro-
gram? For example, computer programs have been written which compose
music (there are some copyrighted works from an Iliac Computer program)
and write poetry (published in early 1960's), given some initial data and start-

ing conditions. Would all the future output of a program fall within the owner-

ship of the holder of the program copyright ?

As a second example, computer programs are now being used in some

movie studios to compute and draw intermediate cartoon frames in a cartoon

film sequence by interpolating between two given cartoon frames that are

closely related. That is, an artist manually draws every -other-frame of the

cartoon, but the computer program is used for smoothing and interpolation

4

to generate the frames between the manually-drawn frames. Does the holder
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of the program copyright also have a share of the ownership of the cartoons ?

A similar situation might arise with computer programs used to generate

patterns and designs for tapestries, garments, and other furnishings.
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Reflections by the Chairman on the Strategy and Exploratory Contactsof the Computer Science and Engineering Board

The discussions of the objectives and organization of the
Board presented in the Planning Group's report to the Presidentof the Academy stopped short of suggesting a strategy for attackingthe questions described in that report, although some strategydecisions are implicit in the priority ranking attached to objectives.

It would appear that the Board has two basic courses opento it. One is to raise its own questions; the other is to respondto requests for advice. Obviously these two approaches are not
mutually exclusive. -Nonetheless, in practice the Board will, I
believe, find it necessary in many instances to make a choice.
By concentrating exclusively on self-generated questions the Board
may gain perspective for itself and open wider intellectual horizons
for others, but this will probably be accomplished at the risk of
irrelevance to current issues and of general impotence. By responding
unselectively or exclusively to requests for advice, the Board may,
on the other hand, acquire relevance and effectiveness at the priceof losing perspective and of channeling all its energies into searches
for immediate solutions under the same pressures and with the same
forced lack of perspective which the need for immediate decision-
making imposes on those who may seek the Board's advice.

The choice between these approaches cannot be made solely on
intellectual grounds. The pattern of funding in the Academy neces-
sarily enters the decision process. The Academy is unable to sustain
a major or prolonged effort out of its endowment or other general
income. The Board, like all other organs of the Academy, is therefore
dependent almost entirely on external funding. At this stage, the
resources at the Board's disposal include a $10,000 unrestricted
grant from the American Federation of Information Processing Societies.
We believe the Board will also be funded at the rate of $100,000 a
year for the period of three years by the Advanced Research Projects
Agency of the Department of Defense. The terms of the latter funding
are reflected in the Academy's proposal to ARPA of which you have a
copy. You will note in Section 3 of that proposal that the terms of
the contract with ARPA will leave the Board considerable latitude in
the selection of problems of broad general interest as well as
responding to specific requests that may originate within the Department
of Defense. On the other hand, any other major studies that may be
addressed primarily to interests of other branches of the government
may require additional and separate funding.

Thus, while the Board in principle has considerable latitude
it is clear that the current funding level and our initial manpower
resources will scarcely lend themselves to a buckshot approach. To
be effective, the Board will have to choose carefully among problems
of the highest priority.
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To the extent that circumstances permit, it would be desirable
to combine the advantages of both basic approaches. For example, the
Board might choose to extrapolate the trends in the development of
computing five or ten years forward -to identify intellectual or
technical bottlenecks and suggest education and research strategies
to help eliminate these. The undertaking of such a broad inquiry
could gain in specificity and focus through a combination of specific
case studies of current critical issues confronting ARPA, the FCC,
or other agencies. A general study of educational requirements in
computer science could fruitfully be coupled with fact-finding and
with analysis of specific problems confronting ARPA, the Office of
Science and Technology, and the Office of Education in allocating
their limited resources to efforts most likely to pay off in advancing
the state of the art and the effectiveness of computer applications.

General studies could therefore provide the Board with guide-
lines for selecting specific projects. Evidence gathered in specific
concrete studies could help anchor the general studies in reality.

The listing of exploratory contacts made in the course of
the Planning Group's work illustrates the range of specific projects
which the Board might address. The Planning Group's report suggests

Ourcertain general questions or areas for the Board's examination.
initial efforts might therefore be directed toward, on the one hand,
enlarging both lists in the light of the interests and experience
of members of the Board and then getting down to work on appropriate
subsets of these. The selection of initial committee members should
proceed concurrently.



Report of the Planning Group
Computer Science and Engineering Board

to the
President of the National Academy of Seiences

In view of the rapid evolution of the field of Computer Science and

Engineering, the National Academy of Sciences has decided to establish a

Computer Science and Engineering board comprised of a distinguished group
of experts in the field of computer and information science and related
areas. The Board will be available to provide advice to federal agencies
and to other organizations which may have problems in which the Board can

be helpful. This step is in keeping with the official role of the National

Academy of Sciences to provide advisory assistance to the federal govern-
ment in matters of science and engineering.

Since the field of computer science and technology is developing

rapidly, the Board will have a special and continuing obligation to keep

itself well informed. It should be capable of perceiving the current state

and the future prospects of Computer Science and Engineering, and of its
professional practices in order to advise the government concerning the

intellectual capital and the manpower resources necessary to insure

continuing U. S. leadership in Computer Science and Engineering. It should

be able to evaluate in technical terms the true meaning of the enormous and

domewhat heterogeneous growth of information processing technology as it
affects the public and private sectors of our nation. It should, in

general, be capable of assessing the implications of advances in this

branch of science and technology for the national welfare.
The Board should therefore take a broad view of this subject and of

its applications to research and education in other branches of science and

engineering as well as to the workaday needs of government, commerce,

industry and education. Consequently, it should interact with other boards

or committees under the various subdivisions of NAS/NAE/NRC.

The Organization of the Board

This view of the Board's broad role implies a 'need to set priorities

among areas of potential interest by weighing the importance attached to
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these areas.
The following recommendations on organization and priorities reflect

the thought the Planning Group and its guests have given to these questions.
To function with a balanced and broadly representative group of

individuals without losing the working efficiency of smaller groups, the

Planning Group recommends that the Board organize itself into severa}

committees, each subsuming panels created to meet specific needs.

Between plenary sessions of. the Board, the committees would meet

on schedules tailored to the work of the panels or working groups under

their wing. These panels or working groups should be created as needed,

often on a temporary basis. They should be chaired by a member of the

parent committee and staffed for appropriate competence and breadth of

representation by members of committees other than the parent committee

and also by the most competent individuals in the nation representing

significant points of view whether or not they belong to any committee of

the Board.
_ Specific capabilities the Board should have at its inception were

§tudied by panels of the Planning Group. The initial areas spelled out

by these panels can be covered by starting the Board with the following

three committees:

1. Education
2. Research and Development

3. National Programs

The interests and responsibilities of these three committees clearly

overlap. The committees should therefore have overlapping membership.

. This mechanism for insuring balanced coverage of all significant points of

view can be supplemented by the creation of joint panels to deal with

specific subjects. The staffing and the mission of such panels-would be

determined by recommendations of the affected committees to the chairman

of the Board, who would be responsible for assuring broad and balanced

representation. . Since competence and partiality often go hand in hand,

broad and balanced representation should be interpreted as assurance of

:
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full and free expression of contending professional points of view.
4

4

Comuittees of the Board

The Committee on Education should be prepared to advise on

educational questions, for example how to overcome the prevalent shortage

of personnel in Computer Science and Engineering. This committee very

Vikely will need a panel on data-gathering to make recommendations about

adequate statistics for describing manpower needs.

Thisccommittee should perform for education in computer science and

engineering in a continuing, comprehensive and nationally representative

fashion the role that the earlier committees chaired by Rosser (in NAS)

and Pierce (in OST) could perform only for a limited time under restrictive

The Research and Development Committee should be concerned with

assessing the current state of the art and perceiving future directions for

research and development. Three principal panels recommended for initial

charters.

creation under the Research and Development committee would study (a) the

application of computers (b) the science of machines and programs (c) systems

directions
The first panel may advise on research policy leading to better

applications methodology for extending current computer applications and

for developing new application areas.
The second panel may advise on the development of a formal theoretical

:

foundation for the developing science of machines and programs.

The panel on systems directions may foster the development of new

systems concepts and erganizations. The systems problems continue to be

of the most difficult type, heightening the importance to be attached to

great improvements in the depth of understanding and of skills for tackling

the wide variety of such problems which confront al1 levels of organization,

both government and private. Panels concerned with specific functional

areas, e.g. data retrieval, can be formed An cooperation with the

-Committee on National Programs.

Under the Committee on National Programs, panels dealing with :

specific requests by governmental organizations would be formed as needed.

:

:
:
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The Committee on National Programs should perceive and assess

developments in Computer Science and Engineering that affect national
programs providing direct support to policy formulation and policy
execution. It should advise on how human, equipment, and methodological
resources may be combined to maximize the effectiveness and efficiency of
federal, state and local governmenta} organizations.

The implications of the current state and future prospects of

Computer Science and Engineering on the formulation of government policy
affecting Computer Science and Engineering and related fields should also
be a prime concern of this Committee.

Staffing of Committees

The initial organization of the Board into three major committees

leads to natural emphases on staffing in the three corresponding areas.

For example, the Education Committee should include people representing the

universities, the schools, the professional societies, and such industrial

organizations or government agencies as are concerned with education and

training. Lay members should be included to assure satisfactory represen-

tation of other significant points of view.
The Research and Development committee should include the

individuals most knowledgeable of affected substantive areas without regard

for the institutional character of their primary affiliation.
The National Programs Committee should include among its members

people chosen primarily for their familiarity with relevant aspects of

national civilian or military programs as well as experts in Computer

Science and Engineering.
Liaison groups should be established to inform other organizations

:

within NAS/NAE/NRC of the discussions and plans of the Computer Science

and Engineering Board and to keep the Board informed of the needs of

computer users in various areas of science and technology. As~the need

arises, more formal joint panels can be created in conjunction with other

NAS/NAE/NRC boards or committees.

js1



THE MISSIONS OF THE EDUCATION COMMITTEE OF CSEB

1. Education cures all the ills of a society (?) and education in computers
is to be anti-toxin), therapeutic") , and conditioner" for some of these
ills: "Give me data and I will move the world."

We must distinguish among the following roles of computers in which
education is required:

(i) As a device enhancing the educational process in general,
(ii) As a tool to be used in the work of other disciplines.
(iii) As a universal plastic for modeling ourselves, e.g., representa-

tions for our abstractions.

(iv) As a tool in which (i) to (iii) can be combined in unlimited ways.

These roles can be studied, in principle, at every educational level
from grade-school to graduate school.

2. The roles of CSEB with respect to education.

Naturally there are many roles for the CSEB committee to study. Princi-

pally,tensions (and reinforcements) arise in making a choice because the

Board must serve both the scientific community and the Federal Government.

1) An understanding of computers and their role will prepare man to
understand and hence resist the onslaughts on him by organized complexities
of one sort or another, or put another way computer education is survival
education. Thus how do we teach this technical subject im a non-technical
way to the non-scientist?
2) Those educated in computers can drive away these ills by intelligent use
of the computer in, e.g., organization of data, transmittal of the right
.data and burial of the wrong data, reorganization of resources, and the
creation of universal euphoria from planned use of inspiring inventions.
3) Armed for the next crisis.

ad
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Within the scientific community CSEB must not only serve the established

sciences but must emphatically support the establishment of computer science.

For the Federal Government it must expose which of its problems can be

helped by education in the computer. These problems arise both in the government's

operations and its desires to improve society. In all cases CSEB must

determine how gains and improvements are to be brought about.

CSEB involvement in any problem--at least in its first stages--cannot

be total. Initially CSEB should focus on those problems which are important

and are not being adequately studied elsewhere. CSEB should be careful not

to concentrate its energies and the talents of its members and panels on

audits of studies done elsewhere and on patches to solve specific problems

in the Federal Government.

At some later date additional studies will need to be made evaluating

work now going on elsewhere but which CSEB cannot now concern itself with.

3. Specific CSEB education studies which are proposed for immediate attention.

(1) Graduate education in computer science.

(2) Undergraduate education in software engineering.

4, Graduate education in computer science.

Computer science is a new and real discipline. Graduate programs exist

and others are being born. Their output will populate all levels of computer

education in the future. No complete study of this topic has yet been made

and it is unlikely that any other Federal Board or Agency will do this study

for CSEB,

This study should include:

() Definition: What is an adequate (excellent) graduate program

in computer science at the Ph.D. and the M.S. level? How does it
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relate to other graduate programs in allied fields like mathematics

and electrical engineering and the social sciences?

(2) Resources (people): How many adequate (excellent) programs

exist? How many are needed? What are the bottlenecks which will delay
achievement of the need? What is (should be) the ouput of these

programs and how does (should) it filter through the general computer

education program? At what stage should undergraduate computer science

programs be begun?

Resources (money): How much money is required to adequately

support and give birth to these programs? How much of this money

should be Federal? Industrial? University? Philanthropic?

(3) Interaction: How will graduate programs in computer science

affect the use of computers by other scientists, e.g., in increasing

efficiency and even through better understanding of their own problems?

5. Undergraduate education in software engineering.

Whereas computer science is concerned with increasing our understanding

of concepts, software engineering focuses on things, albeit abstract ones,

which are designed, constructed, documented, maintained, improved, and above

all used. We refer to programs which are the central elements of computer

There are several central questions which must be answered beforesystems.

examining the details of the education program.

(1) What's all the fuss about?

Software is becoming more intricate. After all so are the computers

and so are the interesting problems.

The software base required for useful computer systems is growing.
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The software base for software development is also increasing both

in size and complexity.

Furthermore, delays in production, inability, to accurately
predict completion times and cost, are seriously prejudicing future

developments in the entire computer and user industry.
(2) Is it really engineering?

Perhaps what is required is not modern engineering which is ever

drawing closer to science and is more akin to classical engineering.
However new engineering subjects may have to develop from "trades" as

did their predecessors. However it is certainly the spirit and

discipline of engineering that is needed in the development and manu-

facture of software.

(3) Are trained people needed?

Finding system programmers of proven competence with a predictable

productivity is a principle difficulty and bottlenceck in systems

programming. Integrating programmers into teams is exceptionally

difficult. Managing such teams is nightmarish being somewhat as in

baseball without contracts and the reserve clause. (It's game time

and the thirdbaseman leaves except nobody on the team knows how to

play the position!)

What, then, are the major issues in this area before the committee?

Clearly they are precisely the same logistic issues as raised for

computer science. However we note that there are no university programs in

software engineering in existence now. The definition of a program is

going to be considerably more difficult. Perhaps the committee will find

that a first step will be the delineation of undergraduate options or
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minors in electrical engineering, which, however, will be somewhat different
than the propositions put forward for the computer science education within
electrical engineering.

6. Reasons for rejecting other studies now.

(1) Computer aided instruction.
This important area--of potential value in education--is being

supported by several agencies and studied by psychologists, educators,
and computer scientists. While a future study will undoubtedly be

of value, there is no immediate pressure for studies at this time

comparable to those outlined.

(2) Enhancing the use of the computer in other disciplines.
The very universality of the computer makes this kind of study

important. The importance of the user disciplines and their problems,

the extremely important and expensive research programs which phase

their development on the results of computation all make this a most

important role of computers. Nevertheless many in these fields have

long experience in computation and their own professional societies

have been aiding considerably in improving their use of the computer.

Several previous studies have been made on the computer needs of these

disciplines (The Rosser report). There are also ongoing educational

efforts to intensify the educational use of the computer within these

* disciplines. Here, too, a study will be required eventually, but there

is no pressing need at this time for CSEB to supervise one.

7. Recommended personnel for the committee and panels.

The following people are suggested for membership in the two

committees:
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(1) The committee on computer science
G. Forsythe (Stanford) A. VonDam (Brown)

B. Rosen (Wisconsin) H. Goldstine (IBM)
S. Conte (Purdue) F. Brooks (U.N. Car.)J. Carr (Pennsylvania) B, Lampson (U.Cal)

J. Hartmanis (Corne11) W. Clark (Washington U.)

R, Hamming (BTL)

(2) The committee on software engineering
E. David (BTL) V. Vyssotsky (BTL)
T, Cheatham (ADR) G. Culler (U.Cal., S.B.)
L, Zadeh (University of California) B, Gilchrist (IBM)
F, Corbato (MIT) D. Knuth (Stanford)
S. Rosen (Purdue) R. Jones (ADR)
E. McCluskey (Stanford) M. Conway (Univac)
J. Snyder (Illinois)
R. Spinrad (SDS)

W. Acheson (University of Maryland)
A. Opler (Computer Usage)

J. Schwartz (SDC)

8. Timetable

General organizational meeting: late September for establishment of

panels.
Draft reports January
Final reports March

Alan J. Perlis
September 10, 1968



REPORT FOR THE COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL PROGRAMS
J Barkley Rosser

There is no difficulty about finding problems of importance and urgency. They
crowd upon one. The question of government imposed standards for computers and
their use, nationwide data banks (how to be efficient and also safeguard privacy),
copyright problems connected with computer use, national computer laboratories,
how to hasten relaxation of secrecy restraints from important new hardware advances,
and the pressure upon nationwide communication channels posed by new computer
systems and utilities are amongst those that come readily to mind. A somewhat

orderly approach to a couple of these will be reported, but events have forced our
hands in some other areas.

An urgent call involving a highly classified area led to the hurried formation
of an ad hoc Panel consisting of Carter, Griffith, House, Oettinger, Rosser and about .

three others who are not members of the Board. This Panel has met once with the
interested agency, and further meetings are expected. Carter has made inquiries
about possible additional Panel members. I shall attend a meeting on October 14

at another agency which should provide a lot of background information. When the

Board has a classified meeting, more details can be disclosed.

An even more urgent call led to the even more hurried formation by the Vice-
Chairman of an Advisory Panel which met on July 23 to make a preliminary survey of

controls upon the export of computers. The Panel consisted of Fernbach, Griffith,
and Pierce, with nine other members from OST, Commerce, CIA, IDA, State, the

Bureau of Economic Affairs, and OSD. A member of the Panel has since been working
on such matters as a draft list of critical technical points bearing on the computer

export problem. I have not seen a report, but I understand that one is to be presented
at the Executive Session on September 10.

At the time of the formation of the Board, I was concerned that the Brooks Bill
seemed to call for the formation at the Bureau of Standards of a National Computer

Institute, one of whose responsibilities would be to set computer standards. This

seemed to allow the possibility of some serious consequences, and so I set this as

first priority. I visited NBS, and later NIH (to which NBS furnishes some computer

services), and Carter and I visited the Department of Commerce. At the July 12

meeting of the Board, Dr. Grosh spoke in his capacity as Director of the Center for

Computer Sciences and Technology of NBS, and I talked afterwards with Ernie Baynard

of Congressman Brooks' staff. As I indicated in a recent communication to the Board,

Brooks' intentions for NBS are quite reasonable. A national computer laboratory (if
there is to be one) is a wholly separate matter. The matter of NBS now seems suffi-

ciently clearcut that it may be advisable to set up a Panel to consider whether to push

for some of Brooks' ideas, and if so, how best to do so. There exists an Advisory

Panel to NBS for computation, and I have attached a list of members at the end of

this report. All seem excellently qualified to serve on a Panel of the Board, and there

might be some advantages in interlocking Panels. Other possible members might be

Norman Ream, past Director of the NBS Center for Computer Sciences and Technology,
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and George Forsythe, chairman for some years earlier of the NBS Advisory Panel.

In 1961 the Bureau of the Budget commissioned a feasibility study for the
centralization and computerization of the many personal records now residing in
individual agencies of the Federal Government. It was chaired by Richard Ruggles,
Professor of Economics at Yale University. In 1965 they issued the "Ruggles Report,"
recommending "that the Bureau of the Budget .... immediately take steps to establish
a Federal Data Center." Two subsequent reports were developed upon request by the

Bureau of the Budget: the "Dunn Report" by Edgar S. Dunn, Jr., of Resources for the

Future, Inc., and the "Kaysen Report" by Dr. Carl Kaysen, Chairman of the Institute
for Advanced Study. Both endorsed and expanded the "Ruggles Report."

:

:

:

Congressman Gallagher, Chairman of the Special Subcommittee on Invasion of

Privacy of the Committee on Government Operations, took a dim view of these

developments. He held hearings and apparently stalled BoB temporarily. However, on

June 20, BoB sent to contractors a Request for Proposals for a two year study of how
to install a system embodying something very like a Federal Data Center.

The Federal Statistics Users' Conference, composed of over 160 member corpora-

tions, unions, and universities, is now in the second year of a study of the National

Data Bank. Executive Director Aiken has said that one possible conclusion might be

that the present system suffices, and there is no need for a centralized data center

system.

:

Congressman Gallagher says that if BoB comes back with a request for Congres-
sional approval of a National Data Center, he will request formation of a panel to

study all the problems and potentialities, and will withhold approval at least until the

panel has thoroughly investigated all aspects of the problem.

: :

Should the Board attempt to enter such a donnybrook? A.study by Lance J.
Hoffman (a student of Bill Miller) seems to indicate that as yet computer experts have

not really looked thoroughly at the problem of protection of privacy. -The password

system in common use in time sharing systems does fairly well for the purposes it

is used for, but could easily be circumvented if the inducement were great. A

D. K. Hsiao just this summer got a Ph.D. at the Moore Schoo! on a system for giving
much better protection against invasion of privacy. I spoke to his thesis director,

Professor Noah Prywes, who says that Dr. Hsiao now has his protection procedure

4

in operation within a larger problem solving system that Professor Prywes is developing.

Dr. Hsiao will stay at the Moore School next year to continue work with Professor Prywes.

Professor Alan Westin, a member of our Board, is the author of "Privacy and

Freedom." He states, and I agree, that protection of privacy can be assured only by

controls on the operators as well as constraints within the computers. However, with

suitable constraints within the computers, imposition of controls on the operators

will be facilitated.

3
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A properly constituted Panel might be able to find a practical combination of
computer constraints and controls on humans that would assure even Congressman
Gallagher of protection of privacy. One thing that would almost certainly have to
be done would be licensing of computer operators, perhaps after the fashion of
CPA's. I talked to Donn B. Parker, Chairman of the Professional Standards and
Practices Committee of ACM. He says that plans have been proposed for requiring
statements of intent to be signed by state-employed programmers in California.

Any of the people mentioned in this discussion might be prospects for members
of the Panel, namely Ruggles, Dunn, Kaysen, Aiken, Hoffman, Miller, Hsiao,
Prywes, Westin, Parker (perhaps even Congressman Gallagher!). In addition,
Launor Carter, Ithiel Pool, Paul Armer, and Paul Baran are experienced in the area.

With two Panels now in operation, and two under consideration, I have not
given much thought to areas for further Panels. The FCC has just had a course of
instruction in computer lore from a group appointed by ACM, so that perhaps the
problem of communications is not currently urgent. The revision of the copyright
laws was recently postponed for a year or two, pending further study. We should
check if ACM has an active committee ready to supply testimony; if so, a separate
Panel of our Board would likely not be needed. The discussion at the September 10
Executive Session may cast light on the urgency of considering a National Computer
Institute. The question of relaxation of secrecy restraints on hardware advances is
probably contingent upon export controls for computers. Perhaps it can be fielded
to that Panel, or perhaps that Panel can be reorganized for the purpose if it finishes
its study of export controls fairly soon.



NATIONAL ACADEMY OF ENGINEERING-NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

Advisory Panel to
Center for Computer Sciences and Technology

Institute for Applied Technology
National Bureau of Standards

*Chairman's Final Report of 1967-68 Panel

This Panel, as constituted in February 1967, after some delay
occasioned by the departure of the first Center Director, Mr. Norman J.
Ream, comprised the following:
Dr. William W. Eaton, Chairman
1523 L. Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20005

Mr. John Diebold, President
The Diebold Group, Inc.
430 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10022

Professor Robert Fano**
Director, Project MAC
Massachusetts Inst. of Technology
Boston, Massachusetts 02139

Mr. Robert B. Forest
Editor, DATAMATION
94 South Los Robles Avenue
Pasadena, California 91101

Professor Walter Frese
Harvard Business School
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Mr. James D. Gallagher, Vice Pres.
McCall Information Service
McCall Corporation
230 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10017

Dr. Cuthbert C. Hurd
Chairman, Board of Directors
Computer Usage Co., Inc.
750 Welch Road
Palo Alto, California 94304

*NOTE:

Dr. Adrian McDonough
Professor of Industry
Wharton School of Finance & Commerce
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

Dr. Jack Moshman, Managing Dir. ***
Manacement Sciences
EBS Management Consultants, Inc.
1625 Eye Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006

Mr. C. A. Phillips, Director
Data Processing Group
Business Equipment Mfrs. Association
235 East 42nd Street
New York, N. Y. 10017

Professor Alan J. Rowe
Graduate School of Business Admin.
University of Southern California
University Park
Los Angeles, California 90007

Professor John Tukey
Department of Mathematics
Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dr. Willis H. Ware
The RAND Corporation
1700 Main Street
Santa Monica, California 74089

Time did not permit checking this report with the Panel members.

**Dr, Fano resigned as of June 29, 1967.
show Vice-President, LEASCO Documentation.



RECEIVED
SEP 181908

+700 MA.N ST. * SANTA MONICA * CALIFORNIA 90406

21 June 1968 L--12082

KENNETH H. OLSEND7, 4

Mr. Warren Hoase
Executive Secretary
Computer Scieace and Engineering Board
National Academy of Sciences
2101 Constitution Avenue
Washington, D.C.

:

Dear Mr. House:

Professor Anthony Oettinger asked me to send you permission
to distribute copies of my manuscript, "Social Research and
the Evolution of Laws," to the members of the Computer
Science and Engineering Board of the National Academy of
Sciences. I am glad to grant permission but with one
request, since I am preparing to revise the manuscript.
Could you please add the following note to the title page,
wherever there is space:

"CRITICAL COMMENTS WELCOMED:
c/o Mathematics Department

1700 Main Street
Santa Monica, California 90406

The RAND Corporation until 1 September 1968
:
:

Adams House G-31
Harvaid University efter 1 September 1968
Cambr: dge, Massachusetts 02138

Thank you very much.

Sincerely,

:

:

: :

Joel E. Cohen

JEC :mbh
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SOCIAL AND THE EVOLUTION OF LAWS

SUMMARY

Ons of the clearest and wost useful pictures in the vast

literature the dealings of a government with1 s clentists is
dus to Ion K Price. The scientists in his picture of four

estates are wostly natural solsnoists how aver $ and the changes

co a e of t 3in governs the discoveries natural

atenough any hat the governmen

ray be taken as and givon
When Social join their nat colleagues,

they 30 ATO make the governmant itsel? an object of study

Like Keynesian economies, eotteain developel or emyeyonle social

may affect radieally procedurs and even the goalsho

of the governmentWhich supports or encouriges the cevelopment

of these the wios. These theories deal, for oxample, with

mancowes flows, clestion predictions,

and socialaw dcnogvaphie offects of tech wlogiceal changes

if thso ratical Anventions in thess gozial areas are

analytical and predictive in form, are based on adequate datas

and involve variables which eva accessible to contvol or

influence, tien, unlike many inventions in tho natural sciences.

theso theories (1) ean affect directly and immediately virwally

bey

any other rosearch, dovelopnent, or actior program in Whch poople

are involved; (2) can affset tho performance, end
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purposes of tha very organization, the government, vhich allots
tha regourees for their own future asvclopment; and (3) can

take massive effect relatively quickly. The potency of social as

conpared to other kinds of technological inventionswithin
cultural change is somsthing ths potency of Lanarcikian

as oppossd to Darwinian evolution in a gere pool.

A % presont tho United States Congress both expects soclal
seioness to help solve some of its most urgent problems and

fears the petential power of social technologies. Congress 413

as suspicious (of tha possible use of sclence to produce

ssocielizca, integratl, scientifie world organisation" a3

the scientist J. D. Bsnal was hopeful of that uso and outcome.

Hovever, no credible social theory is now comprehensive enough

to pronounss universally in favor of monolithic unification as

opposed to dcecentrelised diversification

Tho existence of cortain social theozies potent in effecting

social change does suegest ppcturing the junctional relations

atong scientists and government Price's other estates 33 a

nested set cf loovs in vaich tha different sciences

affect ami cre affected by the snape of gcvernment at different

rates. Fror.a certain point of view, this Function picture

includes Price's picture of CONS responsibilivies,

which ompharized the natural scisnccs- Tie practical effect of

this enlarged picture + suggest how invo ved7?

adequate social theories eanand increasingly must be in

aiding lavs, a3 determined by to guide coclevysParas
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PRIGS'S FOUR ESTATES

in his tookn Tho Bon K. Pelee

distinguisnas four bbroad functéons hn government and public

scientific, the prefessional, the aduinistvative,
and ths political. (Sce Figure i.) These functions, Peics eays,

are by no means sharply distinguished from ona another
201 OF gpectrun withineven in theory, bu & One PME2

ou political system. At one end of
With knowledge anc ruth: at the othe

politics is concernedAL with pe a etion
evar eis t :a 4

: 4

sstates betwen pure selonce end pure politics,
Price

tha professions (fox mola, engineering and nedicins }
make tremendous use of the : of the scisness, but

thay edd something more: a purpose. . + Each is orzanised
around a combination of a social purposs and a body of

age, much of At drawn fron scisneas . + + fimo
general administrator's responsibility is nob resteicted

asnoct of an organization's affairs that is
ecial tbody of knowledges or a special typs

of training, and it is wore difficut jor him to define a

to some

related & 9

sense of obligation te a Ppprofessional purposes that to some

\dagree txanscends the purposes of his cmployar. [ie is
obliged to deal wth ell espacts of the. concrete problems

that L organization faces, and for that reason his educaticn-~

'no mattis; how thorough and useful it ny
reduesd io a specific discipline or a field. 2

tea a principle o:L and

which is portly desarintave also partly

of the constitutional relations ameng the four
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FRERDOM CONSTITUTIONAL AXIS RESPONSIBILITY

SCRBNTIPIC PROPESSXONA TRATIVE POLITICAL

ESTATE ESTATS ES ATS ESTATS

TRUTH Het CE TENERs SR EAS OY 0 enon eacs OdER

nz of the four?
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Thus, de D. Borne Giscouvsing in 192) on The Socia Funchion

Of DONS, Ceclered: "Ths indircet effect of saiansa through ies

on mathods is now, and is
likely Zor long to romain, its sost important form of

And, as as 1967, Engone Be kof conid write in

LArenionn Foreien, Policy: « the

focus of Antevest in this is tho interaction of the

physical and life selences with forsign aifairs. « « « Accor'aingly,

the torm selence is not intended to ineluce tha social seleness.

{here is only one index reference to the cocial sciences in the

book (While we at & social. scientist, could

leave aside the social solences, bhe didn'i. want to tale

out of the plieture. So on tha very b pago he

6

2
WLLL eyous, e consids ame those

e TheGusis in basie ov appliesa Met search

term will be moant to entompass not only da physical

and Fields out Cettewe those in 8
1

SC CTAL SCIENCES

SoSialttrin!: ths Piso of tos Ray

ches dove Le of Price's picture of tho inloractions

among the estates of 43 not

ys among tas fouraLON CM use

We

his nt
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enovgy programs. and critics have

dong called attention to these costs, mit thoy remain

lergely ununsvercds 12

Called vuron to the Bouse recommendations, the Comaltice

son Selonce an! Public Policy of the Academy of

responded wit 1967 with very nicely argued explanation ofa

tho of tasic research by cost-benefitng

analysis»%

Roluctans as the notural eclontists wero to be overrun by

@ sorcorer's ofthe social selontists®

eenumbor of the most dlotinguished of the natural scientists had

tg ft ea 3

and of research resourc3a. The

1965 study by the Office of Science and Technology of

at the Natienal Insticutes of

It ig not clear to us that the aporoxin to 2:7

ebio tetvizen mental health and y, op the 6:7 ratio
and ave so

3

as to the of tho ove ell excontivures
45

the auestion of the consciou$a

ig
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is revearch, tho government wants to apply that tool to rosearch.

Tf cost-benefit analysis is applied ts vegourch aml devolopmont

activities, soma ciscoverios Will be meade which ent rot have

been made othurwiea, asi other discoveries remain umeade

Which might hve seen Light uader a MMfercnt alioimant of

sasearch Pesouress. Anong the Ciscoveries which are rads may

be some Which when agein cycled through ths severnusnt, my

agaia Feturn ond Way op another to affect or guide tha discoverers.

An dmmoruant of analysis as an

anvention is fone it is a Dpprecudura for syrbols

(not, lake a coeputer, a machanizstion of taat procedure) which

is Hised oa axl provides insight into the operation ef a

Tt is Trot a solid-state devics, or a

clever minded Reel aa of circuits, & Wonnon oF 2 cure.

Keyresia economic tacory ig another such invention

anc comparing programa. Sines one sot on ite

1,+

Ts relations amogg social varlables and

Aints to adfor mbps

SOGIAL THEIORIB NE FOSSTHLE ER, BAGE

Soma 68 of less well known soeclel theorics wali

DGa"

Bolt, Yotum, ant develcned6

LO? : CLO OF ts
2a node COT? :9 in ana

:Cx vue
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or "estates, of graduate education and other professional

activitios. V shoved how futuva stocks of doctorates in

educational aid functions covld te predicted fron

aifforence involving as parameters (4) the vate of

return of nov doctorates into colleges and universitiss for

exploynons; (2) the averege productivity by holding

doctorates of new doctorates: (3) the rato of flow OL avr

holding doctorates to employment outside colleges and unlversi

iss; ann {4 tho rave of attrition in the steck of doctorates

Oue retive.ent, death and other causes. Thoy estimated values

id

for those parmeters from vocont Ansviggm cata and displayed

the ai tforent strategies available to a who

Wanted the comtry to be able, say, to preduco es many

doctorates po: yoor ian ten years as it does now. These strategios

3opend on infiusneing tho valuos of Ib four

shoved, example, im the casa of doctoratesAna

in mathomatic3, that influencing the rete cf roturn of nev

possiblya we for emloyront

lead to the dosircd level of doctoral prodi ection, bat thet other

es
7 18 iently convincing, and easy enough toae

present to nontechnical people, tha it ha. been adopted

poltey jecenents within the geyarmment. While

the codel peovioucly fragmentary atk ANAWA

CBT» Coe ISphen emonnsa in those ae Pols at al.

conclude thet "this and 4 7 motels of social systems
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can serve not only to aid in the development of polley but als

ieal informationto guide the collection o

undergird policy With a solid factual MBso.

Here the feedback loop is again cleay. Bolt, the creator

of the analytical, model, is a former physicist turned H.I.T.

political sciontist. woxking in and with the National Sclence

Foundation, bi does a piece of essarcn which, the

governiuont, a strongly the futurs training of men in

just those anilytical sk: which matte his invention possible.

Mechhas been said and WPLtten on

the possible 2ffects of publisning o
dpolis end prediction

about electio3 results. An announcement that 49 percent of

voters say thay will vote for candidate A end 51 percent sa+

hey will vote for candidate B may reverse an election's

outcome if substantial synthy for uhe uncerdog results, or

may misloadinzly widen A's margin of loss if voters on

B's bandvagon, The problem has worsened ely with the use

of comouters to tatalate election reiucns cn the Gay of the

UL Ob necessary
16

fects

election end to project final ontcones re all votes are ine

Sines rad+ netvorks be fast

Coast tabulations and projections to the ist Coast, where voting

stations remain open several hours later, he lest Const votes

especially acute in recene presidential elietions, has
may be substentially This &m,

ako
generated mich Congressions 1 and judicial discussion Wo

possible 7



Unnoticac{ain the diseuesion is a bit of theory by

Herbert A» as

needed to piel: a proper

that olections

interfoyence of polls, -

proves by the

theorem that

or projsction
effe 2b (Anereas ing of decrsasing tas actual percentage

voting for th ? candidats predicted to Win in cowparison to the

the outcors o * the election. On the other hand, 4E

effect is the

to adjust the

effect
while

C2uces &

such dn adjustment (aceurratel y done) cannot reyerse the

ce :

2

»

counts to ommctly the informition8

policy (presumably aSSures

turn out tao way they world have without the
a3 etions, and projections). Simon

use of a mathematical resnlt known as a fixed~polns

uk the not effect of publication of a prediction

may bs characterized as a baniuagen effset or an

percentage yoANS for him withou! the poll's publication) then

it is always ossible to adjust the prediction before its
gs) that the published prediction will in fect tepublicssade

Ti . banduagon effect is the consequence of publishingG2corract.

a prediction Simon proves, then publication can hav no

) outcoum of the election,. althougheffact en the

on can but need not alterLe ox teds py

an undovdog

consequence of publishing a }rediction, fa

published prediction to take account of that

Leone cf n 93ean re ou 5 LON;

outcome of ul13

angiSis, Lt obviously b comes crucial to

oA tho American voiding public ofGikrow whether the

pradictions ia benduagon or und-rdog. If publicaticn

ragon effect, then it causes : (in
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elections, though it might in elections). if
publication causes an undordeg effect, Sr publication mast

be banned or a sufficiently accurate knowledge of the reaction

function of the public mst be obtained to snable prior

adjustment of the pred ction so that it is in fast confirmed

fhe Jatier course may seem risky to those i Liar with

uncertaintiss of mesuring ond predictingmass behavior, and

perhaps less desirable than a resiriction on the pross

(in spite of the First Amendment). At leart Siwon's analysis
makes clear tha kind of information needed to formulate policy:

ane survey ard opinion research canters omst at Ammricannt

universities to gather guSv SU inforwati.

A theory whichGAGABS.hanes ACO Lae

linked econoric ard sociological changes consequent to the

intvoduction of a new technology vould be cnother area of

theory of encrmous potential importance. A+ Thomas, Jz
has developac. such theory for a trike ef

gathered by fichard ee," fhomas construc +s a production

function of 'code The two 3 of tre production Sunction

rofor to (1) efficlency of vork, and (2) areal productivity

of lend. Thomas estinates the in ths production function

whien from the OARS on of iro) axvod tipse

Assualne the wibssmen optimise a Ue: Canetien ubich lapsnds

L only on th 13 NODULE* AESY sic, rate of Korn,

Haro id

19Eows of data che tribeOn che ta

waste + LOGS

n food production,

in the rate of and tho inercase in tribal population.
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Botier dlet and greater longevity reonive calculable adjustrents

in frequency of child-bear ng + Yn(which is already rigidly
2,controlled by abstinence, abortion and infairsicide) if the

population is to remain stable et its new Revel. Thus Thomas

moves Fron arvouheads w sex life With an analytical r

and a reasonable hope of prediction.

It Pemains to ba ssen whether further cata on the iKung

Will confirm details of Thomas's analysi.s and. more importantly,
any

whether his to vastly rere complicatsa

interactions of technological imnovatéen 2 howan ecology

What LG in his attempt is lis CLOSE analytical style

and ito demonstration that such aro possible

Obviously, such Ge tions + they rel: .able, would be

s-scalaCyerucial in guiding a govecnuent in the choive of lar

tectologics for support and development.

Two more oxanples of aveas in whieh usuful analytical theory

is still more emuryonic bait of enormous importance

are first, and oxgan'BAUOVAtic and administrative

isation, and .iecond, persuasion and influen:e, whether of

individuals, omall groups, or massose Tho ""cehniques of persuan+

On & build popular suonort for its Space

OY "site influenceiso DOM sport for
as

research, eve research on the subject of porsuasion» And

mightOe 3 bs oy a bureaucracy

on133"hess based some fur

structure. Re are being made in these

directions»
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The theories that exist or are called for in these areas

are what Merton"" calls theories of the middle range, but

they differcrucially from the verbal theories that seen

pandenie in soclolegy. The variables involved in the theories

mentioned above are not only measurable in the sense that their

magnitudes cin bs inforved from some observations, but, unlike

22

those of mans current sociological eggianavions, they are, or

Will have to be, at least partially accoss: .ble to control.

In a povite but effective indictment of the utility of

sone ical theories, a professor of public health looking

for guidance as to the social etiology and ecology of disease

found that

If cas were to act upon theiformationvthus
obtained
heve to urgrade social class, climinate status incongruity
and occuptional stress, selectively coutrol both geographic
anc social mobility, make cities into country Parms,

improve femily incomes, shepherd groups throggh culture
change, maximize the accepvance of his life
sitvation prevent social isolation, ami provids a valus
basis fo choosing whether ong's paren should or should

not be chuechsgoing psople.

Mouthvash will not take the place of 'isable theory.

public
fron sociology , At vould, anong other things,

23

ms necsssity to develop socialNeither we statistics.

theory along wit

clearly appeaciate by Raymond A. Bauer:

of socialsystens exist, as do pedals of ths

indicators Goda

Goners 1

Ararican social system. It is safe to Say, hovever,

of them voquire consderable devolepment and vef nement couore

ons could use them te plan developments in the noneconomie
4

sactor With any degree of precision.
~
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Hod SOCIAL SCIENCES (AND SOCIAL THEORIES) CAN AMMNICT GOVERNMENT

The familiar feedback loop betveen a thermostat and a hone

fgrnsco which keeps the house at a steady temporature is stable.u

The information from the thermostat returns the

Soms constant state. The feedback leap tatysen social scisnce
research and government is destabilising. Ths information from

govermment"supported or government*adopted research alters the

structuva and behavor of the government, «hich ro the

research that gets suprortsd or adopted, ard so on, around and

around

An understanding of social operation ray not only condition

hea success Or> failure of social progzams, but may condition

the goals of hose progvange pess a lay

against ma uo i objectsGattsacting each other with a forse

that varies inversoly as the savere of their distance, it is

eoually ridiculous to pass a law against people liking the sight
of jie giris An understanding

or explicit, most accompany any

sucesssful effort 2% control (barring purs luck). 25 Today

social mechar isns

of the politician, ths administzator,the understar ding

and the scientist attempting to influence pores policy, is

mostly inplic its ag thelr goals bacome Aner conplicated

and conflicting, their understanding will lava to ba more expiicit-.26

Theee characteristics of 1the examples givan in the preceding
oer ifie
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can effect directly and immediately a brozd@ range of other

rossarch, development, and action program. Second, they ean

affect the structure and performance of ike veery organization,
the government, Which allots the resources for their own

futuro devsi.opient. Third, they can take effect relatively
quickly, so that a man's discoveries can raturn to influence
his own fuivve discoveries well within his working lifetime.

The other selences in which the governusnt is involved,
the kinds in Price's selentific estate, ac not seam to share all
three of these characteristics. For example, the governnent's
investment ia land-grant colleges and agricultural research
an the ninetvsanth century has, it is true, removed the problem

of producing enough food in this country and freed rost of the

population on the soil, thereby maki available resources

for other prograas; but this agricultural suecoss has not

determined the shape of other pregrans, haz releassd resources

nS

them only over a long psriod of time, and has not greatly

affect, the procedvre by which futurs dscistons regerding agric
cultural ressarch me mads.

Similarly, the @iscoveries in the physical sciences and

technologies have effected a broad rango of other research,

development, and action ptograns for the most part indirectly

ingenious "tichnological fixes" to social problems: for exampia,

using atomic poxer to desali. ocean water to Lerigats land to

A . ly- Alvin listed a number of27 +

providwe i603 tO
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Such a device. seinberg adwits, is mainly good for buying ime;

and since tim: may be importent in convineing people thet

they vant to Limit the number of children tiey have, such 4

device may be crucial. Yet this technological approach dees

not say what is a desirable range of sizes, nor

how to convinze people to have less childre during the tims

that it buys; nor does it affect, except Bough providing tim,
the ways a governcont makes decisions about ts population i

28
control or atomic energy programs. The of the

knowledge of sho laws of physics on the of the social1

institutions thich apply those Jaws is very indirect.

A BIOLOGICAL ANALOGY

A biological analogy may bs suggestive. An animal species,

such as man, 2nd its environment, including other species, form

a coupled system. Ths ervivorment selects certain members of the

species to survive long enough to reproduce and influences the

way the spseiss Will evolve. Bet the specizs also affects the

way the environzent will chang by what it does to the other

spseies, What it puts into or extracts from : the atwosphere, the

soil and the seas. Ordinarily, thie intere ction is rather

slow-paced ard because according to Darwinian thmory

and mmch evicence the wen? only means of affecting

evolution is by determining who veproducse an who does not-

Think how muh ad occu 3
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animals could adapt within thoir 7 i and pass on their

adaptations to their offsoring. Anthropolegists are familiar
clicha that man has prugressea from biological evolution

to cultural evolution, that man's tremendous capacity to learn
and to transait culture over genorations enables him to modify

his life faster than Darwinian selection could. within the

the process cf cultural change, I suegset, the action of

physical laws on the social structureswhich apply them is
usually of the sort; whoreas the action of an

standing of Og functioning is more likely to bs of tho

:Jan Sorte

PRESENT RELATIONS OF GOVESHMSAT AND SOCIAL SCIENCE

In ordex to spsculata on possible futwe relations beoveen

goverment aixl socialscisnece in this county, it seems reasonable

te start with some view of thoir present rolations. Among the

many aspacts of those relations which the ollowing sketeh will
aexclids are hose relating to the founding of a Netional Social

Science Foun ation, 27 the roles of

in judicia vecisions on the Constitutiona Aty of acial segre-
gation and tracking (segregation by perfor: ance on standardized

tests) in puodlic schools, and the rol.es of many recent "social

to promot,: or Li w
execubive on social problen Mass ve

each of those and other aspects would, I think, reinforce
Gcase studies of

the general conclusions drain telou.
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In the s3cond progress report (1966) of the Subcommittee

on Scisnee, Rasearch, and Development of House Committee

on Selenca ani Astronautics, the membors of Congress manifested

@ curiously anblvalent lusting after the fevors of social seionee

ard a fear of her power. On the positiveFS side, the subcommitise

noted with pride that Lt had

recommends] adeauate representation of industry, nonprofit:
small colleges. andsoial scientists or. the Netional
Science Board lot the National Seience loundation]. *

Tate Ralph . Tyler. divector for advaneed studies in the
tehavioral sclences at Stanford University, was elected
as Vics Ghaivman of the Foard, representing the first tins
in tho Esard's histery that @ social scientist has held that

POST.av 30

aForthoer, in its statement of on government in the

future, the cubcommities concluded:

We are further convinced that governmontal effectiveness
in coping with the big issues of the future willrequire

(1) An ebility on the part of the Government, andparticulerly
the Congréss, to see and coce with each problem in its entirety~~
to deal with cech as a completo SySten WK to treat the

entire syrdrome rathor than isolated phvses of ite A

curvent Gs is pollution, a lavge logical systems

rroblen, thich mist derend for its solu don not only on

sclence ard technolegy, bit on politics considerations,

eis] we

judi cia: ecormom? anc vay factors

public relations, interstate ional ccopevation and

industrial. ONS th the involvement of

socisl selentists in certein prelininery stages ef planning.

(2) A to encourage and svmmctapproacnes>

the pro the Duturewhich will join tha secial sciences
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With physical sclences and onzincor) >

use of their combined powers. The necessity thi
obvious whan one looks clesoly at the 4

modern soclety- Fow of chen will be eligi:
application of technology alone. In mary instances, in fact,

AL whic ke

appears
AL facing

twas

va neod to know a greet deal rove about the belwm and

motivations of b ae
vy ard collectively--than

oresWe now know in apply our growing with
results. 3accuracy aan

Six pages later, thos same subcommitise looked at another

Side of the social seiences:

are concerned about the inroads agairst personal Liberty
{the epp icetion lof secial

bout their constantly inereasing potential for the

invasion cf? personal privacy. This mears mova than invading
the pevsor or the senses. AG also means invacirg the mind

and by unconscous exposure io or direction by

the machirs or certain social selence techniques
one must to wary of the day when a magnetic public personality,
provided tith sufficient funds to place his image electronically
before the populace as often as the psyc 7

progranca computers dictate, wlll autem tically be

guarantees election. we must mt let technology
deaden oui capaciiy for thought, for poi ception, for

al

which may be inh:hed no in
G echniguas of otservatiion

reason ant understanding. 7
32

Trat is tho United Congress rts hopes

for. oart tho v a

the social
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sciences can da for and to goverrmment. Lixe the U. S. Coyggress,

Je 0. Bernal also hoped society vould takes advantages of

scicnce's intesrating and systematising power when he wrote:3

It is the function of selence to study man as much as nature,
to disesvor the significance and direction of social movenents
and social nseds- The tragedy of man his too often lain
in his very sueesss in achieving what h 3 imegined to ce
his objee.s. Selence, through its caparity for looking
ahead and esuprshending at the same tim> many aspsets of
a problem should te ble to cotermine far more clearly which

or

are the rual ard wiwich ths phantastic elements of personel
and social. dssivos.

Eut the attitudes of the U. S. Conere 33 and ths Merzist

Esrnal toward the oolitical framswork with Whie the socze1

sciences Wil. best come to fruition are vastly different. The

menbars of Congress would not casilyaccap* Barnaivs claim that

"Only in a Scrat econogg effectively sonecerned wthmy

providing Nara can the full cavslopment of the social

sciences bo tgggeted, for thore they nosis must become in

practioand theory an part of th? machinery of

communal Mf." ot all tho monbers of Jongress might

1 : welfare

favaz by Bornal:

Tae of the ninetconth centurywis a sceming thing-
Tt vas an absence of a krowledge of necessity. It3 basde

lay in social relations through a market. In liberal theory
every man should b2 free to do what he liked with his own,

buy or Dytows or idle. In ha tied by the Lron

lews of e:onomics; lows socially producad but taken as 4aus

of nature bocause they were not undexstood In an

and corssiouvs society this conception c? is bound. to

ba by bag}
35
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The Congress often vote the Ike ckanges susgesteda

through the Feesicent by in the Council ofne

EeEconomic Advisers, but it prafers to exare'ge choice withow

thinking of "iron laws of ecoromcs. Cerhelnly in ths

domain of social Jsws and social control, the Congress is not

atiracted by tho prospect of centra Integration through

the social sciences thet so attracts Born "Science

implics o unified and coordinated anc, above all, conscious

control of tho whcle of social life + - - Henceforth socloty
is subject erly te the limitations 1% imporss on itself. « + +

The socieliacd, Antesr\ d organization is

corning. " that soca:al science26

WiLL show thet globally ig tho best

social or& for +
+ future politic] cheloce.

GQ on

If tho Congress supports tho developmint of the social

scicness, muct alco acquiesce to a so centrally
att 42fue Jana of the Congress

are erdanger:d? No evedible social theoory yot oxists to

that question. For cortain purposes, docs itralized political
ckoice and 3 research may ba highly desirable.

A diversity of societies and cultures, and a di of social

scientific endeavors coupled to them is, for exemple, the

cue basot: °

evolutionary vorsion of rot putting all your eggs :

and this is often 2 2 than ii snolithie 31

rapidly and uneredictaoly changing CHV 3? But in

: socio hits social orgs be ee
me

Af politically, irss :

and cial sciences contimie to ta coupler.
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A FLOW CHART OF INFLUENCES

Evolutionary biologists and comperative cultural anthro-

pologists know tnn & species and so~called primitive societies

solve apparently similar ecological problens ina variety of

wayse If an extrapolation to more complex societies has any

validity, it is likely that technologically advanced societies+,

can arvenge "he relations between their r ural and social

Scientific endeavors and political finctioning in more

w

fo
]

whan one Way Here it is necessary to Prey myn to Pric

picture of the four estates.

When Price Jatels the axis from scien : to politics as

the axis frou freedom to responsibility, i: is clear that he

wants to desuribe informally the constitutional

that is, the assignment of social of the four

estates in the United States. He makes exolicit that this

allocation social responsibility is in 1 sense necessary,

and points oit that othor, notably socialist, countries have

very ditfereat constitutional arraggenents.

When Price relabels the line from scisnee to politics

as roving from truth to power, he seens tc suggest a sort of

epistemological or functional schema, according to which

quantities cf truth and move in the proper directions

from one estate to the noxt.

The exemples gives abovo suggest that tha strong coupling

of politica? choica and tha social inte a

system wakes a linarapicture inadequate vo represent tha system

ou.

of motual influence.
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In a picture (see 2) fully as rough and approximate

as Price's, imagine a circular loop with errows pointing in a

clockwise direction. At the 12 o"clock position stands the:

political estate. At the 3 d'clock position stands the

administrative Estate, Which translates what the political
estate wants to understand to the seisntific estate (standing
at 6 o'clock) and supplies it with resources to find out.

Tho scientific estate investigates whore resourecs are available
ard feeds the results diractly back to the government, as in the

ase of analysis.
Around this first circle is a larger circle tangent to it

as the 12 o' lock position, thus going through the sams

political estate. At the 3 and 6 o'clock positions are

respoctively and scisnt as in the

firet Joop, swt in addition 4 the 9 o'clock position is the

professional estate. If the social applications of the

science gens 'ated in this loop ave clear in advance, tha new,

findings exe forvarded imuediately to the professional estate

and put ints practice: es, for oxample, when soneons at NTH

finds a curs for a disease and passes the word to the medical

profession. The findings of tho scientists at 6 o'clock

affect the purposes amd forms of politiss at 12 o'clock through

the activities of the professionals. Tha cngineers who made

possiole the massivepollution of the Bast Coast and thea

4

physicians wnao contributed to tae public expectation of reasonable

he.alth, ineluding clean alr, were among tho foress producing

new interstate political alliances to control pollution.
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think for thesselves. Anothe rh way of sayirg this is that

politicians (like sclLentists) don't always know what they vant

understandbo LS LUREwental

acvyenee in understanding uehey realiag Yas jus

what they wanted. Moreover, the terms ard contezts 7

scientists coach theis Uunderstanding may

from those in which the politicians state lheiv problem

Ti scons fair to esbinete, though, thas the fraction of all
acbivity in A which des by dlls

schema has pean steadily ancrea Sacord, poliead choices

Will probably always ba conditioned by OLY other than

4

knowledge of the direct and indivect implications of natural

and social isas- Bus ths Lanes teWO leaps ox this senena

filled in, the BOW of all political cendnt »

4f not deter: imgd, by the natural and : selences Will,

I wovld guess, vise spectacularly.3

LEGAL EVOLUTION

In conclusion, what practical or cons ete difference does

wie Wewee e Ox one gonenc]es an. otherbe

sciences

Ss ox : :

bale Mae
7 P

4SA47 CO

ws) che POOLS, OF Pos NSEC1

2 greater tien At of he likely Gon. cquences Ct
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possible polisy choless- Graater knowledgaWill not necessarily

Solve the probliens but make the alternatives tweadey

and tho restrictions on choics clearer.
» ftne of and

Sclsnses with the ang other ostaves of government

grandsr goods to offer bayond the imxoediate present.
an it '0In article called "fhe Speech of Justis Learned Hand stated

"Tifeo conditions ave essential to the raallzation of

mist hays an eutrovity MEpremeover the will of tho individmll,
andsuch en can arise only of
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iv recasting
bringing to the high Light of oxeression the dumb impulses
of the presont, can they contime in the course of the
ancestors whom they revere.

I think that the social can and play a growing

role in assuring the of the conditions essential to

the of justice accoxoding vo Latis The social seloness

sustaining the gocial acquiescenss which euves authority to the

daw. But the social schences will be to comtinue indefinite.

they elso, dr. Learned Hand's phrase, aid an to the

hien light of + expression the dumb inouioes of the present.

mes

An am7

aid the avthority of the law only : importantly,

Povngps Lo is da : role the cho sciences

1~avs oF you,' and cary° daus

Ox the9 tho 2
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SECTION 1

BACKGROUND AND CONCLUSIONS

SUMMARY OF THE STUDY

Origin

The "Carterphone Decision" was widely recognized as

potentially leading to a fundamental change in communi-

(1)
cations carrier/user relationships.

V

By this decision, the FCC ordered the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company to delete general prohibitions

against interconnection and foreign attachments from its

interstate message toll tariffs. In compliance, the AT&T,

after consultation with representatives of the independent

telephone companies, filed the following new tariffs:

#259 - "Wide Area Telecommunications Service"; #260 -

"Private Line Service"; #263 - ''Long Distance Message

(Ne ection 2 - COMMUNICATIONS BACKGROUND, pp 23-27

L.
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Telecommunications Service.'' These new tariffs specify

and define certain key limiting signal characteristics and

"access arrangements" believed necessary to protect the

telephone service and the telephone system, as well as

those who come in contact with the system as employees

(1)or users.

The FCC allowed these proposed tariffs to go into effect

and requested comments from interested parties. It

received a considerable number and range of responses.

The technical portions of these responses varied from

complete acceptance, to challenges as to the basis of

determination of harm, to complete rejection.

Since the new tariffs are based upon the ''Public Harm"

issue, it was determined essential that a competent and

objective study be made of the technical factors involving

interconnection and user-provided attachments. The

CONSIDERATIONS, pp 12-30
(1)section 3, TRANSMISSION AND PROTECTION

2.
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National Academy of Sciences (NAS), through its Computer

Science and Engineering Board (CSEB), accepted the

responsibility of carrying out sucha study. The objective

was to evaluate and report on the issues of harm and pro-

tection of the telephone network from harm, as well as to

develop and evaluate the possible alternative arrangements

or procedures available to avoid harm. .

The Panel broadly considered and evaluated alternative

methods of interconnection. Among the more important

considerations were:

(a) Whether the existing tariffs unduly

restrict the user wishing to inter-

connect.

(b) The possible hazard to carrier per-

sonnel and property and impairment

3.
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of network service from uncontrolled

interconnection.

The costs and practicability of alter-

native methods.

The impact of interconnection on the

introduction of new equipment and

service.

The charter of the Panel and the urgency of the problems

of voice-band interconnection necessitated that this report

be concentrated on the technical aspects of those problems,

to the exclusion of other significant consequences of inter-

connection such as:

(a) The distribution of costs of inter-

connection among carriers, the

4.
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general non-interconnected user,

and the interconnected user.

(b) The reliability or adequacy of

service obtained by a user from

his own interconnected equipment.

(c) The effect on service to a user

with carrier-provided equipment

on calls to or from a user with his

own interconnected equipment.

Final judgment by the FCC as to courses of action must,

of course, include, in addition to the technical factors,

such questions as rates, costs, legal implications and

basic economic policy. In this connection, it should

be noted that future changes in costs or rates by the

5.
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carriers for interconnection devices could have a signi-

ficant impact on the interconnection situation"), This

factor could not be evaluated.

The principles which underlie the conclusions in this re-

port may be applicable to other types and circumstances

of interconnection.

Principal Conclusions

The principal conclusions arrived at by the Panel are as

follows:

Uncontrolled interconnection can cause

harm to network performance and to per-
(2), (3)sonnel and property.

(lscction 8, COSTS
(2).ection 3, TRANSMISSION AND PROTECTION CON-
SIDERATIONS, pp 31-57

(3) ection 4, NETWORK CONTROL SIGNALING, pp 2-6

6.
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Present tariff criteria and carrier-provided

connecting arrangements are an acceptable

way of assuring protection for network per-
(1)sonnel and property.

An acceptable alternative way of assuring

protection is through enforced certification
(2)of equipment and personnel. Enforced

certification requires:

that authority for the certifi-

cation program reside with the

Federal Regulatory Agency; (3)

that the program be uniformly
(4)

applied to all classes of users;

Section 5, PROTECTIVE DEVICES, pp 3-8(1)

(2)5ection 6, CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

ection 7, RESPONSIBILITY
(4)6ection 1, BACKGROUND AND CONCLUSIONS, pp 30-32
(3)

7.
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that the enforced certification

procedures be taken as a

whole -- they represent an inte-

grated system;

that a carefully planned and

timed step-by-step effort be

set up to ensure the successful
( 1 )

implementation of the program.

Self-certification by manufacturers or users

cannot assure an acceptable degree of pro-

tection!2)

Innovation by carriers will not be significantly

impeded by the certification program. In-

novation by users may be promoted({3)

(Oection 6, CERTIFICATION PROGRAM, pp 27-30

(2)6ection 6, CERTIFICATION PROGRAM, pp 15-18

(3)5ection 9, INNOVATION
8.
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Organization structures should be estab-

lished to promote the exchange of infor-

mation among carriers, users, and

(1)suppliers.

STUDY PLAN

Organization

An initial analysis indicated that a broad range of experi-

ence was necessary for the Panel. The technical coverage

included the following subjects:

Switching Systems

Transmission Systems

Standards - Development and Use

Equipment Manufacturing

Privately-Owned and Operated
Communications Systems

Communications -Oriented
Computer Systems.

ection 11, INFORMATION AND ORGANIZATION

9.
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C

In order to obtain the necessary first-hand technical

knowledge, it was necessary that Panel members

be drawn, to a large measure, from organizations that

are "interested" parties. A careful effort was made to

select individuals of high technical competence and

integrity to assure the objective required by the NAS

and FCC. The Panel operated under NAS rules of a

privileged relationship, wherein those addressing the

Panel were assured that proprietary information would

be protected. Additionally, the chairman of the Panel

was chosen from the not-for-profit community. The

Panel, whose names and affiliations are shown in

Annex 1, consisted of fourteen members with diverse

backgrounds. The members were selected on the basis

that they were well-recognized as technically-qualified

people. They acted as individual technical experts only

and did not represent the organizations with which they

were associated.

10.
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Procedures

A review was made of the FCC files concerning inter-

connection and foreign attachments and plans were

prepared for accumulating the necessary data for analysis.
Facts and opinions were accumulated from parties who

expressed their interest to the FCC and directly to the

NAS Panel as a result of announcements, publicity,

and direct solicitations. Additional organizations with

knowledge of, and experience in, subjects of particular
(1)interest to the Panel were also contacted directly.

Among the organizations providing data were:

Communication Common Carriers

Telephone Equipment Manufacturers

Computer Manufacturers

Terminal Equipment Manufacturers

Organizations with Private Communications

(Yeection 10, APPLICABLE EXPERIENCE

11,
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Regulatory Agencies

U. S. Government Agencies

Standards Agencies

Foreign Communications Agencies

Testing Laboratories

Computer Service Organizations

Installation and Service Organizations

Trade Associations

In all, fifty parties presented written technical submissions

and of these, twenty-five, by Panel invitation, made oral

presentations and submitted to intensive questioning at

closed panel sessions. During these sessions, the Panel

operated on an informal basis, in that free questioning on

all aspects of a presentation was allowed to the satis-

faction of the questioner as long as it was, in the opinion

of the chairman, ina technical vein and on the subject.

Since the information was provided to the NAS ona

12.
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privileged basis, the Panel cannot reference or ac-

knowledge the source of specific information used in our

analysis.

As a result of this data gathering effort, the Panel be-

lieves that it has collected as complete an information

base as is possible at the present time. The available

information together with the collective engineering

judgment of the Panel, was adequate to arrive at the con-

clusions and recommendations which follow.

The cooperation of all participants and the detailed work

carried out by them in their submissions and appearances

was essential to this study. The participants all displayed

a positive and constructive attitude and demonstrated that

all of them had a stake in a well-functioning telephone

system.

13.
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EFFECTS OF INTERCONNECTION ON THE PERFORMANCE
OF THE NETWORK

The objective of the Panel has been to determine how

much freedom of interconnection can be allowed without

impairment of service to users of the network, generally.

In its approac!: to this objective, the Panel has considered

how harm can be caused to the network and has then con-

sidered how this harm can be prevented.

Harmful Effects

Harm may arise through the introduction into the network

of (a) voltages dangerous to human life, (b) signals of

excessive amplitude or improper spectrum, (c) improper

line balance,or (d) improper control signals (!)

INCREASED EXPOSURE TO
HAZARDOUS VOLTAGES CAN
RESULT FROM UNCONTROLLED
INTERCONNECTION (2)

(1) ection 2, COMMUNICATIONS BACKGROUND

(2)section 3, TRANSMISSION AND PROTECTION CON-
SIDERATIONS, PP- 31-57

14,
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Uncontrolled availability and installation of customer-
owned terminal devices involving the use of 115y AC
and other hazardous voltages, can involve risks to

telephone company installation and maintenance personnel,
It is a necessary condition that maintenance and expansion
of telephone service be carried on without interruption
of existing service. It is standard and efficient
practice for cable and exchange plant workers to work
barehanded on pairs and junctions in the immediate proxi-
mity of hundreds of others which are in normal use. To
avoid increasing the hazard, it is mandatory that stringent
measures be taken to ensure that hazardous voltages not

be applied at points of interconnection.

SIGNALS WHICH VIOLATE THECRITERIA IN TARIFFS 260 AND
263 CAN CAUSE HARM BY INTER-
FERING WITH SERVICE TO OTHER.usERS!?)

ection 3, TRANSMISSION AND PROTECTION CON-
SIDERATIONS, pp 10-30

15,
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The non-linear characteristics of transmission com-

ponents, which are widely used in the telephone plant,

require that input signal powers be limited. The sig-

nal powers specified in the tariffs represent reasonably

optimized values for voice and data usage. There are

no limiting functions in the carrier systems which can

accomplish the required limiting. The limits on in-

band signal power spectrum are specified to avoid the

possibility of interference with internal network sig-

naling. The "out-of-band" power limits are based

upon limitations of local cable plant and requirements

for minimum interference with present and expected

greater than voice band services. The telephone plant

does not now supply this protection.

Signal criteria which are specified in the tariff must be

observed for both voice and data services, but when

transmitting data, the user has an incentive to exceed

the signal power criteria in order to reduce his error

rate despite possible degradation of service to others.

16.
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LINE BALANCE IS CRITICAL TO
NETWORK PERFORMANCE?!) (2)

Imbalance in line terminations will render ineffective the

careful electrical balance built into the pairs in the cables

connecting users and the telephone company central offices.

The resultant unbalances can cause loss of privacy and in-

creased interference, not only to the unbalanced pair, but

to other pairs in the cable as well. Terminal imbalance

can occur due to poorly-built equipment, improper in-

stallation, or inadequate maintenance.

IMPROPER NETWORK CONTROL
3

SIGNALING CAN IMPAIR TELE-
; PHONE SERVICE AND INCREASE

COSTS (1), (3)

Network control signaling must be properly performed

for correct system operation and message accounting.

For example, ina telephone set, these signals are pro-

duced by the switchhook and the rotary dial or the

(Neection 1, COMMUNICATIONS BACKGROUND, pp 9-10, 14-15

(2) ction 3, TRANSMISSION AND PROTECTION CON-
SIDERATIONS, pp 57-64

ection 4, NETWORK CONTROL SIGNALING
17.

(3)
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touch-tone pad. Mechanisms for producing these signals,

if not carefully designed, manufactured, installed, and

maintained, can, in conjunction with the varying char-

acteristics of the telephone loops, cause improper

signals to be received at the central offices. Central

offices vary in their tolerance to distorted control signals

and in their ability to correct such signals before re-

transmission into the network. In particular, dial

pulse signaling of poor quality can cause significant

harm by the generation of wrong numbers, causing

annoyance to others, wasteful use of central office equip-

ment and transmission facilities and improper billing.

On the other hand, improper signals generated by touch~

tone pads are inherently less harmful since, if a signal

is out of tolerance, the central office equipment will not

complete the call.

18.
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Protecting the Network

Three alternative approaches for protecting the public

telephone network were considered. They are:

(a) Operation under present tariffs

which call for common-carrier

ownership, installation, and main-

tenance of connecting arrangements.

(b) A program of enforced certification

of equipment and personnel, with

appropriate standards for safety

and network protection. This ap-

proach would allow user ownership,

installation, and maintenance of

19,
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protective coupling units or complete

terminal equipment. Assurance of

protection without carrier-provided

connecting arrangements is the

objective.

(c) A program of user self-certification

based upon published standards for

safety and network protection.

PRESENT TARIFF CRITERIA AND
CARRIER-PROVIDED CONNECTING
ARRANGEMENTS ARE AN ACCEPT-
ABLE WAY OF ASSURING NETWORK
PROTECTION!)

The present tariffs specify signal criteria for electrical,

accoustic and inductive coupling, and specify that the

carrier provide connecting arrangements and network

control signaling. The signal criteria limits the signal

inputs to the network to those which are considered to be

(Og ection 3, TRANSMISSION AND PROTECTION CON-
SIDERATIONS
Section 5, PROTECTIVE DEVICES

20.
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A question has been raised as to the need for some of the

protective features. Analyses of the presently-available

connecting arrangements indicates that they provide a

degree of protection in the way of voice signal limiting

that, in some cases, is unnecessary. Present carrier-

provided coupling units are, in some instances, complicated

and marginally effective and may degrade performance.

The uncertainties regarding protective features can be

attributed to the rapid introduction of the connecting

arrangements and the lack of experience on which to base

judgments. Continued development should produce more

effective units. For the present, they do provide a sub-

stantial portion of the protection required. The sudden

demand for interconnection and the need for time to de-

termine the features required by a large number of users

is at the root of the present problem. Many desired

connecting arrangements are not yet available.

22.
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THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
STANDARDS AND THE EN-
FORCED CERTIFICATION
OF EQUIPMENT AND PER-
SONNEL, FORM AN
ACCEPTABLE ALTERNATIVE
WAY OF ASSURING NETWORK
PROTECTION(!)

The standards to be established cover only network pro-

tection aspects such as personnel safety, signal criteria,

transmission, and network signaling.

Despite some variability from installation to installation,

there has been enough experience with the telephone net-

work to allow standards to be prepared for network

protection. A standards development program, as

mentioned, requires the resources of a qualified standards

organization. The purpose here is to provide coordination,

structural guidance, and staff services to those writing

the standards. Such organizations exist within both

private industry, and government. Within this frame-

(1) ection 6, CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
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work, the standards can be written by qualified repre-

sentatives of the carriers, suppliers, and users. A

definition of the interface between the user-owned equip-

ment and the network, so far as protection is concerned,

is a part of standardization.

Finally, although general standards can be written to

cover interconnection with various types of central offices

and loops, each individual installation is, to some extent,

customized.

Interconnected equipment must be provided with proper

adjustme'' features to deal with individual case-by-case

variatio The necessary adjustments must be worked

out cooperatively at the time of installation between the

carrier and the user. Cooperative guideline procedures

should be formalized.

24,
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Type certification of equipment must be done by testing

laboratories independent of the equipment manufacturers.

It must include evaluating and monitoring each manu-

facturer and its specific products. Qualified independent

test laboratories exist which are capable of performing

these functions in related fields. They could expand

their resources to qualify for the program which is

envisaged. With a significant volume of work, costs

of this program should not be prohibitive. Certification

can be applied to couplers, to protective sections of

larger equipment, or to the protective characteristics of

entire units of equipment.

Equipment type certification alone is not sufficient to

protect the telephone network. This equipment must be

installed and maintained by certified technicians. In

addition, the standards must make provisions for

assurance that the network protection is maintained by

documented periodic inspection.

25.
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It remains to certify the installation and maintenance

of interconnected equipment. This will require a pro-

gram of personnel training, the development of tests

and test equipment, and the licensing of installation and

maintenance personnel. On the last point, the Panel

has the opinion that a nucleus of support personnel exists

in the servicemen and organizations who now install

and service communications and computer equipment.

These people can be certified (and licensed) by exam-

ination, following procedures which form part of the

overall certification program. Each certification (or

license) would be endorsed as applicable to equipment

of one or more classes.

SELF-CERTIFICATION BY
MANUFACTURERS OR USERS
CANNOT ASSURE AN ACCEPT-
ABLE DEGREE OF NETWORK
PROTECTION. (2)

(1),ection 6, CERTIFICATION PROGRAM, pp 15-18
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A self-certification program allows the manufacturer or

user to test aml approve his own equipment, installation,

and maintenance. On the other hand, an enforced certi-

fication program separates the responsibility for

certification from the organizations having a direct

financial involvement in the production or use of inter-

connected equipment, The competence and earnest

sense of responsibility of many users is apparent to the

Panel and is acknowledged by the carriers. The

question, however, is not whether some users will

exercise care, but whether all users can be depended

upon to do so.

Self-certification requires the user to procure and use

equipment considered harmless and to operate in ac-

cordance with the tariffs. In the absence of some

control system, it is inevitable that equipment which is

marginal will make its way to the market and usage

27.
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outside of the rules will take place. Monitoring to ensure

compliance with the signal criteria by the carriers could

possibly be developed and utilized. However, the hazards

of safety, imbalance, and incorrect signaling could not be

protected against by a program of monitoring.

(1)
Party Lines Represent a Serious Hazard

The Panel has concluded that the probability of harmful

effects due to interconnection is materially greater,

and more serious, where interconnection involves party-

line users. Party-line operation substantially increases

the risks of false charging and of harm to the service of

others, especially, of course, others sharing the party

line.

The Panel is not satisfied that the proposed procedures

of certification will be applicable or effective if party-

line operation is permitted.

(1) ection 4, NETWORK CONTROL SIGNALING, p. 3
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Requirements for an Enforced Certification Program

AUTHORITY FOR A NATION-
WIDE CERTIFICATION PRO-
GRAM MUST RESIDE WITH
THE FEDERAL REGULATORY
AGENCY RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
TARIFFS, (1), (2)

The certification program must be recognized in the tariffs.

The Federal regulatory agency, which approves these

tariffs, must assume the responsibility for authorizing

implementation of the overall certification program.

This agency should develop and publish rules and pro-

cedures and propose timetables and sequence of applications.

Plans should be developed under control of the Federal

agency for the selection of the organization or organi-

zations which will coordinate the preparation of standards,

the procedures for the qualification of technicians, and the

organizations which are to be given the authority to certify

equipment,

(Yeection 6, CERTIFICATION PROGRAM, p 31

(2) ection 7, RESONSIBILITY, pp. 5, 10, 14, 15
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Uniformity in standards and certification procedures for

equipment and in personnel qualifications throughout the

country is necessary, Installation and maintenance may

be supervised and inspected locally. Therefore, co-

ordination by federal and state agencies is necessary to

establish policies which will permit the nationwide use

of certified equipment and procedures for the certifi-
(1)cation of technicians

THE PROPOSED INTERCON-
NECTION REGULATIONS,
WHICH ARE INTENDED TO
ASSURE NETWORK PRO-
TECTION, MUST BE APPLIED
UNIFORMLY TO ALL CLASSES
OF USERS

The Panel endeavored to classify users, including utilities,

right-of-way companies, agencies of the federal govern-

ment, etc., in an effort to show that one or more classes

(Uoection 7, RESPONSIBILITY
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might be permitted unrestricted interconnection without

serious risk of impairment to the operation of the net-

work as a whole. The result of this careful consideration

was a firm conviction to the contrary. Classifications

such as membership in an association, employment by

the government, subjection to regulation, possession of

particular kinds of equipment -- none of these provide

assurance of both competence and responsibility among

all users who are members of that class.

In a certification program which enables any user to

qualify on reasonable terms, there is no technical basis,

in the opinion of the Panel, for any class or group of

users to be exempted from conforming.

The Panel recognizes that certain classes of users

have, inthe past, directly interconnected with the net-

work without significant impairment to service generally.

PRIVILEGED
C,
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Widespread interconnection, on the other hand, creates

a new and different environment in which all existing

variances from the proposed rules must eventually be

corrected. The committee is not, however, ina position

to recommend specific time allowances.

THE ENFORCED CERTIFI-
CATION PROCEDURES MUST
BE TAKEN AS A WHOLE.

The Panel wishes to emphasize that, in recom-

mending the development of standards and a program of

certification as a workable alternative to present tariff

controls, it is proposing a complete system of control,

which will not be effective unless all elements of the

system, as described in the report, are adopted. For

example, the development of standards alone is inadequate.

Certification of equipment without certification of in-

stallation, testing and maintenance will be ineffective

32.
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in protecting personnel, facilities, services, etc.- The

Panel's approval of standardization and certification as

an alternative is contingent on the adoption of the total

plan.

A CAREFULLY PLANNED AND
TIMED STEP-BY-STEP EFFORT
IS NECESSARY TO ASSURE THE
SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION
OF A CERTIFICATION PROGRAM!)
THE FIRST STEP SHOULD INVOLVE
A MODERATELY COMPLEX INTER-
CONNECTION PROBLEM.

Experience with interconnection is limited and has, for

the most part, been with users having extensive experi-

ence and resouces. There is little applicable experience

involving smaller, less sophisticated users or with large-

scale public interconnection. The certification program

is something new to the telephone industry and to many

of the major user industries. Existing laboratories are

(Yecction 6, CERTIFICATION PROGRAM, pp. 27-30
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not equipped to test and certify communications equip-

ment in the quantities envisioned. The personnel needed

by all parties for this kind of operation are in short

supply.

There is much to be learned. If a start is made

promptly, and if all concerned assign the task a high

priority, there should be a reasonably rapid implemen-

tation which will produce the necessary certification

programs and guidelines for qualifying personnel.

The same effort should produce both standards for equip~

ment and guidelines for qualifying personnel. Thereafter,

when the personnel program has started to function,

the certification of interface devices and equipment will

permit their installation and operation by users ac-

cording to the new standards.

34,
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The Panel recommends that first applications be to equip-

ment with moderately complex interconnection problems

and for which a knowledgeable technical base for manu-

facture, installation, and maintenance now exists.

Once started, application of the standards to one service

(such as PBX, for example), can proceed while standards

are set for another (such as data modems). Numerous

and seemingly simple applications should await actual

experience in more complex applications where trained

personnel are already working. Since the standards pro-

gram is an iterative process, requiring procedures for

continuous reconsideration and renegotiation of specifi-

cations, it is important that an organizational mechanism

be set up to gather data and evaluate the progress of the

program.

35.
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EFFECTS OF INTERCONNECTION ON INNOVATION

THE PROPOSED CERTIFI-
CATION PROGRAM SHOULD
NOT SIGNIFICANTLY IM-
PEDE INNOVATION BY THE
CARRIERS AND MAY PRO-
MOTE INNOVATION BY USERS
THROUGH INCREASED FLEXi-
BILITY. (1)

Several opinions have been expressed to the Panel re-

garding the potential impact of interconnection on

innovation.

The carriers have said that widespread interconnection

will tend to impede innovation in the network, because,

among other things, users will tend to oppose changes by

the carriers that make the users' equipment obsolete or

require it to be modified. They have also said that direct

interconnection without carrier-owned interconnecting

arrangement will further impede their innovation because

Q Isection 9, INNOVATION
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it removes the carrier-controlled buffer with known

characteristics between the network and the inter-

connected equipment.

Some users, especially the large ones and those in

rapidly developing fields such as computer time-

sharing, have expressed the opinion that, with the

necessarily deliberate rate of innovation expected in the

network, there will be no major problems in keeping up

with the network innovation. They do not agree with

the carriers' concerns regarding the need for a carrier-

controlled buffer.

Some suppliers of equipment and services have expressed

the opinion that the presence of the carrier-owned

interconnecting arrangement will impede innovation on

the user side of the interface where the goal is to optimize

37.
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the users' system or use of equipment. Further, and

perhaps more importantly, they question the ability

of the carrier to respond rapidly enough to new situations

where new interconnection arrangements are required.

While there are limited data on which to base conclusions,

it is the opinion of the panel that:

(a) The advent of widespread inter-

connection itself, regardless of how

it is implemented and controlled,

may indeed have some effect on the

rate of innovation by carriers, sup-

pliers and users. In some cases,

it may impede innovation in the

network and in others, it could

conceivably promote innovation be-

cause of the pressures of demand

38.
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INFORMATION INTERCHANGE

THE PANEL BELIEVES THAT
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES
SHOULD BE ESTABLISHED TO
PROMOTE THE EXCHANGE OF
INFORMATION AMONG CARRIERS,
USERS, AND SUPPLIERS. (!)

As stated earlier, the Panel was continually reminded of

the need for improved communications among the parties

concerned. There were instances where incorrect inter-

pretations of conditions of use of the network by user

and manufacturers caused unnecessary confusion at

both the technical and administrative levels. There was

a firm expression on the part of the carriers of the need

for more direct communications and a more compre-

hensive picture of user requirements. With the anticipated

acceleration in innovation affecting data systems and

(1)INFORMATION AND ORGANIZATION
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SECTION 2

COMMUNICATIONS BACKGROUND

TELEPHONE SYSTEM

In discussions of the interconnection situation, it is

convenient to consider separately, the exchange and

long distance parts of the telephone plant.

Exchange System

In its very simplest form this consists of a telephone,

a "loop" to the central office, the automatic telephone

exchange, and, perhaps, trunks running from the

nearest central office either (a) to other central

offices nearby; or (b) extending into the toll telephone

network.

PRIVILEGED
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The Telephone

The subscriber interfaces with the telephone system at

the telephone instrument. From the network control

viewpoint, the subscriber is really a highly adaptable

logic and memory system which responds to incoming

calls, initiates calls, and reacts reasonably predictably

to a variety of situations encountered in using the tele-

phone. The mechanisms he uses to exert this control

in the simplest form of telephone, are the switchhook

and the dial Lifting the handset closes electrical con-

tacts in the switchhook to signal the central office. These

switchhook signals play an important role in subsequent

operations. (One of them is establishing, for charging

purposes, the times at which the call was initiated and

terminated.) On receiving dial tone (which the sub-

scriber distinguishes from several other tones produced

for his use), the subscriber responds by operating the

rotary dial or set of push buttons to correspond to the

2.
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number he desires to reach, as read from the telephone

directory or taken out of his memory (not always accu-

rately). The subscriber takes certain actions depending

on whether, subsequently, he hears the voice of the

wanted party, receives busy tone, continues to hear an

unanswered audible ringing signal, reaches the wrong

telephone, etc. At times he may hear a voice-recorded

announcement and react accordingly, or he may reach

an intercept operator with whom he converses. The

subscriber, in short, by manipulating the telephone

instrument, plays a crucial role in the network control

The telephonesignaling function of the telephone system.

instrument, its controls, and the various signals from the

system beyond the instrument to which the subscriber

responds, are chosen in recognition of experience with

the subscriber's capabilities, limitations and behavior

PRIVILEGED
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patterns. The same is true of the quantity of switching

equipment at the central office, which is chosen to fit

the customer's habits as to calling frequency, duration

of message, etc.

The various systems! solutions arrived at for the sub-

scriber/telephone combination at the point of access

to the network may not necessarily be the same, cer-

tainly not necessarily equally optimal, where the

or computer, with or without interface devices, must

reproduce in some form most or all of the logical and

memory operations now performed by the subscriber.

It may be conjectured that the machine is more accurate

combination is replaced in part or completely by
a

machine or computer. When so replaced, the machine

and more rapid, though not necessarily as versatile.

4,
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The primary function of the telephone instrument, of

course, is to transmit and receive speech. The

statistical distributions of levels and waveforms sent

into the telephone system depend on the characteristics

of both the subscriber and the telephone instrument.

The loops and long distance trunks are designed to

handle the range of levels encountered, without intro-

ducing crosstalk between pairs in multi-paired cable,

or overloading the long-distance multiplexed system

with its common amplifiers. To this end, there are

limits both as to the output at the subscriber station

and the input to the trunks.

The telephone instrument is being used with increasing

frequency to handle signals other than human voice,

the telephone subscriber's voice and ear being re-

placed by an acoustically or inductively-coupled

data set, cardiograph machine, facsimile machine,

5.
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etc. Again, replacement of the subscriber by a machine

implies compromises. Specifically, the machine-

generated signal levels and waveforms must be chosen

to be both (a) effective, and (b) non-interfering. This

is accomplished in part by specification. In acoustic

coupling, the signals are first converted to specified

audible sounds and the telephone handset is fitted into

a specified holder where these sounds are picked up.

In inductive coupling, the electrical circuits within

the handset pick up electromagnetic signals from the

attached device. In both cases, the exact details of

telephone instrument design are important, Small

changes in the telephone instrument may obsolete

acoustic and inductive coupling arrangements.

Coordination between the designers of telephone in-

struments and the designers of acoustic and inductive

couplers is required to avoid this.

6.
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A third function of the subscriber's telephone installa-

tion is to protect the user, telephone employees, and

the rest of the telephone system against harm. The

telephone instrument and installation is insulated

against contact with electric power sources. The

telephone instrument contains a ''click reducer" to

eliminate the hazard of acoustic shock, etc. Itis

designed to maintain careful balance to ground on

both sides of telephone line, avoiding noise and cross-

talk effects. It contains non-linear devices which

limit energy levels, particularly on short loops to

the central office, etc.

Where the subscriber telephone system is replaced

by a machine, with or without interfacing equipment,

the three basic functions of network control, trans-

mission, and protection must all be preserved.

PRIVILEGED
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Finally, these basic functions must be hadled without

mutual interference. Specifically, the network control

signaling function must be protected against interfer-

ence from speech or other signals. For example, room

noise picked up in the handset must not interfere with

Touch-Tone audible signaling. As will be pointed out

later, this consideration sets additional limits on the

level and waveform of signals that can be transmitted

throughout the system from the telephone.

The Loop

The "loop" connecting the telephone to the central office

(or "trunk" connecting the PBX to the central office) is

of less complexity and somewhat less significance to

interconnection although it is one of the major elements

of total telephone plant investment. The loop, for our

purposes, includes the interior wiring on the customer's

premises, the "drop" from the premises to the point

8.
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of attachment to the cable running to the central office,

and a selected pair of wires in that cable, either

assigned wholly for the use of the subscriber or shared

with other users. Important characteristics of the loop

are its length and the size of the copper conductors.

Since a minimum of direct current, at least, must be

drawn over these conductors to supply the microphone

in the telephone and 20-cycle alternating current must

be fed over them to ring the telephone bell, there are

upper limits on length of loop and fineness of conductor

gauge. Similarly, there are limits connected with the

attenuation of voice signals and the deformation of the

direct current signals used for switchhook supervision

and dial pulsing. If considerations of limiting loop

length and gauge are identical when the subscriber/

telephone subsystem is replaced by a machine, there

need be no changes in loop design and layout. If not,

some changes may eventually be indicated.

9.
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Loops and short-haul trunks are derived from copper
wire pairs in cables carrying several hundred or several
thousand pairs. In order for crosstalk between services
carried over these pairs to be held at a minimum,
there is strict control in cable manufacture to avoid

structural imbalance. The effect of this careful con-
trol can be destroyed if improperly designed or

improperly intalled equipment is connected to the

end s of the pairs. One of the basic requirements for

any device connected to the telephone network, there-

fore, is that it not introduce imbalance in impedance

to ground from the two wires of the pair at the point of

connection,

Crosstalk can also be created if excessively high levels

are applied. To avoid crosstalk from this source,

limits are set on the output levels from the subscriber's

station. Finally, crosstalk in cables increases with

10.
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frequency. Since paired cables are used increasingly

to handle communications involving higher frequencies

(e.g., PICTUREPHONE), the limits on levels into

these cables are set differently for frequency bands

above the voice range.

Key Telephones and PBX's

Not all telephone instruments are connected directly

to the central office over loops, particularly non-

residence telephones for business, Government, or

professional use. In this case, additional switching

systems are interposed between the telephone instru-

ment (extension telephone) and the central office.

These are manually-operated Key Telephone systems

and automatic (or sometimes manual) PBX's or PABX's

(two acronyms for essentially the same thing). Some

of these systems are of a size and complexity compa-

rable to a telephone central office. In the meetings of

this Panel, there has been extensive discussion of when,

11,
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where, and under what conditions customer-owned and

maintained PBX's should be interconnected into the

telephone network. There has been no specific discussion

of the interconnection of customer-owned and maintained

key telephone systems.

PBX's are sometimes, but not always, located on the

customer's premises. In recent years there has been

increasing use of Centrex service. In Centrex service,

the PBX's switching may be done either on the cus-

tomer's premises, or in the telephone central office.

In Centrex service, PBX extensions are reached di-

rectly by dialing from the telephone network (Direct

Inward Dialing). The telephone extension number

becomes part of the nationwide numbering system. On

outward calls from approved extensions, the called

telephone is reached without the intervention of the PBX

operator (Direct Outward Dialing). The extension in

some cases is identified automatically for billing pur-

poses.

12.
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The Central Office

Dial central offices are of the step-by-step or pro-

gressive control type, or of the common control

type (crossbar and most recently electronic switching).

In a step-by-step office, the subscriber more or less

directly controls the switches in the central office

when he operates the dial mechanism. Since these

switches are mechanical devices with definite speed

limitations, the dial return mechanism is equipped

"with a speed governor, as a kind of buffer against an

impatient user. In common control offices, operation

of the dial controls the condition of groups of relays

or solid state electronic circuits, which are made

available for the subscriber's sole use, simultaneously

with his receipt of dial tone. These relay or elec-

tronic circuit combinations then control the central

office switches to set up the desired connection. In

general, these latter arrangements are faster. In

13.
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some cases this is taken advantage of by doubling the

speed of the dial mechanism from 10 to 20 pulses per

second.

Except for this, however, the same type of telephone

instruments are used for all types of dial central

offices. Push-button or Touch-Tone control will be

referred to later.

Exchange and Toll Trunk Carrier Systems

Telephone switching offices are interconnected into a

nationwide switching plan or hierarchy in which the

local central office is at the lowest hierarchical level.

The switching centers of the hierarchy are inter-

connected over short- and long-haul trunk circuits.

These circuits are of voice-bandwidth (approximately

3200 cycles) and handle two kinds of signals: 1) the

message signal itself -- voice, data, etc.; and

2) the network control signals used in setting up and

14,
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taking down connections, controlling switches, start

of billing, and, in general, what is known as inter-

office "handshaking, '' (exchange of call status informa-

tion between switching offices). It is important to good

service that the message signals not produce false

network cont rol signals, This can happen. For

example, ''talk-off'' is a condition where an unusual

voice sound deceives the signaling equipment into

thinking that a signal has been received indicating

that the subscriber has hung up. When the system is

used for other than voice, restrictions on energy

level and waveform are imposed to avoid ''talk-off"

and other adverse effects. In certain trunk systems,

a separate channel is used for network control signals

and these precautions are not required. The majority

of trunks, however, use a single channel for both

purposes.

15.
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Restrictions on energy level and waveform are also

required to avoic crosstalk and noise among services

sharing the same facilities.

Multi-channel carrier systems carry 12, 60, 600, and

more voice channels through common amplifiers over

paired cables, coaxial cables, microwave radio relay

and (internationally) submarine cable and satellites.

These common amplifiers can handle only certain

limited total levels of energy. Beyond this point they

overload. The effect of overloading is to introduce

noise and crosstalk among the voice channels. The

total ayailable load capacity of the amplifiers must

be shared evenly by all the channels, whether they

are handling voice or other communications. Speci-

fications for individual channel loading have been

established. The established loadings are intended

to be an optimum compromise between low levels

16.
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where underlying system noises dominate and the

higher levels where intermodulation noise and

crosstalk prevail.

Other Uses of the Telephone System

One of the uses of the telephone network for purposes

other than switched message telephoning has been

mentioned -- acoustic or inductive coupling to the

telephone instrument for handling data, picture trans-

mission, etc. This is only one of many non-telephone

uses.

Leased Services

In fact, uses of the telephone system fall into two

broad categories: 1) leased services; and 2) services

which involve the switched network. From almost

the beginning, the loops and trunks of the telephone

network have been leased out to other services,

17.
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operated by large users of communications, Western

Union, the railroads, large industries, Government,

etc. In some cases these leases have involved inter-

connection between leased lines and equipment owned

and maintained by the telephone companies, but

operated by the customer (for example, the 8l-type

teletype store-and-forward switching system). In

other cases, Western Union for example, circuits

only are leased out; the customer attaches his own

equipment.

The possibility of interference into message telephone

services, injury to personnel and facilities, etc.,

always exists as a theoretical possibility. Some of

these problems arise as a result of the inherent sus-

ceptibility of the telephone system and its many points

of exposure. Others come about because of unusually

severe customer situations (high voltage sources, for

18.
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example). However some of the users of leased

service are well-experienced in communication

matters, have competent planning, operating, in-

stallation and maintenance staffs, and have problems

of avoidance of harm and injury similar to those of

the telephone company itself.

Non-Telephone Services Involving the Switched Network

The use of the switched telephone network for other

than message telephone service goes back at least to

the 30's with the use of acoustic couplers by press

photographers to transmit spot news photographs

from nearby telephones, using portable telephoto-

graph equipment. The present situation with respect

to acoustic couplers has already been covered.

19.
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Touch-Tone Services

There are over 1,000,000 telephone installations in

which the rotary dial has been replaced by a 10- or

12-button "Touch-Tone'' combination. This mode of

network control signaling is unique, in that the Touch-

Tone signals, unlike the rotary dial signals, can be

used not only to control the setting up of the connection,

but also, after the connection has been set up, can be

used to transmit data. DIVA is an acronym for Digital

Inquiry Voice Answerback, a telephone company-provided

service in which customer-owned equipment connected

toa telephone company-provided data set receives

Touch-Tone inquiry signals from a remote subscriber

and responds with recorded voice announcements.

Like other non-telephone signals, the Touch-Tone

signals have been chosen to avoid interference with

4

and false operation of the internal system's network

control signals.
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Data-Phone Service

The development of Data-Phone service started in the

late 50's. This was and is a telephone company-

offered service over the switched telephone (or leased

telephone) network. The customer leases a Data-Phone

station (there are some 20 basic varieties to choose

from and many variations of each), which is installed,

attached to the telephone system, and maintained by

the telephone company. There are now upwards of

100, 000 of those in service. Most or all of these Data

Phones, where connection with the switched telephone

network is involved, include a telephone handset, dial

and illuminated keys where the attendant can set up

the connection, monitor and to be sure the called

machine is reached, and at the right moment, operate

the keys to connect the machines together. Data-Phone

equipments in leased service do not have telephones.

Where Data-Phone interfaces with customer's equipment,

al.
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detailed interface standards (number of leads, voltages,

etc.) have been worked out between the Electronic

Industries Association and the telephone companies.

Speeds available over Data Phone service via the

switched network range from 100 bits to (most

recently) 50 kilobits per second. In the latter case,

of course, specially treated loops and wideband

trunk circuits are used. Also, there are special

50 kilobit switching units, "slaved" to regular

switching units in the central office (meaning that the

same common control guides the operation of both

switches).

Various modulation methods are employed: multi-

frequency, frequency shift, 4-phase, multi-level,

etc. Waveforms and levels have been selected for

transmission effectiveness and compatibility with

22.
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telephone system electrical characteristics (e. g.,
delay distortion and noise) and again, avoidance of

interference into network control Signaling.

Interconnection and Attachment

The demand for more and different forms of inter-

connection with the switched message telephone and

leased telephone plant has led to extensive discussions

and controversy over the business and technical con-

ditions under which interconnection is to be offered by

the carriers. The original tariff provisions, for

example, did not allow computer service bureaus to

lease facilities for their use in switching messages.

The Chief of the FCC Common Carrier Bureau referred

to this as a "tariff inhibition" which "is a continuing

source of irritation to the computer industry. ''*

*Telecommunication Report, October 24, 1966.
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The Carterfone Company manufactures a coupling

device for interconnecting privately owned and oper-
ated mobile radio systems with the public network.

This became an issue between this company and the

Southwestern Bell Telephone Company, the latter

considering this a violation of tariffs,

Other cases involve interconnection of private

microwave radio relay systems with telephone

company facilities.

The Common Carrier Bureau of the FCC* concluded,

and recommended it as an FCC position, that Carter-

fone would not impair the operation of the telephone

system. More broadly, the Bureau recommended

*Telecommunication Report, August 7, 1967

24,
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that the telephone company "be ordered to set forth

in its tariffs in clear and specific language, reasonable

standards and requirements that any such customer-

provided equipment, apparatus, circuits or devices,

must meet in order to protect telephone company em-

ployees, facilities, the telephone system and the public

from adverse effects. "'

The telephone company position has been that ''the only

safeguard we urge is that we be allowed to provide

suitable interfaces or buffer devices, so that the various

types of attached equipment will not put something into

the network that could adversely affect or interfere

with the service other customers are getting. ''*

Mr. H. I. Romnes, quoted in Telecommunication
Report, March 25, 1968

25.
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In late June 1968, the Commission ordered AT&T to

delete from its message toll tariffs (No. 263) general

prohibitions against interconnection and foreign attach-

ments, and if the carrier chose, to submit new tariffs.

In compliance with this order, AT&T, in September 1968,

applied for permission to file new tariffs which 'while

opening up the network to all sorts of customer-owned

devices (would) protect its switching and signaling

functions.'' It is these tariffs (there are three of them:

No, 259, ''Wide Area Telecommunications Service";

No. 260, "Private Line Service''; and No. 263, ''Long

Distance Message Telecommunications Service'') which

-are now under discussion. Under particular discussion

are the tariff provisions which require the use of tele-

phone company-provided interfacing devices.

26,
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The Common Carrier Bureau of the Federal Communi-

cations Commission is holding discussions concerning

the legal and regulatory provisions of the tariffs. The

Bureau has requested the National Academy of Sciences

to examine the technical considerations involved in

simultaneously: a) protecting the network, its customer,

employees, and services; and b) opening up the use of

the network to new services.

27.
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SECTION 3

TRANSMISSION AND PROTECTION
CONSIDERATIONS

INTRODUCTION

This Section of the Report discusses the rationale

behind the carrier's tariff restrictions on the

power and waveform of signals sent over the tele-

phone networks (signal criteria).

THE PANEL HAS CONCLUDED
THAT THE SIGNAL CRITERIA
IN THE TARIFFS ARE REASON-
ABLE. SIGNALS WHICH VIO-
LATE THESE CRITERIA CAN
CAUSE HARM BY INTERFERING
WITH SERVICE TO OTHER USERS.

1.
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The Section discusses next, the sources and effects

of harmful voltages on personnel and plant, the ex-
Fy

posures of the telephone system to these voltages,

and the additional risks introduced by user-provided

equipment.

THE PANEL CONCLUDES THAT IN-
CREASED EXPOSURE TO HAZARDOUS
VOLTAGES CAN RESULT FROM UN-
CONTROLLED INTERCONNECTION.

The Section discusses finally, the subject of cross-

talk, and how this undesirable effect may be produced

by unbalanced (to ground) attachments to telephone lines.

THE PANEL CONCLUDES THAT THE
MAINTENANCE LINE BALANCE IS
CRUCIAL TO GOOD SERVICE. LINE
BALANCE CAN BE IMPAIRED IF
POORLY DESIGNED OR IMPROPERLY
INSTALLED AND MAINTAINED EQUIP-
MENT IS ATTACHED TO THE SYSTEM.

2.
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The following paragraphs introduce the technical

background appropriate to the later, more detailed

discussion of signal criteria, protection criteria

and line unbalance.

TECHNICAL FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED IN
THE INTERCONNECTION OF USER-OWNED TER-
MINALS TO THE PUBLIC NETWORK

The public telephone network has been engineered,

necessarily on a statistical basis, to provide a

variety of services to a large number of residential,

commercial, military, etc., users with different

service requirements; voice, data, etc. The numbers

and duration of the calls placed by these users cover

a wide range.

Users are served by many types of telephone facilities

at a range of distances from their serving central offices.

3.
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The trunks that tie these offices into the long

distance portions of the network also vary

statistically in type and length. Resultant

ranges in transmission parameters of the

loops and trunks produce variations in the

overall end-to-end characteristics of

switched connections through the network.

The alternate routing of calls which allows

the automatic adjustment of traffic patterns

to meet changing load requirements can in-

crease or decrease the number of links used

in setting up successive calls between the

same two locations. In short, both the service

and the plant can only be understood and treated

on a statistical basis.

Because the numbers involved in telephone network

are large, it is always possible to provide service

4,
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to a small number of identified users whose

requirements depart from the statistics in

terms, for example, of the nature of signals

to be transmitted. Special treatment might,

for example, involve the selection of suitable

pairs in local cables to minimize crosstalk.

It is clearly not economic, however, nor in

some cases even possible, to provide special

treatment to a very large portion of the total

subscribers since the bulk of the service pro-

vided must match the capabilities of the bulk

of the serving facilities. If, in addition,

users whose signals depart from normal are

not identifiable, there is no way to provide

them with special treatment.

If the network is to accommodate large numbers

of customer-owned terminal equipment, it follows

5.
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that signal amplitude, waveform and energy

distribution with this equipment must con-

tinue to conform to the parameters used

in the overall network design. Evena

single user, whose signals are such as to

cause crosstalk or interference in multi-

pair cable systems or cause overload in

broadband carrier systems can cause

serious deterioration of service to a

group of users.

Motivation is one factor in the determi-

nation of the likelihood that customer-

generated signals will exceed the

spectral power handling capability of

telephone facilities. Where voice trans-

6.
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mission is involved, there is generally

no motivation, In data communication,

however, it is to the user's advantage

to increase the signal transmission

level in order to improve his own per-

formance, albeit at the expense of

degraded performance of other users.

It is necessary, therefore, in this case,

to have effective controls for ensuring that

signals applied to the network by customers

do not exceed the transmission capabilities

of the telephone facilities.

In addition to control of signal levels and

waveforms, the interconnection of user-provided

terminals involves other considerations. The

first of these is the risk of hazardous voltages

to personnel and to the network, The most

7.
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important problem, of course, is the danger to

telephone installation and maintemance personnel.

Installation and maintenance must be carried

on without interruption of existing service. It

is, therefore, the practice for cable and exchange

plant workers to work on cable pairs and junctions

in the immediate proximity of hundreds of other

pairs and junctions which are in normal use.

It is clearly impractical to disconnect all termi-

nal equipment before a worker contacts the

wires in a cable or works on a distribution frame.

Measures, therefore, must be taken to ensure that

harmful voltages not be applied at any terminal

at any time. With the anticipated increase in

wser-owned terminal devices using 115V AC

and/or high DC voltages, the possibilities of harm

due to poor initial design, improper installation,

8.
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and/or inadequate maintenance are Signifi-

cant and must be faced in the interconnection

of user-owned equipment.

Another situation where service to other sub-

scribers may be impaired is where the tele-

phone line, normally well-balanced, becomes

unbalanced when a poorly-designed, installed

or maintained device is attached to it.

Tightly- packed wire pairs in telephone cables

are very carefully manufactured to minimize

unwanted pickup of interference -- either

from other telephone circuits or from nearby

power systems. It is necessary to maintain

this longitudinal balance at all times on

all pairs. If this balance is degraded by some

attached equipment, not only will interference

be present on the unbalanced pair, but other pairs

9.
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in the same cable will be disturbed as well,

Again, adequate provision must be made to

ensure that user-owned terminals meet

and maintain the longitudinal balance that

is fundamental to maintaining the quality

of network service, as do carrier-provided

terminals.

Signal criteria, protection, and line balance,

are discussed in detail in the following paragraphs.

SIGNAL CRITERIA

The signal criteria set limits on both "in-band" and

"out-of-band" power. Criteria for in-band (below

3995 Hz) power signal levels are set to optimally

load the frequency-division multiplex carrier

systems which furnish most long-haul voice grade services.

10.
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Criteria for out-of-band power signal levels

are set to.avoid interference into communica-

tions sharing the same cable, but operating on

other pairs in the cable, at frequencies above

3995 Hz. The mechanism here is crosstalk

between cable pairs which increases at higher

frequencies, The problem here is somewhat

analogous to the FCC problem of management

of the radio spectrum to the end that all users

may not suffer service degradation because of

signals spurious transmitted outside the allocated

frequency band.

A third category of signal criteria sets limits

on signal power ina specific region of the in-

band range (2450 to 2750 Hz). The purpose here

is to safeguard the operation of the 2600 Hz in-band

ll.
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Signaling system, which is almost universally

used in long distance telephone service. False

operation of the in-band signaling system has

serious results: improper billing, intermittent

interruptions, insertion of a band elimination

filter in the transmission path, or even complete

disconnection of a call,

The derivations of the three classes of signal cri-

teria, as set forth in the tariffs, are discussed

under the following three subsections.

In- Band Signal Power Criteria

The tariff requirements on in-band power* are as

*In-band power is defined as the total power in the
band below 3995 Hz.

12.
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follows: FCC 259, FCC 263 - the power

of the signal at the central office not exceed 12

dB below one milliwatt when averaged over any

three second interval. *-

FCC 260 - the power of the signal which

may be applied by the ser-provided equip-

ment to the Telephone Company interface located

on the user's premises will be specified by

the Telephone Company for each application to

be consistent with the signal power allowed on the

telecommunications network.

"There is also a requirement that the signal
applied to the loop plant not exceed 0dBm, but
this is redundant for the network, since loops
never exceed 12 dB loss. However, it is a

factor in determining safe private line power
levels.

13.
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The above requirements on in-band power are

based on interference considerations of long-

haul frequency division multiplex carrier

systems. These systems include coaxial cable

carrier systems with capacities ranging up to 3600

channels and microwave radio carrier systems

with up to 1800 channel capacity. Virtually,

all voice grade services longer than about 200

miles use these types of facilities. As of

December 1968, there were over 68,000,000

circuit miles** on coaxial cable carrier systems

and over 172, 000, 000 circuit miles on microwave

radio in the Bell System alone,

These systems are designed to handle a per channel

load of -!6 dBm long-term average power as measured

*The term long-haul is used here to designate trans-
mission systems longer than about 200 miles

**A circuit mile is defined as one mile of facility
suitable for two-way voice grade transmission.

14,
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at a network reference transmission level

point®. The -16dBm0 power is the maximum

average power per 4kc channel that can be per-

mitted without incurring a noise penalty (increase

in total system noise power). Below -16dBm0

per channel average signal power, the noise

is predominantly thermal (or random) noise,

In addition to this thermal noise (which is inde-

pendent of total signal power), the broadband

O systems are also subject to intermodulation

noise. At these low levels, this increases

proportionately with signal power and at

-16dBm0 average signal power per channel,

the intermodulation noise and thermal

noise are equal. At signal power above

*Commonly referred to as the zero transmission
level point (OTLP). Signal powers referenced to
OTLP are normally designated with an "O" suffix
(i.e. , -16dBm0).
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~16dBm0, the noise is predominantly inter-

modulation noise, this. increases at a faster

rate than the signal power. Maximum signal-
to-noise ratio is obtained with average signal

power at -16dBm0.

Since both directions of transmission normally
are not used simultaneously and not all chan-

nels are active at the same time, it has been

C) determined that an average power limit of

-13dBm0 applied to all users of a system is

consistent with the long-term loading objective

of -16dBm0. In developing the tariff criteria,

this ~13dBm0 three-second average power limit

was translated to refer to a specific physically

identifiable location. The selected location was

the serving central office and the usual loss between

16.
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this point and the equivalent network reference

transmission level point is 1dB. Thus, the

maximum Signal power that may be permitted

at the central office is -12dBm when measured

over any three-second interval.

When this power level is exceeded, the effect

on other users of voice and data services is

increased noise and interference. Depending

upon the nature of the excessive signal, this

noise and interference may appear in the follow-

ing forms:

1. Increased background noise or
hiss on the channel.

2. Crackling or static on the chan-
nel.

3. Crosstalk of other people's con-
versations into the channel. This
crosstalk may be either intelligible
of merely bursts of garbled speech.

17.
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4. Increased error rates on data
channels.

5. Complete loss of service
caused by catastrophic over-
load of line facilities.

The network of long distance facilities to which

the in-band power criterion is applicable is used

on almost all long distance connections (over 200

miles in length). This network provides many

diverse paths over which voice and dataphone calls

may be carried. Network management techniques

plus dynamic alternate routing plans vary the speci-
fic path (and specific broadband facility) that a parti-
cular point-to-point call will use. Similar changes

in routing also occur on private line services parti-

cularly when a facility failure requires an alternate

facility for srvice restoration. This need for facili-

ty flexibility necessitates that all channels be operated

at equal signal levels. Hence, an equal apportionment

18.
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of system power handling capability to all
q
4

channels is appropriate.

Out_ of_ EBand Signal Power Criteria

The tariff requirements on out-of-band* power

are as follows: FCC 259, FCC 260, FCC 263

the signal which is applied by the cus-

tomer-provided equipment to the Telephone Com-

pany interface located on the customer's premises

meet the following limits:

1. The power in the band from
3995 Hz to 4005 Hz shall be
at least 18dB below the sti-
pulated maximum in-band
signal power.

2. The power in the band from 4000
Hz to 10,000 Hz shall not exceed
16dB below one milliwatt.

*The out-of-band region is defined as those frequen-
cies greater than 3995 Hz.

19.
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In many ways, the most danger-

ous source of potentially fatal

currents is the 110 or 220 volt

power line. The major danger

of this source stems from its

ubiquity around users' pre-

mises and the fact that the

protective devices that are

connected to telephone lines

will usually not operate if

the line is crossed to 110

volts. Yet the presence

of the cross is potentially

lethal to personnel who come

in contact with that line.

Extension of the protector

block technique to 110 volt

40.
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exposure is not feasible for

severa] reasons. In the first

place, air-gap devices are

not practical in this region.

More important, however,

ringing voltages used in the

telephone system have higher

peaks than 110V AC and these

voltages must be allowed to

pass. A suitable shunt pro-

tector would have to limit

well below the amplitude of

ringing voltage and consequently

would prevent the use of standard

20 Hz ringing. Use of a simple

41,
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series fuse-type device would

incur the same type of problem.

Normal loop current, such

as those present in the low

voltage, low resistance tele-

phone circuits are in the 25

to 150 ma range which is

above the lethal level. Fuses

that would pass this level

of current would be of no

help.

In sum, simple fusing or

voltage breakdown devices

cannot protect the human being

because legitamately present

42.
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currents and voltages, that are

themselves not potentially

lethal, exceed the thresholds

to which protective devices

would have to be adjusted in

order to protect against sources

of potentially fatal currents.

Extent of Personnel Exposure

As explained, the telephone

companies provide service

to customers by means of

physical conductors in the

exchange plant. Each time

service is installed, removed

or repaired, telephone crafts-

men make physical contact with

wire pairs and terminals at »ne or

more points in the station equipment or at

43,
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the terminal appearances of the

wire pairs on customer premises

in outside manholes or on poles,

and in the central office building.

In general, the work operations

require a hands-on type contact,

The size of the wires, the termi-

nal sizes and spacings, and the

dexterity required, generally

preclude the use of protective

clothing or devices such as

rubber gloves. This is not to

say that rubber gloves are never

worn, They are prescribed for

many construction operations,

particularly when working on

joint use poles shared with power

44,
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companies. But they are inappro-

priate for such tasks as splicing

together multi-conductor, fine

gauge cables.

The conductors which fan out

from a wire center (or central

office building) are carried in

densely- packed cables, ranging

from as few as 6 to 2700 pairs

of conductors per cable, and

they are spliced together and

terminated on closely-spaced

terminals in cross- connection

boxes and in sealed splices along

the routes.

45.
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Therefore, craftsmen working

on a Single pair are exposed

not only to that one pair at

terminal field appearances,

but also to additional pairs

which are connected to adja-

cent terminals,

Effects of Interconnection on
the Harmful Voltage Problem

The direct electrical connection

of user-provided equipment and

communications systems to tele-

phone company lines add an addi-

tional source for the introduction

of potentially harmful voltages

into the telephone plant. This

source is different from the

46.
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sources discussed in the previous para-

graphs. It is also unique in that it is

perhaps the easiest source to protect

against in that the telephone line expo-

sure occurs specifically at the point

of interface with the user equipment.

A simple protective coupler at the

interface can provide suitable pro-

tection in both direction, i.e.,

protect the user from foreign voltages

on telephone lines and protect the

telephone company from foreign

voltages introduced by user-provided

equipment or systems. The question

here is not the need for protection

but whether or not there are alter-

native means for achieving this
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same protection in which one may

place a high degree of confidence.

The question is whether or not the

interconnecting users can provide

the same degree of protection from

lightning and electric power sources

of harmful voltages that is now

achieved through adherence to

present carrier practices and the

joint power-telephone cooperation

outlined above. The achieve this

degree of protection would require

that all the interconnecting users

have:

- trained installation and
construction craftsmen to
ensure proper installation
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in regard to exposure
to sources of harmful
voltages;

- properly-designed and
manufactured equipment
and wiring meeting pro-
perly-enforced electric
code requirements.

- trained maintenance
personnel and a continuing
maintenance program,
including inspection and
repair procedures and
practices to ensure con-
tinuance of safe exposure
conditions and proper
operability of protective
devices;

- cooperative agreements
with the power utilities,
continuously observed.

Conclusions

Attachments are a source of exposures potential-

ly hazardous to people and property. Protection

from such exposures require trained :personnel,
4
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close and continuous coordination and coopera-
tion, and the development and continuous up-

dating of construction, maintenance and

protection standards, procedures and

practices. These standards, procedures
and practices, to be effective, must be

rigorously and continuously applied and

enforced throughout the service life of the

plant equipment involved.

Increased exposure to hazardous voltages
can result from uncontrolled interconnection.

The need for protection means that controls

must be provided to ensure that hazardous

voltages are not inadvertently connected to

the telephone system. These controls are a

necessary condition for interconnection,
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Loop Balance

Connections between customer premises and

central offices are normally made by

individual wire pairs in multi-paired cables.

The wires, because of the close proximity

to each other, have mutual capacitive and

inductive coupling effects. Mutual coupling

results in crosstalk from adjacent wires,

which, if not controlled, will interfere

with the desired signal. Crosstalk, in

aggravated instances, can produce inter-

fering signals of an intelligible nature which

may lead the user to believe that his security

has been violated. -- a most undesirable

situation.
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Technology for Reducing Crosstalk

To minimize electrical interactions among

individual wire pairs within the cable, the

pairs are twisted and balanced to ground.

Twisting of the wire pairs cause equal and

opposite currents to be induced from adjacent

pairs and reduces the effects of magnetic

coupling to an insignificant factor. Capa-

citive coupling is, however, still a factor

and has to be carefully controlled.

The figure on the following page showing

coupling capacitances between two pairs

in a cable will be used to explain the cross-

talk mechanism.
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Pair A

035 uf/mite 07 yuf/mileCt c2 C3 C4

Pair B

T8 erg TTT €.09 uf/mileCS5C6

A voltage generator, eB' is shown connected to one

pair. Setting aside, for the moment, the effects of the

wire-to-ground capacitances, C5, Cb, C7, and C8,

we can assume that the voltage-to- ground of the T

conduct or of Pair B, erp? is equal in magnitude

but opposite in polarity to voltage e If Cl equals

C2, then the voltage coupled to the T conductor of

Pair A from T of B through Cl would exactly cancel

RB

the voltage coupled from R of B through C2. Similar-
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ly, the voltages coupled to the R conductor of

Pair A through capacitors C3 and C4 would

also cancel. Hence, no net voltage would be

developed on either the T and R conductors

"uf Pair A. These pair-to-pair capacitances

are controlled quite carefully in manufacture and

the difference among the capacitances associated

with any two pairs (or as it is called, the pair-

to-pair capactive unbalance) is typically less

than .0001 microfarads per mile.

The capacitance of the wires to ground, however,

is not as closely controlled in manufacture.

Hence, C7 does not equal C8 and erp and e

are not exactly equal and opposite. Therefore,

the voltages coupled to the conductors of Pair A

are not completely cancelled, and a net voltage

is induced in Pair A. (Similarly, differences
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between C5 and C6 also cause noncancella-

tion of the coupled voltages. )

The factors that control crosstalk between any

two pairs in a cable are: (1) the magnitude of

the interpair capacitance, C1, C2, C3, and

C4, which is a function of the proximity of the

two pairs within the cable; (2) the amount of

unbalance (or difference) among them; and

(3) the amount of unbalance (or difference in

impedance to ground) of the individual pairs.

The longitudinal balance incables is controlled

so that the coupling loss between pairs is general-

ly well over 100dB with about one per cent of

pairs having coupling lasses of 80dB or less

at 1000 Hz. Since this coupling is primarily
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capacitive, the coupling loss will decrease

(hence crosstalk will increase) with increas-

ing frequency at the rate of 6dB per octave.

Tests have shown that if one conductor of

one pair is grounded, crosstalk will be

worsened by 20dB, and if pne conductor of

both pairs is grounded, it will be worsened

by as much as 60dB. Therefore central

office circuits and telephone station equip-

ment and wiring in the telephone network

are designed, installed, and majntained to

ensure a high degree of balance to ground,

Problem

Cables are designed and controlled in manu-

facture to maintain balance and reduce cross-

talk, but these controls become ineffective if
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equipment attached to the cable pairs is itself

improperly designed, installed or maintained.

Crosstalk will result if user-provided equip-

This can occurment is unbalanced to ground,

if:

1, Equipment is designed poorly initially.

Tying into unbalanced single ended cir-

cuits is a typical way of causing trouble

2. Equipment is improperly installed so

as to apply a ground to one side of the

line. This may occur accidentally

through insulation being scraped away

or with nails or staples cutting through

wires.
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3. Equipment can fail in service. A com-

ponent can break down and cause unbalance

on the line.

Crosstalk can be insidious and difficult to locate be-

cause the malfunction is partial rather than total.

The user may not be aware that he is causing

trouble to other parties especially if his service

appears normal, Thus, the deteriorated perform-

ance can exist for a long period before diagnosis

and correction,
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